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Preface

Preface
This report highlights that condition for effective change can only be created through specific services,
like the process of UID in Punjab. This process will accelerate with the linking of most of the benefits
schemes to the possession of the UID by the beneficiary. Its uses and potential for improved
governance and targeting in respect of various benefits can be an effective window for citizen
empowerment. Continuing the service specific focus proposals in this report are based on services
grouped as: (a) Need based Documentation Services ;(b) Physical/Material Services ;(c) Information
Services ;(d) Grievance Redress Services. Similarly, the Right to Services (RTS) Act was notified, as
proposed by the first PGRC (PGRCI) covering 69 services. As per recommendations of second PGRC
(PGRCII) at present, 149 services are being covered. The Working Group Report on strengthening the
RTS Systems and new services added was submitted to the government in December 2012. The
present report also deals with reforms of delivery systems, processes and infrastructure for public
government interaction management.
In addition, the amended Proformas (with their respective Check list) of the Departments of Home;
Affairs & justice Revenue; Health & Family Welfare; Transport; Social Security, Women and Child;
Personnel; Food, Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs; Welfare of SC & BC, have been placed as
Annexure I and Annexure II. Other amended Proformas and their respective Check lists are under
preparation .
Some of the work in the report deals with similar themes added to the volumes submitted earlier.

Pramod Kumar
Chairman, PGRC
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INTEGRATIVE PERSPECTIVES STRATEGY AND REVIEW OF SERVICE DELIVERY (RTS ACT)
1.1

Perspective

1.1.1

The first PGRC had addressed various issues concerning simplification and re-engineering of
basic services in its Second Report. Some recommendations are still pending
consideration/decision. In the meantime, there have been important new developments.
The RTS Act was notified, on the lines proposed by the first PGRC. It covered 69 services. The
RTS commission and the government are considering proposals for addition of services and
the matter has been referred to the PGRC. The RTS Commission is also considering a web
based monitoring system. Online delivery/digitization of services has been taken up in
different departments. Transport Department has switched to a system of issue of the RC
through dealers even though not on line.

1.1.2

The Local Self Government Department is proposing Urban Service Centers for online
delivery. An e-Panchayat portal will take care of rural PRI's - over a thousand centers are
reportedly functioning, Punjab Government is considering an e-complaint Application
across all departments. Sub Divisional Suvidha Kendras are being activated by adding on
more services. The issues of delivery systems, processes and communication infrastructure
need therefore to be considered afresh/reframed in the light of these developments. There
may be a need to reform processes, integrate 'lumpy' regulations under the RTI and the RTS
Acts, the departmental manuals and the parallel and sometimes duplicative digitisation
systems. While most of these aspects will be covered in a subsequent report, the present
report is limited to the role of the RTS Act in service delivery, additional services to be
included and related matters.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Note: This section has been contributed by Task group on Basic Civic & Regulatory Services chaired by Shri R.N Gupta I.A.S (Retd.)
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1.2

Provisions of RTS Act

1.2.1

The RTS Act 2011 seeks to provide for delivery of services to the people of Punjab, provides
for notification of specified services and of the officers and authorities responsible for
complying with the time limits and hearing appeals against violations of the provisions.

1.2.2

The Act also provides for constitution of the Punjab Right to Service Commission and
provides Revisional and Supervisory powers to the commission and provides for imposition
of fine on the lines of the RTI Act on officials who delay the service without undue cause.
Services notified

cover 11 departments and are mostly confined to what may be called

documentation services needed by the citizens who are issued various documents,
certificates, attested copies etc.
1.3

Procedure adopted by the Task Group/PGRC

1.3.1

The issues were extensively discussed by the PGRC with the RTS commission at the level of
Chairmen and members of the two Commissions. The PGRC in the process of examining the
issues, also had a series of discussions with various departments concerned with the public
services notified and proposed.

Broadly the proposals have been made with the

concurrence of the departments. In some cases, however, departments have despite
repeated attempts, not been able to decide and have not been given specific proposals
regarding time limits for new services, mostly physical and material services. These were
discussed with the RTS Commission and the departments and incorporate their views/inputs
especially on the amendments proposed. We have flagged crucial aspects in the Report and
the Annexure (Remarks column). Govt. may need to take a view regarding inclusion of these
services and the related issues of time limits/Designated authorities.
1.4

Scope

1.4.1

The issues considered in the limited context of the RTS Act mainly relate to:
(i)

Extending the scope to other services especially physical and material services;

(ii)

Necessary amendments required to overcome practical and operational difficulties;

(iii)

Streamlining the constitution /appointment of the Appellate Authorities;

(iv)

Including grievance redress as a specific service in respect of all the services and
departments.

(v)

Basic digitization of services/records to streamline the service delivery structures as
well as the monitoring mechanisms;
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(vi)

Integrating and synergising RTS & RTI provisions for optimisation of service delivery
through information on standards.

1.5

Priority to physical Public Services under the RTS Act

1.5.1

One major lacuna in the current coverage is exclusion of physical and material services
(grants/scholarships, pensions, medicines) in demand by citilzens and the RTS Act may not
be meaningful especially to the marginal sections, unless this is done. Generally public
services cover: (a) contingent/document delivery/paper services (issue of permissions,
certificates, approvals) needed by citizens from time to time and; (b) physical services – mid
day meals, medical attention, supply of medicines, food grains to the poor, scholarships and
pensions and so on; (c) common infrastructure.

1.5.2

It is proposed to exclude collectively delivered services like infrastructure and transport.
There is need to be selective and concentrate on services – both documentation and physical
- used by the common citizens and major categories of citizen clients.

1.5.3

Need based documentation services: - Contingent services may be used only occasionally by
individuals but cumulatively the numbers are huge. Out of about 25-30 lac one off services
handled annually only at the SUWIDHA Centres in Punjab (as per estimates of the PGRC) over
95% or even more is accounted for by a limited group of services such as Birth and Death
certificates, residence, caste, area, non-encumbrance, dependence, marriage certificates
etc. In these were transaction consists of issuing simply a document to the applicant.

1.5.4

Physical Public Services: - These include civic services as well as health, education and
similar sectors and cover services delivered individually – e.g. pensions, scholarships,
vaccination, medicines, food grains (to the poor) etc. Physical services have tended to get
neglected under the RTS Act

not being structured, with responsibility levels difficult to

define and so on. Digitization of these is mostly missing, partly due to present processes
which need to be re-engineered/reframed to permit cost and functionally efficient
digitization.
1.5.5

The RTS Act in Punjab for example lists 69 services but very few relate to actual assistance or
help. There is need to define standards for these and publicize them to the extent possible.
The core mission of the departments is basically to provide these services and these are the
ones mostly missing from the list. Such services have been added, under particular agencies,
especially those directed at the poor. Examples are payments under Janani Suraskha Yojna,
grant of pensions/medicines etc. The Appendix includes the services proposed to be added
with this focus.
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1.6

Constitution of Appellate Authorities

1.6.1

At present there is no standard practice or pattern in regard to the appointment of Appellate
Authorities. In some cases, these are the District administration officials (say SDM/DC) but in
many others, officers senior to the Designated Authority in the agency/department. The
principle followed by the Task group is that the Appellate authorities must be outside the
departmental structures and hierarchies in order to make the process meaningful. The logic
is that it is for the departmental superiors to ensure compliance of these tasks and time limits
by the designated authorities, even in their routine role as monitors/supervisors and it will
not be appropriate to vest this authority on them as it seeks to ensure precisely what they
already have administrative powers for, in the first place. It is their official duty to ensure
compliance even without the RTS; if they do not, they can be presumed to be either
incompetent or in collusion.

1.6.2

It is proposed that the Appellate Authority in all cases, except where appeals may be against
state level officials, should be SDM/ADC/DC, as appropriate. In some cases however, e.g.
police department, Power Corporation which have a strong internal and autonomous
hierarchy, the agency officers are proposed to be retained as appellate authorities. This
suggestion may also be helpful in monitoring, as the number of appellate authorities will be
limited and most of the services except for police and the Utilities, will in any case be
delivered through CSC's and SUWIDHA Centres which are functioning under the control of
the district administration.

1.7

Grievance Recording /Redress – A Core Service
A large number of service delivery defaults which may relate to documentation or physical
services may be about non delivery, not always related to the issue of time limits. It may be
difficult to mechanically ensure complaint redress through the RTS act as it may not be
possible to specify time limits for different areas and services. To start with it may be
sufficient to provide for time limits for acknowledgement of complaints irrespective of the
nature thereof and the department concerned. There is no problem in giving
acknowledgements where the processes are digitized as in SUWIDHA centers, Fard Kendras ,
Saanjh Kendras etc, as the generation of the document of acknowledgement is
simultaneous with the entry of the complaint. The problem is about complaints received
through mail /single window complaints centers / Common Service Centre (CSC's) etc.

1.8

Complaint Recording and Acknowledgement – A Public Service

1.8.1

It is proposed that complaint acknowledgement should be considered a service in its own
right and warrants inclusion under the RTS Act.

1.8.2

Considering various aspects, it is proposed that seven days should be provided for
acknowledgement of complaints, unless given personally, in which case it should be given
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immediately. This will enable all the parties to keep track and follow up on action to redress
the same. The PGRC Commission for example received a letter from a member of the public
which is stated to be a hundred and tenth reminder on the same issue! Half the problems of
complaint redress may be resolved through this measure alone, as it will enable the
complaints to be tracked through the complicated official networks and hierarchies.
1.9

Redress of Complaints
Standard e-grievance modules and Applications are available which provide for on line
complaints and MIS and monitoring facilities so that the complaints can be integrated /
located for follow up by phone number/address/place. The Applications may also provide for
automatic alerts in case there is delay in response beyond the time stipulated. Adoption of
standard software – e.g. developed by the NIC will greatly facilitate streamlining of this
important area of service of the citizens. As indicated, however, it may not be feasible for the
RTS Act to include the issue of time lines for redress of complaints considering the enormous
range and diversity of subject areas. It is however desirable that the departments display
whatever time lines they consider appropriate for specific areas of complaints on their web
sites as RTI information, even though not covered and obligated under the RTS Act. This has
been proposed as one of the amendments above. Power Corporation has offered, however,
to include time lines. These have been included in the Appendix.

2.1

Facilitating complaint acknowledgement of citizen complaints
Considering the difficulties of universal digitization of all the government offices it may be
appropriate to make a limited start by adopting the following pragmatic proposals:
(i)

The facilities of acknowledgement may be provided, to start with, at least in the office
of District Head of each department who has the resources and the functionality to
ensure this.

(ii)

Even though complaints are delivered manually, the record of complaints and
acknowledgement must be digitized by scanning/transcription of records and brought
on an e-platform.

(iii)

In case of other agencies like Municipal Committees, a single window for receiving
complaints can be set up within a ULB without much problem.

(iv)

Escalation of grievances not responded to within whatever time is considered
appropriate by the Department, and to be displayed as such, under the RTI.

(v)

This system can be initiated at the District and Sub Divisional SUWIDHA Centers/ other
single window center which have facilities for digitization of records and the
connectivity to transfer the complaints to the appropriate Departmental
/administrative units.
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2.2

Information/ Complaints handled by Police Department/Home

2.2.1

These have a special status as even information on an offence needs to be is included as a
complaint. At present the relevant entry under the RTS is provision of a copy of the FIR which
is superfluous as the law provides for it. It is important to ensure that a complaint or
information is in the first place immediately acknowledged and in the second place action
taken there on, whether through entry in DDR or FIR register or otherwise, indicated to the
complainant within a reasonable time. As mentioned if a complaint is filed with the Sanjh
Kendra there is no problem. Acknowledgement is given straightaway. This is not the case with
complaints filed at thana level. The RTS act needs to notify the acknowledgement of a
complaint /information at the Police station (or any designated place) as a service to be given
immediately, on the day of presentation. Further it needs to be provided that the
complainant will be informed of the action taken within 15 days (whether to close the matter
or enter in DDR or FIR register).

2.2.2

The process can be easily monitored by superior officers through an automatic
alert/escalation system in case of default regarding time limits. The present net work
connectivity is more than adequate for this purpose at least in the police department and
they have the necessary infrastructure. This may also resolve the well known disparity
between what the citizens wish to complain about and what ultimately ends up as the FIR
which is probably dictated by the Thana staff and only signed by the complainant.

2.3

Digitisation & RTS Act
It is all very well to provide for norms in terms of time, but it may not work in the absence of
adequate MIS and monitoring systems. The need for digitization processes is well recognized
in this area. The only point to be emphasized is the way digitization can become useful
immediately even without full scale online transactions. Digitization of service delivery is
proceeding at its own pace and varies from department to department. Hopefully when the
CSC's/Urban services centers are set up, digitization will precede them. Online service
delivery is no doubt desirable but considering the contingent nature of the services, which do
not require more than a routine interaction, this may not be always feasible. One can make a
start with digitization of records at the receipt and delivery windows and maintain all records
in electronic form even while maintaining windows for manual acceptance and supply of
documents and certificates. Whether the delivery is online or manual, it is important to
digitize in real time or otherwise all records through scanning/ transcription for ease of data
retrieval and analysis. Once that is done, it will be easier to enforce the RTS Act.

2.4

Synergy between RTI and RTS Acts

2.4.1

The RTS Act provides for time limits for specific services. The RTI Act also provides for display
of information on web sites / notice boards etc. for all public services under section 4(i) (b) (iv)
of the Act which requires departments to display 'norms' for various services.
All
departments are required to display citizen charters under this clause -check lists, service
standards etc. Unfortunately we were unable to locate any such department providing this
information on website. In case of a limited number of departments which have done so,
the presentation and display of information is mostly schematic (while detailing procedures
for particular schemes) and not easily useable as a citizen charter for specific services.
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2.4.2

In case of all public services, whether or not covered under the RTS Act, standards and check
lists need to be displayed as per requirement of the RTI Act. This can be ensured through
Government instructions to be issued under the RTI act asking the departments to display
citizen charters- check lists and service standards under Section 4(i) (b) (iv) of the RTI Act for
all public services handled by them irrespective of whether these are covered under the RTS
Act.

2.5

Proposals for New Services/Amendments under the RTS
These are indicated in alphabetical order for departments – existing services, new ones
proposed by the RTS/Departments and others suggested at present. The Report also
provides department wise detailed list of new services. In addition it indicates amendments
in the notified services as well as provides modifications proposed in the list of all 69 notified
services. Modifications are indicated in bold print. Annexure I is a list of services considered
but dropped in consultation with the Departments. The rationale for major
changes/inclusions is indicated herein after.

2.6

Agriculture Department

2.6.1

Soil Sample Results It is suggested that analysis of soil samples and results be covered under
RTS. In case of difficulty, at least the district Soil Testing Lab center should provide a time
bound service.

2.6.2

Punjab Mandi Board
The Punjab Mandi Board has proposed inclusion of some services for buyers of plots in the
mandis. There are, however, two other major areas concerning major clients - farmers.
Receipts for sale transactions - J. Forms - are required to be issued immediately but the
provision is rarely followed in practice. The second relates to Ex-gratia assistance for
death/injury caused during farming operations (due to pesticides spray, snake bite etc.). It is
proposed to fix a limit of 3 months in these cases. At present as reported, these tend to be
unduly delayed.

2.7

Education Department

2.7.1

The Universities and Examination Boards issue various certificates and impose different
conditions regarding fees, compliance requirements etc. It was not practicable to look into
the issue of simplification as complete data was not made available by the universities. Such
websites also provide for downloads of forms etc. but information is not enough for analysis.
One university has sent its proposal however. On the basis of available information it is
proposed as follows: (i)

Degree / Duplicate certificates etc– Universities / Boards
We suggest including for the present two sets of services. One is original/ duplicates
copies of certificates/documents. Time limits suggested are a little more liberal than
proposed by the GNDU which sent the proposal. Considering the autonomous
structure of the universities, the designated and appellate authorities may be advised
by the education department.
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(i)

Streamlining Documentation Service by the Universities
The Education department may also consider convening an inter university group to
streamline procedures by simplifying or eliminating where feasible, verification and
attestation requirements, accepting self declarations and making the fee structure
rational. It is understood for example that the Punjabi University is charging additional
fees for each intervening year as between the year of application and the year for which
the certificate is requested and thus if you want a certificate for the year 2005, you may
have to pay seven times the fee compared to an application for the last year's
examination.
It has been noted that the universities/boards do not display clearly the provisions
regarding payments of fees, obligations of the applicant and time limits on their web
sites. They need to be instructed to do so as a part of information under the RTI Act by
the education department.

(iii)

School Leaving Certificate - School Education Department
The other suggestion received from the public is about the delay in issue of School
Leaving certificates and this service has been added accordingly.

2.8

Governance Reforms
The residuary services concerning issues of various certificates- area, residence, identity,
income- required by common citizen need to be shifted to this department, as there can be
many agencies which require these certificates such as income. The responsibility for
simplification etc needs therefore to be shifted to the Governance Reforms Department. The
Appendix reflects this change.

2.9

Grievances & Pensions
Complaint acknowledgement is proposed to be shown under the domain of this department.

3.1

Health Department

3.1.1

Some additional services for entry of name, delayed registration etc. are proposed to be
included. The time limits have been proposed in consultation with the Deptt. The main issue
is whether physical services like availability and supply of essential drugs, payment of
benefits under various schemes, should also be brought under the RTS provisions. It is
necessary for credibility of claims of health care and improved attention at the health
institutions that the Government ensures the availability any time of whatever essential
drugs they feel and so notify to be available in different health institutions - Primary Health
Centers, Community Health centers, Sub divisional and District hospitals. Possibly the
department could start with a modest list, in case ensuring availability of a large number of
drugs appears problematic and for example make a start with District Hospitals where
logistics are not difficult.
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3.1.2

Similar is the case with vaccines such as anti venom, anti rabies /D.T/ polio has also the
pathological tests. The department can be selective about the specific health institutions
and the vaccines /tests depending on their importance, target clientele and logistics. For
example some of these could only be assured for availability at the district hospitals only
whereas others (polio) can be provided even at the PHCs. The point is that the claims often
made in pronouncements and statements need to be reinforced through providing for
challenges by the public under the RTS Act, and thus provide demand side pressures for
improvement. Surely it should not be too difficult to have enough venom vaccine at least at
the district hospitals – so many victims of snake bite die in Punjab for lack of the same.

3.1.3

It is also proposed to add medical emergency _ Ambulance services. These are as per time
limits fixed with the service provider.

4.1

Home Department

4.1.1

Issue /renewal of Arms Licenses
Home department has proposed some changes regarding time limits/ authorities in respect
of licenses which are issued at the department level. The main suggestion is to modify the
time limits for license renewal to 22 days in some cases and redefine the time limits for
service verification only for residents of Punjab. These suggestions need to be accepted and
have been incorporated in the Appendix.

4.1.2

Renewal of Arms Licenses at District Level
The time limits are already specified. District Magistrate Jalandhar has sent some proposals
to simplify procedures so as to make compliance with time limits practicable. These are at
Annexure II. It is proposed that these may be circulated by the Government to all the districts
for adoption. There is no other change proposed.

4.1.3

Local Self Government - Civic Services
Most of the services proposed to be added relate to Property Tax payers. We don't consider
inclusion really material for the set of services related to property tax, not being much in
demand, but these are added as proposed by the RTS Commission. There is however need to
focus on and target physical and material civic services such as removal of solid waste etc.
This is what is proposed to be done through additional services added. Of course one major
area of Civic Services is redressal of complaints relating to these physical services. That issue
can be addressed separately as indicated above, in the section on complaints. (a single
window complaint system, mandating acknowledgment, digitizing complaints, display of
standards of response/redress under the RTI.

4.2

PSPCL/ Power Department
The Punjab State Power Corporation Limited (PPCL) has sent a list of the services for which
they are already having service standards, as set by the Electricity Regulatory Commission.
This is at annexure III. As suggested there in, these services may be included in the list of RTS
services & have been added in the Appendix.
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4.3

Revenue Department

4.3.1

Revenue Department has digitized the records and indicates that acknowledgements are
being issued for all applications and complaints given at the Fard centers. One service has
been added at their suggestion.

4.3.2

Income certificate is listed with this department as a certificate. This is required by different
departments and Revenue department is only concerned in the sense that its officials
(Tehsildar/Patwari) are authorized to verify and issue. Income certificate are mostly required
for S.C. /OBC categories, (exclusion of 'creamy layer') minorities etc. for purposes of
employment, stipends, scholarships, and admissions in professional institutions. Now these
will also be necessary for admissions against quota reserved for economically poor
categories in private schools. It is proposed to shift this residual service to the department of
Governance Reforms.

4.3.3

Detailed recommendations for rationalization of the procedure have been given in the First
PGRC Report. It is proposed that the responsibility for simplification and issue of appropriate
instructions may be entrusted to the department of Governance Reforms who may consider
recommendations made already - accepting self declarations supported by attestation from
parties known to be the applicant not necessarily public officials (Patwari etc.) and
standardising the proforma of income across various user departments / institutions.

4.4

Social Welfare
Apart from adding physical services like disbursement of pensions etc. (only for new case) in
addition to services covered already, it is proposed to add some minor services such as issue
of ID certificates of handicapped persons. The disbursement which covers only new cases
should not be difficult to comply. Govt. could consider adding regular payments like Pensions
to existing cases as soon as practicable.

4.5

S.C. Welfare
We felt it necessary to add facilities like supply of Text books, scholarships etc. under the RTS
Act but the department appears reluctant to accept the same. The main apprehension is
that they may not get finances in time to make payments, supply of books to beneficiaries as
stipulated.
It is suggested that this matter be considered by the Government and
streamlined to ensure timely delivery of scholarships, material assistance/Text books etc to
the S.C. and other eligible categories. As indicated, demand side pressures may themselves
bring about a change.

4.6

Town and Country Planning
The proposal of the department received from RTS Commission being included in the
Appendix.
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4.7

Transport Department
The main change requested by the department is increasing the time limits due to
involvement of a Service provider for preparation of RC cards etc. This has been included
apart from certain additional services (e.g. renewal of licenses) left out earlier. The
department needs to take note of and take a view on the recommendations for simplification
made by the 1st PGRC for various services.

4.8

Conclusion

4.8.1

As against 69 services in 11 departments at present the proposals will add about 87 services
relating to documentation and physical /material services. The services cover all major
departments dealing with the general public and major client categories such as farmers, as
well as the disadvantaged sections of the population. One major omission is exclusion of
regular transactions of utilities with clients regarding issue and payment of bills etc., as
distinguished from one time contingent services such s installation of meters, sanction of
connections. The routine services are not being covered as these involve a very large universe
of population and need detailed professional inputs and formulation. Further these mostly
involve transactions which the Utilities have already simplified and provided (due to their
financial interests). The aspect of complaints of course is in any case covered already. The
only exception is the Power Corporation which has volunteered to send a list of these and the
same is included.

4.8.2

Structure of each service is different in terms of the agencies which deliver it, the obligations
of the applicants, and the procedure laid down for each service. While issues of simplification
of these check lists will be considered separately, the proposals for time limits have taken
account of the limitations of these procedures and appropriate time limits are indicated
keeping in view the constraints, on “as is where is” basis.

4.9

Summary of Recommendations

4.9.1

Constitution of Appellate Authorities
Appointing mostly District Administration officials (SDM/ADC/DC) as the first or second
Appellate Authorities, as a matter of policy.

4.9.2

Digitization
Digitization (through Scanning/Transcription) of records of service delivered under the RTS
Act, even where processes may be manual.

4.9.2

Display under RTI
Mandating under the RTI Act [Section 4(1) (b) (iv)] display of citizen charters- check lists and
service standards, including time- for public services including complaint redress by all
departments.
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4.9.2

Complaints
Acknowledgement of complaints to be included under the RTS Act as a service.

4.9.3

Priority to physical/material services under RTS

(i)

Priority to material and physical services for citizen especially the disadvantaged and
marginal groups; the service map under the RTS to include more and more such substantive
services.
(ii)

New Services (Section III).

(iii)

Notified Services where the amendments proposed (Section IV).
DEPARTMENT WISE LIST OF NEW SERVICES PROPOSED

DEPARTMENT WISE LIST OF NEW SERVICES PROPOSED
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Proposal received from DC Jalandhar for process simplification for Arms licence
fBwBj;skyo tZb'A n;bk Pkyk d/ eowukohnK Bkb ftuko tNKdok eoB T[gozs e/tb okJhN N{ ;oft;
n?eN nXhB nkT[Ad/ e/;K dh w"i{dk ftXh ftZu e[M sowhwK eoB dk ;[Mkt j?. okJhN N{ ;oft; n?eN nXhB
nkT[AdhnK ;oftf;I dh w"i{dk ftXh ns/ sithIs ftXh dk t/otk j/m fby/ nB[;ko j? ihL
1.

Renewal of licence:-

w"i{dk ftXh

BthA sithIs ftXh

;[ftXk ;?ANo gk;'A doyk;s gqkgs j'D s/ ;pzXs
eowukoh tZb'A e/; Pkyk ;jkfJe gk; B{z G/fink
iKdk j?. feT[A i/ jo e/; ftZu g[fb; fog'oN b?Dh
jdkfJsK w[skpe io{oh j?, fJ; bJh Pkyk ;jkfJe
tZb'A g[fb; fog'oN wzrD ;pzXh gZso s/ j;skyo eo
e/; tkg; vhfbzr j?Av B{z G/i fdZsk iKdk j?. g[fb;
fog'oN gqkgs j'D s/ d[pkok vhfbzr j?Av tZb'A e/;
fbyD T[gozs Pkyk ;jkfJe okjhA ;[govzN, poKu
nc;o ns/ fBwBj;skyo B{z G/fink iKdk j?.
fBwBj;skyo tZb'A e/; s/ b'VhAd/ j[ew j'D T[gozs
e/; ;[ftXk ;?ANo B{z ;fNZeo fgqzfNzr bJh G/i fdZsk
iKdk j?. ;fNZeo fgzqfNzr j'D pknd ;[ftXk ;Nkc
tZb'A e/; d[pkok poKu ftZu G/fink iKdk j?, fi; B{z
vhfbzr j?Av tZb'A u?e eoB T[gozs f;ZX/ poKu nc;o
gk; j;skyoK bJh G/i fdZsk iKdk j?. poKu nc;o
tZb'A j;skyo eoB T[gozs vhfbzr j?Av tZb'A foekov
ngv/N eoe/ bkfJ;z; fsnko eoe/ ;[ftXk ;?ANo fty/
vfbtoh bJh G/fink iKdk j?. fJj ;koh ftXh
w[eZwb j'D ftZu bZrGZr 60-70 fdB dk ;wK bZr
iKdk j?.

okJhN N{ ;oft; n?eN nXhB bkfJ;z; BthB eoB
tk;s/ 15 fdB dk ;wK fBPfus ehsk frnk j?.
fJ; bJh fBPfus ;w/A nzdo ;oft; w[jZfJnk
eokT[D bJh ;kjwD/ do;kJ/ u?BbI B{z xNkT[Dk
gt/rk. feT[A i' fJ; ;oft; nXhB e/tb nfij/
e/;K (If the licence is present before the expiry
date and the licence issuing district is the same
where the service has been sought) dk fBgNkok
jh ehsk ikDk j?.
fJ; ;oft; nXhB gqkgs j'D tkb/ e/;K ftZu e/;
vhfbzr j?Av s'A Pkyk ;jkfJe ns/ poKu nc;o
okjhA fBwBj;skyo B{z gqtkBrh tk;s/ G/fink
ikt/rk. fBwBj;skyo tZb'A jh gqtkBrh j'D T[gozs
;fNZeo T[go Pkyk ;jkfJe tZb'A j;skyo eoe/
;[ftXk ;?ANo B{z G/i fdZsk ikt/rk. T[gozs ftXh B{z
ngBkT[D Bkb e/; dk fBgNkok okJhN N{ ;oft;
n?eN nXhB fJ; ;oft; bJh fBoXkos ;w/A nzdo
ehsk ik gkT[Dk ;zGt j' ;e/rk. fJ; ftZXh ftZu
;[govzN vha;ha dcso gk; ckJhb BjhA ikt/rh ns/
Bk jh poKu nc;o gk; d'pkok ;fNZeo ;kJhB
eoB fjZs ckJhb G/ih ikt/rh.

2.

Addition of Weapon

w"i{dk ftXh

BthA sithIs ftXh

doyk;s fBwBj;skyo tZb'A wkoe j'D T[gozs
g[fb; fog'oN gqkgs eoB bJh ;pzXs eowukoh
tZb'A e/; Pkyk ;jkfJe okjhA poKu nc;o gk;
G/fink iKdk j?. poKu nc;o tZb'A g[fb; fog'oN
wzrD ;pzXh gZso s/ j;skyo eo e/; tkg; vhfbzr
j?Av B{z G/i fdZsk ikdk j? . g[fb; fog'oN gqkgs j'D s/
d[pkok vhfbzr j?Av tZb'A e/; fbyD T[gozs Pkyk
;jkfJe okjhA ;[govzN, poKu nc;o ns/

okJhN N{ ;oft; n?eN nXhB fJ; ;oft; tk;s/
07 fdB dk ;wK fBPfus ehsk frnk j?.
fJ; bJh fBPfus ;w/A nzdo ;oft; w[jZJhnk
eotkT[D bJh ;kjwD/ do;kJh ftXh B{z pdbDk
gt/rk. n;bk n?eN w[skpe bkfJ;z;h fJZe n;bk
bkfJ;z; s'A tZX s'A tZX fszB jfEnko oZy ;edk j?,
fi; ekoB d{i/ jfEnko dh nvhPB ;pzXh g[fb;
fog'oN b?Dh pzd ehsh ik ;edh j?. gqkoEh tZb'A
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Proposal received from DC Jalandhar for process simplification for Arms licence
fBwBj;skyo B{z j[ewK fjZs G/fink iKdk j?.
fBwBj;skyo tZb'A e/; s/ b'VhAd/ j[ew j'D T[gozs
gqkoEh B{z T[; nB[;ko ;{fus ehsk iKdk j?. e/;
gqtkB j'D dh ;{os ftZu gqkoEh gk;'A b'VhAdh ch; iwQK
eotkT[D bJh gZso ikoh ehsk iKdk j?. gqqkoEh d/
ch; iwQK eotkT[D T[gozs e/; ;[ftXk ;?ANo B{z
;fNZeo fgzqfNzr bJh G/i fdZsk iKdk j?. ;fNZeo
fgqzfNzr j'D s'A pknd ;[ftXk ;Nkc tZb'A e/; vhfbzr
j?Av B{z G/i fdZsk iKdk j?, fi; B{z vhfbzr j?Av tZb'A u?e
eoB T[gozs f;ZX/ poKu nc;o gk; j;skyoK bJh
G/i fdZsk iKdk j?. poKu nc;o tZb'A j;skyo eoB
T[gozs vhfbzr j?Av tZb'A foekov ngv/N eoe/
bkfJ;z; fsnko eoe/ ;[ftXk ;?ANo fty/ vfbtoh
bJh G/fink iKdk j?. fJj ;koh ftXh w[ezwb j'D
ftZu bZrGr 60-70 fdB dk ;wK bZr iKdk j?.

3.

ckJhb f;ZXk fBwBj;skyo B{z g/P ehsh ikt/rh ns/
gqkoEh B{z fBZih s"o s/ ;[DB ns/ d{;o/ iK sh;o/
jfEnko dh b'V dh ;whfynk eoB T[gozs
fBwBj;skyo tZb'A nvhPB gqtkB iK Bk gqtkB
eoB ;pzXh j[Zew doi ehsk ikt/rk. i/eo
fBwBj;skyo tZb'A nvhPB gqtkB eo fdZsh iKdh
j? sK gqkoEh gk;'A T[;/ fdB ;[ftXk ;?ANo fty/ b'VhAdh
ch; iwQK eotkT[D T[gozs ;fNZeo fgzqN eoe/
nrb/ fdB vhfbzr j?Av B{z G/i fdZsk ikt/rk. vhfbzr
j?Av tZb'A ;fNZeo u?e eoB T[gozs T[; T[go Pkyk
;jkfJe tZb'A j;skyo eoe/ ;[ftXk ;?ANo B{z tkg;
G/i fdZsk ikt/rk. i/eo gqkoEh dh nvhPB eoB
;pzXh doyk;s fBwBj;skyo tZb'A gqtkB BjhA
ehsh iKdh sK gqkoEh B{z fwZE/ ;w/A nzdo T[; nB[;ko
;{fus eoBk :ehBh pDkfJnk ikt/rk. fJ; s'A
fJbktk fJj :ehBh pBkT[D bJh fe gqkoEh fto[ZX
e'Jh e/; doI$bzfps BjhA j?, ;pzXh T[; gk;'A ;t?
x'PBk gqkgs eoBh :'r j't/rh.
fJ; ftZXh ftZu th ckJhb vhb eoB bJh poKu
nc;o ns/ ;[govzN vhH ;hH dcso dk u?Bb
pkJhgk; ehsk frnk j? ns/ Bkb jh nvhPB bJh
g[fb; fog'oN Bk b?D dh sithI j? feT[Afe bkfJ;z;
ikoh eoB t//b/ bkfJ;z;h dh g[fb; fog'oN gfjbK
jh bJh rJh j[zdh j? ns/ fJZe bkfJ;z; T[go fszB
jfEnko oZyD dk ekB{zBB jZe nkowI n?eN d/
sfjs gqkoEh gk; w"i{d j?.

Deletion of Weapon

w"i{dk ftXh

BthA sithIs ftXh

fJ; wZd nXhB d' soQK d/ e/; gqkgs j[zd/ jB. gfjbh
soQK d/ e/; ftu bkfJ;z;h tZb'A ngDk jfEnko fJ;
fibQ/ d/ bkfJ;z;h iK n;bk vhbo B{z t/funk frnk
j[zdk j?, ftZu ;[ftXk ;?ANo gk;'A doyk;s gqkgs j'D s/
;pzXs eowukoh tZb'A fbyD T[gozs Pkyk ;jkfJe
okjhA ;[govzN, poKu nc;o ns/ fBwBj;skyo B{z
G/fink iKdk j?. fBwBj;skyo tZb'A e/; s/ b'VhAd/
j[Zew j'D T[gozs e/; ;[ftXk ;?ANo B[z ;fNZeo fgqzfNzr
bJh G/i fdZsk iKdk j?. ;fNZeo fgqzfNzr j'D pknd
;[ftXk ;Nkc tZb'A e/; d[pkok poKu ftu G/fink iKdk
j?, fi; B{z vhfbzr j?Av tZb'A u?e eoB T[gozs f;ZX/

okJhN N{ ;oft; n?eN nXhB fJ; ;oft; tk;s/
07 fdB dk ;wK fBPfus ehsk frnk j?.
fijBK e/;K ftu bkfJ;z;h tZb'A nkgDk jfEnko
fJ; fibQ/ d/ bkfJ;z;h iK n;bk vhbo B{z t/funk
frnk jz[dk j?, ftZu e/; vhfbzr j?Av tZb'A Pkyk
;jkfJe ns/ poKu nc;o okjhA fBwBj;skyo B{z
gqtkBrh tk;s/ G/fink ikt/rk. fBwBj;skyo tZb'A
gqtkBrh j'D T[gozs ;fNZeo T[go Pkyk ;jkfJe
tZb'A j;skyo eoe/ ;[ftXk ;?ANo B{z G/i fdZsk
ikt/rk. fijBK e/;K ftZu bkfJ;z;h tZb'A ngDk
jfEnko pkjob/ fibQ/ d/ bkfJ;z;h iK n;bk vhbo
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Proposal received from DC Jalandhar for process simplification for Arms licence
poKu nc;o gk; j;skyoK bJh G/i fdZsk iKdk j?.
poKu nc;o tZb'A j;skyo eoB T[gozs vhfbzr j?Av
tZb'A foekov ngv/N eoe/ bkfJ;z; fsnko eoe/
;[ftXk ;?ANo fty/ vfbtoh bJh G/fink iKdk j?. fJj
;koh ftXh w[ezwb j'D ftZu bZrGZr 20-25 fdB dk
;wK bZr iKdk j?. d{ih soQK d/ e/; fijBK ftZu
bkfJ;z;h tZb'A nkgDk jfEnko pkjob/ fibQ/ d/
bkfJ;z;h iK n;bk vhbo B{z t/funk frnk j[zdk j?,
ftZu bkfJ;z;h dk t?gB vbhN eoB s'A gfjbK ;pzXs
vhan?wa s'A t?Xsk ;pzXh fog'oN bJh iKdh j?. ;pzXs
vhan?wa s'A fog'oN gqkgs j'D T[gozs jh gqkoEh dk
t?gB vbhN ehsk iKdk j?. fJ; ftXh B{z bZrGZr
30^40 fdB dk ;wK bZr iKdk j?.

B{z t/funk frnk j[zdk j?, ftZu gqkoEh gk;'A ;t? x'PDk
gZso b? fbnk ikt/rk fe T[; tZb'A pkjob/ fibQ/ d/
fi; ftnesh $ n;bk vhbo B{z jfEnko t/funk
frnk j?, T[j T[; fibQ/ dk nfXekos bkfJ;z;h$
n;bk vhbo j? ns/ T[; tZb'A eZfNnk frnk fpZb
i?B{nB j?. pknd ftZu i/eo e'Jh T{DskJh gkJh
iKdh j? sK T[; bJh T[j g{oB s'o s/ fizw/tko
j't/rk.
fJ; ftXh ftZu th ckJhb vhb eoB bJh poKu
nc;o ns/ ;[govzN vh ;h dcso dk u?Bb
pkJhgk; ehsk frnk j? ns/ Bkb jh vbhPB eoB
bJh g[fb; fog'oN Bk b?D dh sithI j?.

w"i{dk ftXh nB[;ko okJhN N{ ;oft; n?eN nXhB fJjBK ;/tktK bJh fBoXkfos ;w/A nzdo fJjBK e/;K dk
fBgNkok ;zGt BjhA j' ;edk . T[go'es sithI nB[;ko ekotkJh eoB Bkb fJjBK ;/tktK bJh okJhN N{
;oft; n?eN nXhB fBoXkos ;w/A ftZu fJjBK e/;K dk fBgNkok :ehBh pDkfJnk ikDk ;zGt j?, fi; w[skpe
T[go'es BthA sithIs ftXh nkg ih ;Bw[Zy tkuD ns/ ;fjwsh dh ;{os ftZu gqtkBrh fjZs g/P j? ih.
J/ vh n?w
vh n?w
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Proposal of PSPCL/ Power Department
Sub: -

Services to be covered under RIGHT TO SERVICE ACT
In the above context it is submitted that the services which are being mainly carried out by
PSPCL in dealing with consumers in day to day working are given below in for form of
Standards of Performance:-
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Maximum limit of compensation payable in case of violation of any Standard of Performance will be Rs. 5000/-.
In case affected consumers are more than one the amount of compensation within this limit will be shared by all
the claimant consumers for each notified office and this amount will be distributed equally amongst all the
claimant consumers who have been awarded the compensation by the competent authority.
NOTE

Under Regulation-25 the above prescribed Standards of Performance, the services are already being monitored
by PSERC. During a meeting on this issue earlier, the Hon'ble Chief Secretary, Punjab had suggested that to avoid
duplicity, these services may not be covered under Right to Service ACT.
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REFORMING PUBLIC SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS
5.1

Perspective
The first PGRC had dealt with some of the services in its Second Status Report. A number of
recommendations are still pending for consideration and subsequent decision of the State
Government. In the meantime, there have been new developments. First, there is a prospect
of almost universal issue of UID in India, generally and in Punjab, specifically. This process will
accelerate with the linking of most of the benefits schemes to the possession of the UID by
the beneficiary. Whatever its uses and potential for improved governance and targeting in
respect of various benefits, it should be quite clear that this can be an effective window for
citizen empowerment as indicated later. Second, the Right to Services (RTS) Act was notified,
as proposed by the first PGRC (PGRCI) and covers 69 services at present. The Working Group
Report on strengthening the RTS Systems and new services to be added was submitted to the
government in December 2012. Suggestions regarding adding new services were made on 'as
is where basis' i.e. without taking into account issues of simplification and improvement in
practices and processes and procedures which may be independently necessary. The present
report deals with reforms of delivery systems, processes and infrastructure for public
government interaction management.

5.2

Relevance of Context and Rules

5.2.1

While the generic objectives, common to most of the areas of reform (reducing waiting and
delivery time, one stop service centres, on line delivery etc.) do need to be clearly
enunciated, sufficient conditions for effective change can only be created through specific
services, in their specific context of rules, incentives, proximate benefits, constraints and so
forth. Moreover, in public services, the written rules and instructions govern the structure
and delivery of public services, and how these function and some of these in many cases may
need to be reframed/re-engineered for effective outcomes. This may be a more productive
route rather than laying the blame on delivery agents, on informal practices and
implementation while ignoring the perverse incentives which rules create sometimes. Focus
needs to be on specific services rather than on omnibus solutions to be applied across the
board, without taking note of the nuances and different contexts of services. Understandably
there is an increased focus on delivery standards. In the process
Note: This section has been contributed by Task group on Basic Civic & Regulatory Services
chaired by Shri R.N Gupta I.A.S (Retd.) of expediting and compressing schedules of delivery,
however, substantive simplifications may sometimes get ignored. We may be adopting
advanced on-line systems, based on primitive, unnecessary and sometimes unfriendly
processes and procedures to be completed/complied with by the citizens e.g. verification by
gazetted officers, public officials etc., even in areas demonstrably not requiring the
safeguards, thus necessitating in due course another bout of re-digitisation (as and when the
processes are changed) and requiring another set of modifications in the e-delivery systems.
E-governance needs to be built on the foundation of process reform.
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5.2.2

Continuing the service specific focus outlined in the Second Status Report of PGRC I,
proposals are based on services grouped as:
(i)

Documentation Services

(ii)

Physical/Material Services

(iii)

Information Services

(iv)

Grievance Redress Services

5.2.3

Generally, relevance of (c) and (d) tends to be viewed in relation to specific services and
transactions but these may require consideration in their own right as they do have
characteristics independent of the context of specific services, and can impact all services
across the board.

5.3

Documentation Services - Need based

5.3.1

These services namely, affidavits, area and caste certificates, income certificates, ration
cards, driving licenses etc. require completion of mandatory documentation by the
applicant – making an application, attaching copies of documents required (e.g. copy of
identification documents such as passport, EPC and now popular the UID and so on). Some of
them need physical interaction as in a test of driving skills required for a driving licence.

5.3.2

The State Government has accepted the first set of recommendations; affidavits have been
substituted by self declarations at least at the SUWIDHA Centers. However, there is no
change in respect of the process of 3rd party verification by public officials prescribed for
most of the services. Once the documentation check list is completed and verification done,
the balance process consists of the issue of a certificate or whatever, and the time taken can
be one or two days at the most depending upon internal vetting processes. Services which do
not need third party involvement for verification/witnesses pose no problem, and for
example simple documents like an Identity Card or a Senior Citizen Card can be issued
immediately on application. Unfortunately, some of these services have over time come to
acquire a baggage of somewhat irrational processes and procedures, involving verification by
public officials and intricate internal processing and vetting systems.

5.3.3

In case of these documentation services, simplification/re-engineering of procedures, and
elimination of unnecessary requirements would mostly be in one of the following areas:
(i)

Streamlining exogenous (outside the official network) – processes and checks in the
form of verification/endorsement by public officials – Lambardar, Sarpanch, MC,
Patwaris etc.

(ii)

Eliminating and simplifying internal processes and procedures-number of official levels
and wings in the receiving and issuing offices to check, vet, verify and sign and deliver
documents.
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5.3.4

These two areas are examined below.
(i)

External Processes – Verification by Public Officials
These relate to the presently prescribed processes of authentication, verification and
checks by public authorities outside the control of the office/department handling the
requests/issuing certificates and documents. Mostly elected councilors and members
of PRI's as well as the Revenue Department officials are required to verify the
correctness and veracity of citizen requests for various certificates. The procedures
consume time, without necessarily addressing the problem of misuse.

(ii)

Dysfunctional Verification Processes

•

First, there is the problem of 'conflict of interest' which is likely to affect the validity of
the process of verification by elected officials. They have political interests and may
have a tendency generally to endorse whatever is presented.

•

Second we need to be sensitive to the degradation of citizens in the process, having to
move as supplicants to different officials, all this while we raise slogans of inclusiveness
and of citizens being 'Principals' for government agencies.

•

Third, even under criminal law, an accused is 'presumed innocent unless proven guilty'
whereas all applicants (all of them Principals!) are considered suspect.

•

Four, mostly information given by the applicant to be verified is about personal matters
which are not in public domain and not easily subject to verification - say of income, in
case of a trades person not paying income tax.

5.3.5

These processes thus are in fact only a charade carried out by successive official agencies –
elected and revenue officials imposing unnecessary transaction costs but unlikely to address
problems of misuse for reasons indicated. Documentation and certification services are only
occasionally needed, as these are universal and don't have any element of competition or
supply scarcity. These services don't provide any real benefit by themselves and only expand
the range of opportunities for applicants. In most of the cases, therefore, there is little reason
to suspect that applicants will provide wrong information. Most of these services – area &
domicile certificate, BPL ration card today - mostly create a window for, but not necessarily
access to, 'end' or target services – admissions, employment etc., that means there is hardly
any incentive for false declarations. There is at present little by way of risk analysis while
laying down verification rules and little assessment of risk or potential for misuse for
obtaining documents - for example in issuing a wrong birth certificate vis-à-vis say an SC
Certificate or a wrong BPL Card.

5.3.6

Probably the reason for continuance of verification practices is a status quo bias. What has
been started once, tends to continue, resulting in thousands of man hours and man days of
applicants as well as officials being wasted in a futile attempt to prevent misuse in isolated
cases that it would be more appropriate to leave to ex post control systems
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5.4

Options for 3rd party verification

5.4.1

The ideal course, therefore, appears to be to provide for self certification for most of the
services, as already suggested in case of affidavits, where required, and in case the risk of
misuse is considered high, one or two citizens who are properly identified (UID/EPC) can be
asked to endorse, verify and support the truth of the self declaration made by the applicant.
The neatness of the proposed system is that it is always possible to pin down the culpable
applicant (and also the witness). He/she is after all the beneficiary of the service. A fraction of
the time spent on routinised endorsements, if earmarked for post facto monitoring, may be
more than sufficient.

5.4.2

The following, therefore, are the options in that order, depending on assessment of risk and
the utility of verification processes in preventing it:
(i)

Option: I Self-Certification: in case of minimum risk or where it is not practicable to
control and monitor first (delivery) stage misuse.

(ii)

Option: II Self-Certification supported by third party: one or two citizens with photo ID
(EPC/UID/passport) - for high risk and misuse prone services.
Test checks can be carried out on random basis and analysis of data of service delivery.

(iii)

Option: III Continue present system of third party verification by officials: Even for
services where public official verification is considered necessary, eliminate disparity in
case of rural areas by providing verification only by elected officials, as in case of
municipal committees thus saving rural applicants from unnecessary transaction costs
of double jeopardy – verification by revenue officials as well as other elected officials
(e.g. Sarpanch).

5.4.3

We would strongly recommend only Option I & II and are reasonably sure that these will
work better and be relatively complaint free.

5.4.4

A false declaration by citizens entails the same penalty as a wrong affidavit under Section 199
& 200 of the IPC as explained in the report of the 1st PGRC. It is recommended that certificates
such as residence/area, senior citizen, dependent and similar certificates and endorsements
should be issued on the basis of self declarations provided by applicants.
SC/caste/ration/income certificates which provide a higher range of benefits can be issued, if
supported by one properly identified citizen, preferably holding a UID.

5.5.5

In addition as indicated above, applicants need to be allowed to get the verification process
completed themselves prior to submission of applications as is the practice at present, even
in the limited cases (we don't visualise any) where it is decided to continue the present
practice of verification by public officials. This will also make the delivery seamless and
certificates and documents can be issued the same day. This will simplify delivery
mechanisms in the case of over 90% of services which mainly are confined to issue of
documents rather than physical delivery..
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5.6

Internal Procedures and Processes

5.6.1

Competence to Approve & Authorise Issuance of Documents
The second issue apart from third party verification, concerns the processing and checking
levels starting from the front office to the upstream officers authorized to approve and to
issue. Officers competent to issue and sign the certificates are generally located away from
the single service front desks. Generally Government rules provide for an officer having a
gazetted status to sign the certificate. This appears to be a wasteful practice and simply leads
to multiplication of levels through which the papers transit without any value addition.
Powers need to be given to the lowest level feasible and practicable, located as close to the
front window as possible (the well known principle of subsidiarity). This will allow officials like
the Tehsildar, who keep on signing bundles of certificates received from the SUWIDHA
centres, to attend to more important work for the public. A caste certificate for example is
sent physically by SUWIDHA centres to the Tehsildar office and issued only on receipt of the
'file'. This takes an extra 2-3 days apart from courier costs (Obviously, paid by the applicant),
entries in 'receipt' and dispatch registers on both sides and so on.

5.6.2

There is another additional reform which will help in the process. At present except for some
SUWIDHA Centres where the officers, the Magistrates/Tehsildars are physically present,
most of the other Single Window centers have to transmit documents physically to the
authorities competent to sign the documents, say a Tehsildar in case of an S.C. certificate.
Unless this process is changed the idea of simultaneous or same day receipt of application
and delivery of service will remain a pipe dream, as it is difficult to complete this courier
process within the same day.

5.6.3

These documents do not permit of any discretion on the part of the issuing authorities. Once
the documentation is provided and the form filled in, and self declaration, UID holder third
party attestation etc. completed, it has to result in automatic issue of documents and signing
the formal document / certificate does not involve any discretion or application of mind.
It is therefore, recommended that in all cases handled at the SUWIDHA centers the process
be streamlined by authorising and giving powers to a designated officer in-charge of a
SUWIDHA centre to sign and issue such certificates.

5.7

Administrative Vetting & Scrutiny of Applications

5.7.1

Apart from delegation of authority to issue the certificate/document, the other issue is the
number of levels for scrutinizing documents within the official hierarchy. Most of these are
simple transactions having simple compliance requirements. 'Staring' at these documents,
filed by the applicant, for a longer period or by more than one pair of eyes is not going to make
any difference!

5.7.2

In addition what is required as also recommended in the section on the RTI is to display on the
departmental and other web sites of agencies handling the services, a checklist for
applicants, standards of services including the time lines for delivery etc.
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5.7.7

It is envisaged that once this system of declarations supported by third party verification from
citizens holding UID and mostly in knowledge of the applicants' circumstances is adopted, it
will make the process of one stop one visit delivery a reality. Thus for example in case of an
S.C. certificate, all the applicant would need to do is fill up the form, make the declaration and
produce a citizen holding the UID before the appropriate authority - SUWIDHA Centre/
Tehsildar etc. to be issued a certificate on the same day.

5.7.4

his system can be used for all the documents issued by the Revenue and District
Administration including S.C. certificates, Income certificates, Ration cards, and similar other
high value certificates - practically all the services that at present create a substantial
problem of transaction costs of time and money. It is estimated that currently these involve 23 man days lost in waiting and visiting apart from the ancillary costs of locating a Patwari, a
Sarpanch and so on. This will save transaction and opportunity costs of about Rs.200 crore in
Punjab alone (assuming Rs.500 per application). In addition Government will save substantial
costs of time of the officials spent in fruitless processing which mostly involves uninformed
and ritualistic verification.

5.8

Recommendations: Documentation Services
Based on the analysis, our proposals for documentation services based on self regulation
principles are on the following lines:

5.8.1

Self Declaration - Affidavits/Residence/Area/Senior Citizen/similar certificates
Self declarations of applicants should be accepted in routine, in place of sworn affidavits
except where the latter are required by law. UID/EPC should be considered as sufficient
identification. Third party verification should be dispensed with.

5.8.2

Self-Attestation of Documents
Citizens should be allowed to make self-attestation of the copies of documents required as
supporting evidence.

5.8.3

Citizen Friendly Verification - Income, Ration Card/SC Certificates/other documents
(where self declaration not considered adequate)
The process of verification by the Revenue officers/Sarpanch in rural areas and by the
Municipal Commissioner in urban areas should be discontinued.
In place of verification by these officials who lack the necessary information and may not be
able to make proper verification due to political and other reasons, for most of the services,
self-declarations supported by UID/EPC holder/properly identified citizens known to the
applicants should be accepted.

5.8.4

Empowering SUWIDHA Centres to issue certificates, eliminating transit time and costs

5.9

Documentation Services - Service specific reforms
Keeping in view the broad approach to reforms as indicated in the previous section some of
the important documentation services and reforms therein are discussed in this section.
These cover, in addition to recommendations above, some service specific issues.
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6.1

Registration of Births and Deaths
This area was also covered exhaustively in the second report of PGRC (Chapter 3). The
recommendations regarding change/addition of the persons/authorities to be notifiers/local
Registrars have been accepted. Some of the other issues are dealt with below:

6.2

(i)

Simplifying the process of name entry - At present this entails two processes - one for
birth entry at the time of delivery and one for entry of the name. The problem arises
due to cultural/religious traditions as most of the families do the naming ceremony
after one month. In fact in some of the states in the South it may be after 6 months of
birth. Considering this problem, it is recommended that registration of birth should be
permitted in routine and without any levy of late fee upto a period of 3-6 months. While
technically this matter relates to a Central Act, we feel that the State Government can
implement this reform through administrative instructions/rules, waiving late fees,
upto 3 months and thus making it simpler for families and notifiers (ASHA) to record a
composite birth entry i.e. birth entry and name through a single transaction. In fact,
most countries have made simultaneous entry of birth and name mandatory and
extension by 3 months will smoothen the switchover and compress the two processes.

(ii)

Registration of Births after one year - Accept affidavits as provided under law in cases
where registration is done after one year and discontinue the present informal practice
of requiring the applicants to provide various supporting certificates from Hospitals,
Midwife, Sarpanch etc. This only leads to more transaction costs without eliminating
misuse of parties who may have considerable incentives in creating a wrong birth
record.

(i)

Authorization for Issuance of Birth Certificates - It is suggested that SUWIDHA Centers
that have access to digital records should be empowered to issue the certificates by
vesting necessary powers of Registrar/Additional Registrar on officers designated by
the Deputy Commission only for this purpose. This will eliminate the time involved in
transit i.e. sending each file to CMO office and back. The application need not be sent to
the District Registrar's office, nor be signed by the District Registrar. This could make
the process a matter of one-day delivery. Of course, as and when web based on line
delivery system are established, this will not be necessary.

It is, therefore, recommended that:
•

Late fees should be waived for Registration of Births if reported within 3 months of the
birth; this will enable simultaneous birth and name entry.

•

SUWIDHA Centers should be authorized to issue certificates of birth, in cases where
they have direct access to digital records of births.

•

In case of delayed applications for registering births post one year, certificates should
be issued on the basis of affidavits (or self declarations as and when the latter can be
substituted for the former) without additional authentication, if the application is filed
within 10 years of birth.
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Civic Services
6.3

Approval and Sanction of Building Plans/Water Supply and Sewerage Connections
Two main areas of approvals and sanctions are covered. The rationale is given in detail in the
1st PGRC report. These are based on assessment of the incentives of parties who build
houses and irrespective of regulations are interested in their own safety. The regulations are
formal as one can always make any change required after the charade of visits and
inspections before granting permission. The focus of enforcement should be on
public/neighbourhood aesthetics and hygiene rather than internal architecture and space
utilisation.

6.4

Recommendations

6.4.1

New Construction/Approvals and Permissions

6.4.2

(i)

Registered architect/draftsman to be responsible for compliance with rules.

(ii)

Architect certificates to be accepted for three storey buildings upto one kanal (or any
other condition considered appropriate) for issue of sanction.

(iii)

Only one certificate after completion (completion/occupation certificate) should be
necessary.

(iv)

Architect certificates to be accepted for three storey buildings upto one kanal for issue
of Completion Certificate.

(v)

Bye Laws be revised to give autonomy for internal planning – space use/size of
rooms/toilets etc.

(i)

Revised plans to be necessary only for material e.g. building line/frontage
changes/zonal restrictions.

(ii)

Post construction inspections before issue of completion certificate to be dispensed
with in cases, where automatic approval is given.

Water and Sewerage Connections
(i)

Water and Sewerage connection to be sanctioned for new approved buildings on the
day of application.

(ii)

Prior site visits to be discontinued.

6.4.3

New initiatives: Citizen facilitation, Earthquake Proofing/Rain Water Harvesting/Solar
Heating

6.4.4

At present, even the staff of the most of the MC's seem unaware of the basic planning and
technical features and hardly in a position to advise, let along monitor.
State Government to prepare simple pamphlets/instructions containing brief requirements,
obligations of owners and builders and simplified technical details/design for earthquake
proofing, rain water harvesting and solar water heating systems. Information to be put on the
website.
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6.5

Public Services - Transport Department
Most of the recommendations made in the first PGRC report have been accepted. The main
areas on which action is still required are the following:
(i)

Registration Certificate

The process of issue of registration certificate by the dealers has been adopted in Punjab. The
main reform required is abrogation of the practices of 'passing' new vehicles through a
routine inspection. Reputed manufacturers are suppliers of the vehicles and the process is
pointless now though justified when started, in the absence of standardization and codes.
(ii)

Driving Licences

At present, the main problem is the crowding of applicants and time spent waiting for
physical evaluation of skills. Mostly money or approach is the quicker and efficient solution.
Acquiring driving skills is, therefore, a casualty.
6.6

6.7

It is proposed that:
(i)

A system of certification/accreditation of Driving Schools may be initiated and
generally the certificate of driving skills issued by these schools should be accepted as
prima facie evidence.

(ii)

Candidates may produce Driving Skill certificates issued by authorised training schools.
These need not be accepted as conclusive evidence but will simplify the process and
time taken by the officials of Department of Transport in having to test the skills in each
case for which they rarely have adequate time.

(iii)

Brief pamphlets/documents that may be available on sale should be prepared and
handed out to all applicants (who can be charged for the same) indicating the areas on
which they will be tested during the prescribed physical examination.

(iv)

Till the system of authorisation of the Driving schools is in position, volunteers can be
harnessed for testing the driving skills (e.g. Government vehicle drivers). The aim
should be to give each applicant an appointment and not make a candidate wait for
more than say 3 hours.

Commercial Vehicles - Fitness Certificate
The Public experiences immense delay and harassment besides incurring transaction costs
and falling prey to corruption. The number of MVIs is inadequate and there is no prospect of
the deficiency being made up. Authorised service stations need to be approved for the said
purpose and allowed to charge a certain fees. They have the proper equipment for testing the
vehicles manufactured by companies whose vehicles they are authorised to handle.
Guidelines could be provided by the Department of Transport. Fitness certificates can be
issued by competent authority once the verification by an authorised dealer is made
available by the applicant.
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6.8

Recommendations

6.8.1

Registration Certificate

6.8.2

6.8.3

(i)

Complete the process of issue of registration certificate by Authorized Car Dealers.

(ii)

Discontinue ante diluvon practice of 'passing' new vehicles prior to issuing of
registration certificate.

Driving Licence
(i)

Introduce accreditation of driving schools for certifying driving skills.

(ii)

Reduce time for completion of driving test processes to a norm of 3 hours if necessary
by engaging volunteers.

Commercial Vehicles Fitness Certificate
Accept test/fitness certificates given by authorized dealers of vehicles, for issue of official
approval/certificate.

6.9

Registration of Marriages

6.9.1

Under the Compulsory Registration of Marriages Act, every marriage is required to be
registered. So far this Act has not been adopted in the State of Punjab. There are, however, a
large number of requests being filed before the notified officers as also the SUWIDHA
Centres for this purpose (number). At present the process, despite best efforts, reportedly
involves substantial informal payments in many cases. One of the reasons appears to be the
informal practice, not provided under law, of insisting upon the presence of both parents of
the parties as also imposition of other conditions such as photographs of marriage. Some of
these conditions may be difficult to comply for a couple especially presence of parents of
both the parties, generally due to problems of the parties residing at different places.

6.9.2

The processes need to be simplified by bringing these in line with the legal provisions that
provide for memorandum/photographs to be given by both the parties and production of a
witness each on the groom and the bride side. Of course, one of the parents from each side
can always be a witness in addition to any other relatives.

6.9.3

It is recommended that:
Regulation of marriages: In all cases where applications are filed for registration of a
marriage under this Act, application/memorandum containing particulars as required under
law, along with photographs of parties should be considered adequate and the requirement
of presence of parents of parties be dispensed with.

7.1

Revenue Department
We consider some simple reforms and changes that are essentially non-controversial and
have win-win outcomes.
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7.1.1

Registration of Sale/GPA Deeds
Process of registration of sale deeds has been simplified in Punjab. In fact in most of the other
states, it is possible to have the registration done on the day of presentation even though it
might take practically the whole day and the experience may not be a pleasant one. The risk
(of fictitious persons posing as sellers) has been greatly reduced by the provision of
digitisation of the deeds along with scanned photographs of the concerned parties and
witnesses. It is understood that a proposal for outsourcing the process of registration on the
lines of passport service, is under consideration of Punjab Government. Undoubtedly, that
will improve chaotic conditions encountered at present by the applicants.

7.1.2

Government of Punjab has also reduced the discretion of Registration offices and the
registration process by removing ambiguity regarding cost of construction. Now cost of
construction is calculated as a function of collector rates (10% of collector rate for the ground
floor and so on).

7.1.3

There are, however, some additional reforms that need to be undertaken to:

7.1.4

(a)

address the problem of bogus registrations done by people carrying fictitious powers
of attorney, and

(b)

tackle problems of ambiguity in collector rates of land

Addressing Misuse of GPA
Regarding the first, it may be appropriate to provide that for all registrations of general power
of attorney, photographs of the executor and holder of POA will be affixed on the POA
document in the same way as is the case for registered sale deeds. This problem of bogus
POA's is one of the major components causing insecurity of property rights in Punjab
especially for the NRI's and the common man. In fact, a substantial percentage of POA's are
held by the property dealers, distorting property markets. This is also the main instrument
used for dispossession/denial of rights of the rightful owners.

7.1.5

The option of imposing duty of 1% to 2% on such deeds is not likely to deter such misuse as
the stakes are high and this is not likely to be a deterrent though no doubt it can add
substantially to revenue and can be taken up as a resource measure. The problem that we are
concerned more with is of fictitious persons posing as owners of property and getting POA's
in favour of their friends etc. This is a serious problem and the main weapon in the hands of
the land mafia. Stories of such POAs being used to browbeat absentee/vulnerable owners
are common knowledge. Probably a combination of some stamp duty and an
unquestionable identity proof of owner/holder listed in the deed (passport detail; UID/EPC
etc.) along with record and scanned photograph kept on record will go a long way in
eliminating property insecurity in Punjab. At present, as a survey conducted by IDC found,
over 80% of people in rural areas feel insecure about the property they own.
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7.1.6

Collector Rates
The second issue is of defining areas clearly to remove doubts about the location of a
particular plot/unit within a particular rate zone and consequently ambiguity in the collector
rate applicable to it, an issue covered in the previous report of the PGRC as well. Zones for
collector rates should be clearly and unambiguously defined.

7.1.7

Registration of Mortgages for Agricultural Loans
There is one additional issue that will make life of many farmers much easier, by simplifying
and reducing transaction costs incurred by them on taking crop loans – generally twice a year.
The problem is that while hypothecation of land to be mortgaged as security is exempted
from stamp duty, registration is still compulsory. One can imagine unnecessary transactions
that take place every year as a vast number of farmers are involved in the process and the
execution i.e. visit offices, providing witnesses etc. can cost Rs.1000 to Rs.2000 for each
registration. The alternative of deposit of title deeds is not available to most of the farmers as
only land records entries carry proof of their title. Revenue Departments are aware of the
problem but surprisingly it continues even after so many years and is ironical since this was
exempted during the British rule for agriculture loans under the Agriculturist Loans Act.

7.2

Recommendations

7.2.1

GPOA

7.2.2

(I)

Mandating affixing/keeping record of photographs of executor and attorney holder on
the GPOA (General Power of Attorney) document and keeping record of copies of ID of
both parties (UID/Passport/EPC).

(II)

Imposing nominal stamp duty (½%) on GPOA document registration.

Collector Rates
Clear demarcation of zones for differential Collector Rates.

7.2.3

Registration of Mortgage Documents for Crop Loans
Amend law to allow mortgage deeds to be executed without registration.

7.3

Income Certificates
This has been covered at length in the 2nd report of the 1st PGRC and detailed proposals
given and are being mentioned here briefly. Mainly, the suggestions are:

7.3.1

Uniformity in Income Criteria across different Departments/Clients
Income certificates are required by different departments for different purposes and specific
income limits are prescribed. For example there are separate income criteria for exclusion of
the 'creamy layer' of SC castes for employment, scholarships to minorities, BPL cards, State
Government subsidised food grains, admissions to education institutions and so on. There
needs to be feasible uniformity across departments in this respect.
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7.3.1

Liability of Applicants for incorrect Facts/Information
While providing self certification supported by an identified citizen, it should be made clear
that the applicants are liable along with identified/UID holder who certifies the correctness
of the self declaration by the applicant and facts stated.

7.3.2

Uniformity in Design of Application Format
Some changes in the design of application and procedures will be advisable:
(a)

Format adopted for an application for income certificate should be uniform across
departments.

(b)

Mandating Quantification/Details of Income: Quantification/details of income are
necessary and complete details need to be insisted upon. The present practice is
limited to bland statements like “my income from all sources does not exceed Rs.1000
p.m. (in case of old age pension). Detailing of income to be provided will make it
difficult for an applicant to make false statements that are logically consistent.
Prescribing details is a simple route to eliciting facts, as anybody who tries to fudge an
Income Tax Statement knows, so reliable that IT Department has stopped even asking
for copies of documents.

(c)

Norms for Agriculture Income: Assessing income of agricultural land is a problem.
Parameters for the same were indicated in the 1st PGRC report i.e. Rs.10,000/- income
per acre as the standard for irrigated land and Rs.5000/- per acre for non-irrigated land.
On this basis there should be no difficulty in the applicants giving details of the land
they possess and calculate themselves net income from the agriculture holding.

(d)

Criteria of per Head Family Income Norm: Last, to make per head income as the basic
criterion for all schemes as the number of family members is a material factor in
determining adequacy of income for a family for any purpose. For example the
criterion of Rs.30,000/- family income in Punjab for subsidised rations can be indicated
as Rs.6000/- per head/. The common format at the end of the section is recommended
for adoption by the State Government in respect of all departments. This will facilitate
self-completion of forms, without any middleman, even though assistance may be
required for the calculation.

7.4

Recommendations

7.4.1

The format (Annexure to this section) should be adopted for an income certificate application
by all the agencies/departments of Punjab government that require an Income certificate pensions, school admissions, SC/minorities students for scholarships etc.

7.4.2

All the fields of the application form should be made mandatory including details of different
sources of income.
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7.4.3

Criteria for family income should be per head capita and not total family income.

7.4.4

Government should indicate norms for determining net agriculture income as suggested.

7.4.5

Family should be defined clearly to avoid ambiguity.

7.4.6

Self-declarations supported by a citizen having UID or other acceptable identification should
be accepted in place of the present practice of verification by public officials i.e. elected or
otherwise.

7.5

Physical/Material Services

7.5.1

Unlike contingent services, that are rarely denied and where delivery problems mostly relate
to transaction costs, these are meant to provide monetary and material benefits, to targeted
groups. Examples are stipends and scholarships, concessional rations for the poor, old age
pensions etc. The channels and processes for delivery can result not so much in transaction
costs (the main cost is waiting, apart from the risk of exclusion) as in imperfect or delayed or
partial delivery, due to complex bureaucratic layers and systems and leakages due to lack of
demand side incentives (generally there is no cost to beneficiary).

7.5.2

There is need to develop self correcting mechanisms and participatory monitoring through
developing appropriate Applications and Software and clear and unambiguous single
window complaint as well as reporting systems for the problems of the beneficiaries,
whenever they choose to complain. Reform of physical/material services requires
examination of the total context of individual services but there are two common aspects
which if attended to, can drastically improve delivery efficiency and effectiveness of these
services. These are:

7.5.3

(a)

Information and transparency about service delivery standards and

(b)

Clear complaint redress systems.

These have been addressed later as both imparting of information and grievance redress
needs to be treated as generic public obligations of government, independently of their need
for different services. There are, however, some additional issues that need to be addressed
for specific services and these are indicated below.

7.6

Social Security & Welfare Services
These services cover direct monetary transfers, pensions and similar social security schemes
as well as different schemes targeted at S.C. beneficiaries/minorities etc. The
recommendations are indicated below.
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7.7

Income Criteria and Process for Income Verification

7.7.1

To the extent possible, the income criteria for various entitlements, scholarships, loans, other
grants should be uniform, expressed in terms of family income per head. It is true that one
has to accept different criteria for the Govt. of India schemes to avail of the same but even in
respect of the State schemes, there is wide and somewhat irrational diversity in terms of
income criteria.

7.7.2

It is suggested that the pragmatic criterion of per head capita income of Rs.6000/- P.A. - based
on the accepted Rs.30,000/- annual income for the subsidised food grain scheme - should be
accepted for all state Government schemes for socially and economically challenged groups.
The recommendations for system of assessment of income have been given (See Section –
Income Certificates) and the same need to be followed. 3rd party verification by public
officials - Patwari/Sarpanch/Municipal Commissioners - should be substituted by user
friendly citizen certification, through citizens known to the applicant but holding UID or
otherwise properly identified.

7.8

Mode of Payment
Payment of all assistance should directly be credited to beneficiary bank accounts.

7.9

Old age Pensions
The present practice of certification of age by medical officers needs to be discontinued
instead data available in Electoral Rolls that indicate the age of the voter should be accepted.
It seems that UID cards also carry this information and that could be used as an alternative in
due course. The rationale for this proposal has been given in earlier reports. Income and age
can be made subject to user friendly endorsement from neighbours/citizens known to
applicants as indicated above.

8.1

Digital Records of Beneficiary Identity
At present there is no practice of affixing photographs on the application and digitisation of
data of beneficiaries including digital records of photograph scans. This practice should be
initiated to curb misuse and data displayed on department websites or at least maintained
properly in place of manual records. In due course when UIDs become universal, the sanction
could be linked to the identity supplied by the card.

8.2

Recommendation: Social Security and Welfare

8.2.1

Income criteria
A standard criterion for per head income (of Rs.6000/-p.a. recommended) for the family
should be adopted for all pensions including widow, old age etc.

8.2.2

Old Age Pensions and Similar Schemes
•

Maintain digital records including photo scans of beneficiary identity to prevent
fictitious claimants.
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•

Discontinue medical reports for proof of age; accept evidence of electoral roles.

•

Prescribe standard Income Certificate application Proforma (Annexure Section II).

8.3

Transparency- Information Services

8.3.1

As information services are covered under the RTI Act, the section deals in detail with the
same and specifically highlights issues relating to redesigning information relevant for
documentation and material services.

8.3.2

Imparting of information needs to be considered a public service and is probably necessary,
irrespective of nature of a specific service. Some of the basic issues in information services
related to the RTI Act are indicated below.

8.3.3

Major Issues and Problems
(i)

Neglect of Citizen Information needs: Most of the information needs of applicants as
assessed through a PGRC survey can easily be addressed through imaginative
anticipation and disclosure of appropriate information. Mostly these relate to budget
and expenditure of government departments, details of recipients of government
grants and assistance and norms and procedures for citizen services - all areas of
information on which the law already requires information to be disclosed.
Unfortunately, a perusal of various department websites show that the display is
somewhat mechanical, not in line with citizen needs and the display formats poorly
designed.

(ii)

Dysfunctional PIO's: In most of the departments, the PIO system is dysfunctional,
imposes very high transaction costs in terms of time and money therefore, unable to
provide meaningful and effective access to citizens. Transaction costs can be 30 times
the official tarriff (fees) for obtaining information. These would be much more if one
adds opportunity cost of time - approximately equivalent to wages for 2 working days
on average. The system imposes disproportionate costs on citizens who may not have
enough money or influence to delegate the activities involved in filing
applications/collecting information. The basic problem in the
administrative/geographical distance between the PIOs and the custodian of
information (some departments need to be examined).

8.4

Aligning Mandatory Disclosure Provisions with Information Needs – Information Protocols

8.4.1

The provisions of RTI Act are comprehensive and encompass areas of information that are
static and routine as well as information of vital interest to individuals and communities.
However, need imaginative presentation and packaging to align with, information
requirements of citizens and to make such information 'stick'!
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8.4.2

Keeping also in view the present preponderance of requests relating to land,
budget/expenditure, contracts/purchase of goods by the public authorities, subsidies and
other assistance given especially under social security, it is suggested that the format of
information to be displayed compulsorily by different departments should be reviewed in
respect of areas of interest to the citizens, ambiguity removed and standard presentation
modules/protocols/formats prescribed through rules/instructions for display of information
as indicated below.
(i)
Mandatory disclosure of Rules, Statutes and Instructions
As per section 4 (i) (b) (v) requires all departments to disclose rules/statutes and
instructions etc. These are rarely updated and the presentation is chaotic besides not
being classified properly. The departments need to suitably classify them as (a)
personnel; (b) financial and (c) specific major citizen related services and (d)
programmes.
(ii) Mandating Disclosure of Information on Budget/Expenditure
There is a need to devise a common format keeping in view citizen expectations and
requirements. It is generally well known that staff salary is a fixed cost and details
thereof may not be of much use. It is the capital and non staff expenditure for which
generally information is required and requests are filed. However at present details are
not made available. It is suggested that each department/public authority should
amalgamate staff related expenditure but give details of expenditure on non staff
items/programmes/schemes – capital or revenue - costing more than a specified
amount (say more than Rs.10 lacs). The format proposed is indicated in the Table
below. Thus for example in case of Social Security department, yearly
estimates/expenditure for widow, old age pension etc. would be given separately.
Table 1
Proposed Budget format – disclosure under Section 4(1) (b) (xi)
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(i)

Mandatory disclosure of information on recipients of Concessions/ Disbursements
Section- 4(1)(b) (xii)
This requires details of concessions, lease, allotments etc. to be given by the
departments. At present this is not being disclosed. The list of beneficiaries in
appropriate format need to be displayed in all these cases and of course, the first step is
to digitise this information along with photographs. The information can be
updated/uploaded monthly and annually if not in real time. In case of pensions and
other such individual oriented grants and payments for example, the information can
be displayed in the following format [Tables 2 & 3] for pending applications and for
sanctioned cases, classified village, sub-division and district wise. Such details will
cover areas like 'shagun' scheme, widow and old age pensions, green ration card and all
other such categories where inclusion is not universal and involves cash or kind
payments as entitlement or subsidies.
Table 2
Proposed Format – Disclosure under 4(1) (b) (xii)
Grants/payments under each scheme (e.g. Pensions, BPL Card) Sanctioned Cases

Table 3
Proposed Format
Grants/payments under each scheme (e.g. Pensions, BPL Card) Pending Cases
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(iv)

Mandatory disclosure of information - Contracts/Purchase of goods and services
One of the main areas of information in demand relates to works and goods contracts and
purchase of goods and services. No department provides any information on this though this
is required to be done under “disbursements” [Section 4 (1) (b) (xiii)]. This will supplement
the government initiatives already taken in respect of e-tendering and extend the scope of
that transparency to the process of execution of contracts. This needs to be provided in the
format below [and Table 5 in - annexure].
Table 4
Proposed Format – Disclosure under 4(1)(b)(xiii)
Contracts/Purchases (limits to be specified)

(i)

Mandatory Disclosure - Norms and Standards of Service
Major weapon for improving physical service delivery is to set service standards, for instance
of time, and to provide public information on the same. This would be very relevant for areas
like sanction of scholarships, pensions, etc. to vulnerable groups, apart of course from the
documentation services required by most of the citizens. It will help if in addition, service
standards mostly of time are mandated under the RTS Act as has been proposed in the report
already given to the Government.
Section 4 (i) (b) requires norms of various services provided by the PAs to be disclosed. At
present this is not being done. Quite simply, this means display of citizen charters containing
check lists, standards of service such as response time for service delivery as fixed under the
RTS Act or as voluntary codes and the office handling grievances.

(ii)

Standard Modules for Mandatory Disclosure of Information
Annexure at the end of the section gives an abstract of the suggested guidelines for
convenience of various departments of the government and provides an indicative list of
changes to be made in the present pattern of disclosure of information by the departments,
based on the areas of focus of citizens currently – self interested as well as public spirited.
Additional/new information can be provided by the government in discussion with the SIC as
the nature and dimension of requests will never static and would need to be reviewed from
time to time.
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The following Table provides the proposal for protocols under mandatory disclosure.
Table 5
Recommendations on standard modules for mandatory disclosure
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8.5

Relevant jurisdictions for disclosure of information - District and the State
Historically the two major administrative jurisdictions common across all states including
Punjab are namely, state and districts. Whatever the status in respect of data at the
tehsil/block level for purposes of the RTI, the data at least for the district and for the state
need to be displayed in the modules indicated – the district level data covering its own
jurisdiction whereas the state level data and information would be composite for the state as
a whole.

8.6

Annual Review of Disclosed information
The 2nd ARC has had suggested that Central Government should find a way to remove the
problem of lack of any agency to review the status and make changes, rather than
mechanically following the basic provisions of the law. The RTI Act in the UK provides for
annual discussions by the Information Commissioner with the departments to review the
disclosed information and make changes in the formats/contents based on an analysis of the
applications received. This practice at the state level would go a long way in anticipating the
needs of the citizens and other organizations. Fortunately the state (unlike the GoI) has a
nodal Information Department that can coordinate this exercise and annual guidelines can
be issued in light of the experience under the guidance of the SIC under Section 4 (1) (b) (xvii).

8.6

Minimizing Transaction Costs

8.6.1

Remodeling System of RTI officials' appointment
One major concern is the excessive costs in terms of time and money imposed on the
applicants (on an average over 30 times the direct cost). This definitely acts as a dampener for
ordinary citizens who may wish to but avoid starting this process for fear of these costs. This
needs to be done through re-visiting the practice of appointment of PIOs and Appellate
Officers especially to strengthen the system at the district level where most of the sub district
information is compiled in routine and is available. The main weakness appears to be the
system and practice of appointment of PIOs. There is a need to review this aspect in view of
the existing experience.

8.6.2

Appointing District Department Heads as PIOs
The main problem in achieving the noble objectives behind the appointment of a large
number of PIOs in individual public authorities (for example health department has notified
all the SMOs as PIOs) has in fact brought the unintended consequence of undue delay.
Generally the interviewed applicants highlighted these very problems and especially the
need to declare as PIOs only those officers who have access to, resources for, and control over
the information asked for and not their subordinates/proxies.

8.6.3

For the PIOs to be effective they must have access to the information asked for and the
resources and authority required to collect the information. In the context of the
organisation of state departments where generally heads of district have reasonable
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seniority and authority and control over information available within the district, it would be
appropriate to declare only the district heads as PIOs in respect of all departments (also in
case of other departments generally having similar jurisdiction – e.g. Superintending
Engineering works department). The Police department follows this system i.e. SSPs as PIOs,
and this has addressed satisfactorily a huge number of applications primarily for this reason.
As per annual reports of the SIC, the monthly flow of requests even for the major
departments (Revenue, Police, Education, Local Bodies, Rural Development and Panchayats)
is less than 100 that appears manageable.
Another reason for suggesting this measure is that the PIOs require sufficient maturity to be
able to screen the applications so as to view whether the information be given or denied.
8.6.4

Appointment of senior officers as PIOs is necessary for another reason. This would be an
innovative way to have a direct feedback from the public about the functioning of the
departments. In a large majority of cases, applications for information are made by
individuals who in fact are seeking some relief or bearing a grievance. It was gathered from
the survey that only a small percentage of requests for information what could be considered
are purely fishing expeditions or driven by academic/public interests. In fact most of such
applications are addressed to the departments and not to districts PIOs. It would in a way also
be a complaint and grievance redressal window for which as per government's own claims,
resources and time are never a problem.

8.6.5

HODs as Appellate Authorities
The appellate authority need to be not the officer next senior to the PIO but the head of the
department or at least his deputy, for reasons similar to what has been stated in the case of
PIOs. This is necessary as some of the cases may not be of delay but of denial – partial or
complete - of information and the officer has to have sufficient authority and maturity to be
able to take a decision. Even in case of major departments that receive bulk of the
applications (revenue, rural development, police, local government), it does not appear that
the work load will exceed the capacity of a single appellate authority. The examination of the
RTI website of the State indicated that though some departments have designated
Director/Secretary as the appellate authority, most others have either not displayed the
particulars or are silent (e.g. Rural Development and Panchayats) or have designated
appellate officers without keeping in view the decision making capability and resources of
the person concerned. This is the reason a large majority of applicants prefer to approach the
Information Commission rather than filing appeals to the departmental authorities. Social
learning has made it clear that even if an appeal is filed with government functionaries, it will
rarely be responded to.
It is felt that the Head of the department should invariably be the appellate authority for all
PIOs of the level of district head or above.
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8.6.5

Appointing elected officials as appellate authorities in PRIs
With regard to PRIs there is a lot of confusion. For example Rural Development Department
has declared Secretarys of the GPs to be the PIOs for Panchayats but none for Block Samitis
and Zila Parishads. The sites of even major ULB's don't seem to indicate names of
PIOs/appellate authorities. It is suggested that in view of spatial concentration of information
so far as the PRI s are concerned, there should be only one PIO - Secretary for GPs; BDPO for
Block Samiti and Secretary Zila Parishad for Zila Parishad; the EO for all A, B&C class ULBs &
notified area committees and the Commissioner in the case of a Municipal Corporation. The
appellate authority can be the elected head of the PRI- Sarpanch, Chairperson,
President/Mayor for the rural and urban PRIs so that the appellate functionaries are provided
within a particular public authority as per the spirit of the law. This will also lead to more
involvement of the elected functionaries in this vital area of immense public interest.

8.7

Boards and Corporations
Similarly for all other statutory authorities – councils/boards - that are considered as public
authorities, there should only be one PIO for a public authority who can be an official next to
the Chief Executive, with the Chief Executive acting as an appellate authority. The basic
principle suggested is that the appellate authority should be the top official of the
agency/department.

8.8

Single Window SUWIDHA Centres as APIOs
At present APIOs are appointed somewhat indiscriminately – in some cases, they work in the
same office as the PIOs - making the latter redundant. Availability of a large number of APIOs
also causes confusion among citizens regarding whom to approach and the institution may
become a cause of delay instead of a convenient route for accessing the PIO. It was gathered
that applications are generally made directly to the PIOs, precisely for this reason-people
don't expect a quick response if the application is filed with the APIO.
There is need for Single Window APIO System for all government departments at the district
level. Punjab has now a reasonably efficient set-up at the sub division and district level of
SUWIDHA Centres that are easily accessible and open to public during working hours and
where performance can easily be monitored. It is recommended that all district and sub
divisional SUWIDHA centres be declared as APIOs with regard to all departments for
information required at the district level. The Chairman of the District SUWIDHA Centre – the
Deputy Commissioner can monitor the functioning of these Centres that have adequate
resources and manpower to take care of the logistics of transmission of requests. With the
strong support in E-Governance provided by the government, these offices appear to be
ideally equipped for this purpose.
The following Table summarizes the proposed restructuring of APIO/PIO and Appellate
system.
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Table 6
Recommendations regarding appointment of RTI functionaries

8.9

Monitoring Implementation of the RTI Act
It may be appropriate to devise mechanisms to monitor implementation of the said at the
district level. It is felt that the monitoring should be taken up as a standing agenda item by the
District Grievances Committees and they can review simple parameters such as the number
of applications received in the district under the RTI (cumulatively since the beginning of the
year) and cases in which information has been supplied in time. The simple fact of review of
this information regularly at the district level may itself achieve the objective of compliance
of time limits.

9.1

Recommendations: Information Services

9.1.1

Standardisation of Protocols for Mandatory Disclosure of Information
Detailed protocols/formats for the specifics of information to be disclosed by the
departments need to be adopted especially with regard to:
(a)

norms/citizens charters for major services – citizen obligation, checklist, timelines for
delivery;
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(b)

budget and expenditure on major capital and other non staff items as enlisted in
Table 1

9.1.2

(c)

list of beneficiaries of assistance, concessions - cash/kind-under social security,
welfare and other similar programmes as displayed in Table- 2 and 3

(d)

work contracts and purchase of goods and services as stated in Table-4

Annual Review of Disclosed Information
Information displayed to be reviewed annually in the light of experience by the Department
of Information in consultation with the SIC or suo motu by the SIC.

9.1.3

Minimising transaction costs
(a)

APIOs

District/Sub Divisional SUWIDHA Centres to be the single window APIOs for all government
departments.
(b)

PIOs
The district head of the department and one of the senior most persons in other public
authorities to be the PIO in most cases. This will ensure speedy response, proper
accountability, systematic feedback and substantially reduce transaction costs (Table 5).

9.1.4

Appellate Authorities
Head of the department, the CEO, the elected Chairperson to be the appellate authority in
case of departments, autonomous bodies and rural and urban PRIs respectively.

9.1.5

District level monitoring of RTI implementation
(a)

District Grievance Committees to have a standing agenda item on RTI implementation.

(b)

Review parameters:
o Number of cases filed within the year (cumulative).
· Number of cases/applications where information given within time (cumulative).

9.2

Public Services – Grievance Redress
As suggested in the Report on the RTS Act, this needs to be considered a service in its own
right. Components of grievance handling are recording, acknowledgement, redress and
monitoring. Many problems of delivery of public services will be addressed once proper
systems of grievance redress are in place; this is not the case at present. Very few
departments list telephone numbers and other details of officials whom commoners may
contact. In case of civic services many local urban authorities also have poor grievance
redress systems.

9.2.1

At present, there are two main problems. Grievance redress is an extremely unstructured
service and mostly grievances are expressed through 'forum shopping' in the absence of
clear channels in the official hierarchy designated for this purpose. Complainants may,
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depending on their perceptions of effectiveness of different levels choose to address the
Chief Minister or a Minister or a Secretary of the department or the Deputy Commissioner or
even the President of India for matters that may concern for instance a revenue department
Patwari. In the absence of any record keeping and tracking of complaints, this is the only
viable strategy.
9.2.2

Even when officers are nominated, there are so many changes due to transfers and similar
factors that the list very soon gets outdated. Moreover, grievance redress officers have rarely
the authority to decide and function as post offices.

9.3.3

On the other hand, advantage of a sound system of grievance tracking and redress is that it
enables an instant feedback on the functioning of departments and the efficiency of the
services. In a way all complainants are incipient whistleblowers, crying to be heard.

9.4

Mandating Recording and Acknowledgement of Complaints
Complaints are received mostly through mail, personal meetings or through grievance
redress centres/district administration/CM/Minister and similar offices. These are rarely
acknowledged at any level and consequently, subsequent tracking – which is dependent on
receipt and dispatch records – is not possible. The primary requirement is therefore to make
it obligatory to acknowledge complaints/requests within a specific time frame as suggested
in the Report on RTS Act. Acknowledgement/receipt is a routine administrative activity, does
not require manpower or supervision and, is mostly, already common in case of Single
Window Centres, Police Saanjh Kendras and (we are told) also Fard Centres of Revenue
Department.

9.5

Setting Standards for Grievance Redress for Services
The issue of redress as distinct from recording and acknowledgement is more difficult as it
can vary widely from service to service and for the present it may be enough to provide for
time limits especially for physical services relevant to common citizens and display the same
as information under the RTI Act (as the 'norm' for redress of complaints by the department).
Even if standards are not mandatory under the RTS, opening up of information on voluntary
standards may be a sufficient social incentive and activate demand side public pressure on
officials.

9.6

Single Window Grievance Redress Systems
There is now 'forum shopping' for complaints – RTI/RTS/department/political leadership at
different levels/district administration. Considering the government structures and
processes, the complaint recording and redress infrastructure needs to be streamlined.
This can be done by setting up single window complaint, acknowledgement, response
centres – say one in each district. It is rarely possible to have an effective system below the
district office of the department. It is suggested that the district head of each department
should nominate an official for this purpose. The district SUWIDHA Centres can function as
residuary complaint centres – transmitting complaints – for all departments.
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9.7

E-grievance Systems

9.7.1

There is also a need for adoption of a standard module for all departments for e grievances
for proper monitoring. It will be difficult to integrate different solutions by different service
providers for departments and for the govt. to have an overall view over all departments. It is
suggested government may consider adopting the NIC (or some other) solution/already
adopted by the GoI and many States rather than leaving it to each department to devise
separate systems which it may be difficult to integrate later in a common portal.

9.7.2

It is recommended that the following steps be taken for grievance redress, an important
mediatory service for public services:

9.8

•

Specifying mandatory time limits for acknowledgement of complaints under the RTS
Act (as recommended in PGRC II report on RTS Act).

•

Mandatory or advisory time limits for grievance redress to be displayed on
departments/district websites.

•

Departments to display complaint redress standards and authorities under RTI/RTS
Acts on the above lines on their websites.

•

Single window web based complaint recording and redress systems, based on a
common application for all departments.

Observations and Recommendations
Previous sections have indicated some process reforms common to the band of
documentation related services and also cover service specific reforms. Section IV and V has
dealt with information and grievance redress system that appear to be fundamental for
achieving efficiency and effectiveness of different services. Two other aspects are mentioned
below.

9.8.1

Ownership of Contingent Services
A number of services concern more than one department and in fact in some cases no
department at all - may be in response to requirements of foreign countries and institutions
outside state jurisdiction control. For example different universities provide for different
systems for issue of copies of certificates, duplicate certificates etc. - some requiring
affidavits, some requiring huge fees, and these may not even be in the notice of the
concerned – Education - department. Such residual services need to be handled by the
Grievance Redress (GR) department to see what view to take and ensure that the concerned
agencies adopt some uniformity within the state.
Ownership of such “unclaimed services” needs to be taken up by the GR Department – e.g.
income certificate, unmarried certificate, identity card, dependent certificate and so on.

9.8.2

Empowerment of the Marginal Sections and Transaction Costs
While data is not available, broad discussion with the service handling agencies indicated
negligible use of these basic services by the poor. The steps proposed will facilitate their
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coming forward. At present transaction costs for persons dependent on daily wages / in
informal sector are very high (2-3 days wages are lost in availing of a single service) – a major
disincentive. The simplifications are likely to be especially helpful for these citizens through
ensuring same day one stop delivery. Information and Grievance Redress systems proposed
can be effective in giving voices to the wrongly excluded denied benefit despite being eligible.
9.9

Summary of Recommendations

9.9.1

Documentation Services

9.9.2

9.9.3

9.9.4

•

accepting self-certification; in place of sworn affidavits

•

reforming third party verification processes by adopting user friendly verification
regarding system of verification – permitting verification by citizens having photo ID;

•

where necessary, outsourcing the process of physical checks and verification to
authorised private parties (authorised dealers for fitness certificate, driving schools
for driving skills);

•

imaginative display of citizens charters/service standards for all services on websites,
as a part of RTI Act compliance;

•

authorising front windows/SUWIDHA Centres to issue certificates/permissions;

•

eliminating internal stages between application receipt and issue of certificates.

Physical/Material Services
•

Mandatory or advisory service standards to be displayed on websites/notice boards
etc/Reform of individual services as indicated.

•

encourage self regulation through public display of information on recipients.

•

strengthening information and Grievance Redressal System

Information Services
•

Prescribing through amendment of rules or instructions, formats/protocols for
mandatory disclosure of information under the RTI Act especially on citizen charters,
budget and expenditure, contracts and subsidies/concessions.

•

Declaring district heads of departments as PIO's; SUWIDHA Centres as APIO's.

•

To the extent feasible, confining appellate powers to HoD's.

Grievance Redress
•

Single window complaint centres (physical/online) at the district level for each
department.

•

Declaring SUWIDHA Centres as residual complaint centres, with responsibility
limited to recording and transmitting complaints to concerned departments.

•

Notifying mandatory standards of acknowledgement of complaints under the RTS.

•

Display of standards of response by each department for various services.
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PROPOSED STANDARD FORMAT OF APPLICATION FOR INCOME CERTIFICATE
(Common for all categories in all Punjab Government Departments)
1.

Full Name of the applicant ____________________________________________________

2.

Name of the Father/Husband/Guardian _________________________________________

3.

Age of the Applicant _________________________________________________________

4.

Number of family* Members: Adult (

); Unmarried children/dependents (

); Total

____________________________________________________________________
*

Definition of family: Head of family/husband or wife, unmarried children up to the age
of 21 years/other dependents.

5.

Complete address of the Applicant ______________________________________________

6.

Purpose for which income certificate is applied for _________________________________

7.

Immovable property of family:

a.

Agriculture Lands ________________________________ (copy of Jamabandi)
Village____________________________________________________________________

·

Net annual income from Land (Rs.) ______________________________________________
*

Rs.10000/- for irrigated & Rs.5000/- for unirrigated land – per acre.

b.

Residential property owned ___________________________________________________

c.

Commercial property owned __________________________________________________

d.

Annual income from agriculture land/property mentioned above (Rs.) __________________

e.

Any other Annual income _____________________________________________________

8.

Annual family income from employment _________________________________________

9.

Transport: Tractor/One/Two wheelers/Car, owned if any (Tick as appropriate) ____________

10.

Total Annual income of the family * from all sources __________________________ ______

11.

Per capita annual income of the family ___________________________________________
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Declaration
I hereby declare that the details furnished above are true and correct at the best of my
knowledge and belief. In the event that any of the details are proved to be false I am liable for
action under Section 199 & 200 of the Indian Penal Code.

Signature of the Applicant

Supporting Declarations by Citizens
This is to certify that I personally know – who has applied for income certificate and is residing
at address given. I hereby declare that the details by him/her above are true and correct to
the best of my knowledge and belief. In the event that any of the details are proved to be false
I am liable for action under Section 199 & 200 of the Indian Penal Code.

Signature

Identified by

Name & Address
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CHECK LIST
Main Notified Services being delivered at Suwidha Centres and Sanjh Kendras In Punjab
(Position as on 30-06-2014)
Sr.
No.
bVh

Department
ftGkr

Bz

Service No.
as per the
Notification
B'Nhfce/ôB

1.

w[skpe ;/tk
dk Bzpo
50

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Name of
Service
;/tk dk Bkw

Registration
of Foreigners
(Arrival And
Departure)
ftd/ôhnK dh
ofi;No/ôB
(nkT[D ns/
ikD)

2.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Extension of
residential
permit of
foreigners
ftd/ôhnK d/
fojkfJôh
gofwN ftZu
tkXk

51

Document Required
io{oh d;skt/÷

Application particular form (Registration of
foreigner application).
doyk;s ckow (ftd/ôhnK dk ofi;No/ôB
doyk;s).
· Indemnity Bond attested from Executive
Magistrate.
n?r÷heT[fNt w?fi;No/N s'A s;dhe ehsk
j'fJnk w[nkt÷k p'Av.
· Photo copy of passport.
gk;g'oN dh c'N'ekgh.
· Photo copy of visa showing date of arrival.
th÷k dh c'N'ekgh i' fe nkT[D dh fwsh fbyh
j't/.
· Four passport size photograph.
uko gk;g'oN ;kfJ÷ c'N'rqkc.
· Fee (if required for late registration) .
ch; (i/ b/N ofi;No/ôB eotkfJnk j't/).
NOTE : Foreigner should personally be present
for availing this service.
B'NL -ftd/ô ftu ofjD tkfbnk B{z fJj ;/tk jkf;b
eoB bJh fBih s'o s/ jkfio j'Dk ukjhdh j?.
· Application particular form (Visa extension
application).
th÷k dh fwsh tXkT[D bJh gqsh p/Bsh ckow.
· Surety Bond.
fôUfoNh p'Av.
· Residence Proof of surety (Ration
Card/Voter Card or any other residence
proof).
fojkfJô dh go{c (okôB ekov$t'No ekov iK
j'o e'Jh fojkfJôh go{c).
·
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Photo copy of passport.
gk;g'oN dh c'N'ekgh.
· Photo copy of visa showing date of arrival.
ft÷k dh c'N'ekgh fi; ftu tkg;h dh fwsh
j't/.
· Four passport size photograph.
uko gk;g'oN ;kfJ÷ c'N"nK.
· Receipt of State Bank of India (in case of
late registration/visa extension only).
· Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached).
Driving Licence/ Pan Card /Voter Card
/Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/ Bank
Pass Book.
· go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
·

3.

4a

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;
Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Copy of F.I.R.
n?cankJhankoa
$vhavhankoa
dh ekgh

NOC for use
of Loud
Speakers
(applicable
only in case
of S.D.M.
obtains
N.O.C. from
the
concerned
S.H.O. before
granting
permission)
bkT{v ;gheo
dh tos' bJh
n?BaUa;ha(T[d'A
jh bkr{ j't/rk
id'A
n?;avhan?wa
wzi{oh d/D s'A
gfjbK ;pzXs
n?;an?uaUa s'A
n?BaUa;ha
wzrdk j?)

52

53

·
·

p[Ze.
Four photocopies of permission.
gqfwôB dh ekgh 4 gVQsK ftZu.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence/ Pan Card /Voter Card
/Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/ Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
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5.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

6.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

7.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

N.O.C. for
Organising
Public
Function
w/fbnK$gqdoô
BhnK$y/vK$
;wkrwK nkfd
bJh n?BaUa
;ha
Stranger
Verification
(Resident of
Other
District/
State)
niBphnK dh
s;dhe eoBk
(j'o fifbQnK $
okiK fiE'A dk
niBph
t;Bhe j? s'A
s;dheheoB
gqkgs j'D
fgZS'A)

54

·

Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever
attached)Driving Licence/ Pan Card /Voter
Card /Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card
Bank Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze

55

·

3 Recent Passport size photographs of
applicant.
fpB?eko dh 3 BthA gk;g'oN ;kfJ÷ c'N'nK.
Proof of Permanent address of applicant.
fpB?eko dk gZek gsk.
Description of family i.e. Father, Mother,
Spouse, Brother & Sister of applicant.
fpB? eko d/ gfotko dk fttoD fit/A fe fgsk,
wksk, gsBh, Gok ns/ G?D.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever
attached)Driving Licence/ Pan Card /Voter
Card /Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration
Card/Bank Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.

Tenant /
Servant
Verification
(Resident of
Local Area
feokJ/dko $
B"eo dh
s;dhe eoBk
(i/eo ;EkBe
t;Bhe j't/)

56

·
·
·

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

3 Recent Passport size photographs of
applicant.
fpB?eko dh 3 BthA gk;g'oN ;kfJ÷ c'N'nK.
Proof of Permanent address of applicant.
fpB?eko dk gZek gsk.
Description of family i.e. Father, Mother,
Spouse, Brother & Sister of applicant.
fpB? eko d/ gfotko dk fttoD fit/A fe fgsk,
wksk, gsBh, Gok ns/ G?D.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever
attached)Driving Licence/ Pan Card /Voter
Card /Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration
Card/Bank Pass Book.

Section III
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go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
8.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Tenant /
Servant
Verification
(Resident of
Other
District/
State)
feokJ/dko $
B"eo dh
s;dhe eoBk
(d{i/ fibQ/$oki
dh ofjD tkb/)

57

9.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK

Status of
Other
Verifications
B'eoh Bkb

58

wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

10.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

;pzX j'o
s;dheheoB

Copy of
Untrace
Report in
Road
Accident
Cases
;Ve jkdf;nK
ftZu nBNq/;v fog'oN
dh ekgh

59

3 Recent Passport size photographs of
applicant.
· fpB?eko dh 3 BthA gk;g'oN ;kfJ÷ c'N'nK.
· Proof of Permanent address of applicant.
· fpB?eko dk gZek gsk.
· Description of family i.e. Father, Mother,
Spouse, Brother & Sister of applicant.
· fpB? eko d/ gfotko dk fttoD fit/A fe fgsk,
wksk, gsBh, Gok ns/ G?D.
· Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever
attached)Driving Licence/ Pan Card /Voter
Card /Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration
Card/Bank Pass Book.
· Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
c'N' gfjukD gZso dh Beb.
· Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
·

·
·

Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
c'N' gfjukD gZso dh Beb.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.

Section III
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11.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Copy of
Untrace
Report In
Theft Cases
u'oh d/ e/;K
ftu nBNq/;v
fog'oN dh

61

·

go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.

ekgh
12.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

NOC for Pre
Owned
Vehicle
wbehns s'A

gfjbK (Preowned)
rZvhnK dh
n?BaUa ;ha
13. Department Status of
of Home Service
Affairs and Verifications.
Justice
B"eoh bJh
rqfj ns/ fBnK s;dhe eoBk

62

·
·
·

63

·
·

wkwb/
(gzikp d/
ftGkr$g[fb; t;BheK d/ e/;
ftu)

14.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Status of
Verification
For Renewal
of Arms
Licence
(n;bk
bkfJ;?A;
BftnkT[D
bJh s;dhe

Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.

65

·
·

Residence Proof of Applicant.
fpB?eko dk o?÷hv?A; go{c.
Copy of Registration Certificate .
ofi;No/ôB dh ekgh.
Photograph of Applicant.
fpB?eko dh fJe c'N'.

Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
c'N' gfjukD gZso dh Beb.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
c'N' gfjukD gZso dh Beb.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
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15.

16.

17.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Status of
Verification of
Noc For
Issuance /
Renewal of
Licence of
Arm Dealer
jfEnkoK d/
vhboK B{z
bkfJ;?A; ikoh
eoB $
BftnkT[D
bJh
fJsokijhDsk
;oNhfce/N
ikoh eoBk
Status of
Verification /
NOC for
issuance /
NOC for
setting up
Petrol Pump,
Cinema Hall
etc.
g?No'b gzg ns/

66

Status of
Passport
Verification.
gk;g'oN
t?ohfce/ôB

68

·
·

Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
c'N' gfjukD gZso dh Beb.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/ Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.

67

·
·

·
·

·

Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
c'N' gfjukD gZso dh Beb.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
c'N' gfjukD gZso dh Beb.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha.
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
Copy of Receipt issued by Suvidha
Centre/Passport Office.
;[ftXk ;?ANo$gk;g'oN nkfc; tb'A ikoh ehsh
rJh o;hd.

Section III
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18.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Status of
Verification
for Fresh Arm
Licence
BtK n;bk
bkfJ;z; bJh
t?ohfce/ôB

69

·
·

go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha

·

19.

20.

21.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Acknowledgment of
Complaint.
fôekfJs dh
o;hd

106

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Information
of Action
Taken of
Complaints
(FIR/DDR/
Matter
Closed
fôekfJsK s/
ehsh rJh
Registration
of Marriage
under Hindu
Marriage Act
w?foi
ofi;No/ôB
(fjzd{ w?foi
n?eN nXhB)

107

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
c'N' gfjukD gZso dh Beb.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence /Pan Card/ Voter Card/
Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.

·

·

·

·

46

·
·
·

·

vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
Copy of Receipt issued by D.C. /SDM Office.
vha;ha$n?;avhan?wa tb'A ikoh ehsh rJh o;hd
dh ekgh.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached).
Driving Licence/ Pan Card /Voter Card
/Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration Card/Bank
Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever
attached)Driving Licence/ Pan Card /Voter
Card /Passport /Aadhar Card /Ration
Card/Bank Pass Book.
go{c bJh c'N' nkJhavha
vokfAJftzr bkfJ;z;$g?B ekov$t'No ekov$
gk;g'oN$nXko ekov$ okôB ekov$ p?Ae gk;
p[Ze.
Residence Proof of Bride and Groom.
bVe/ ns/ bVeh dh fojkfJô dk ;p{s.
Birth proof of Bride and Groom.
bVe/ ns/ bVeh dh iBw fwsh dk ;p{s.
Self-declaration form from Bride and
Groom.
bVe/ ns/ bVeh tb'A ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
Four Snap at the time of marriage.
ftnkj d/ ;w/A dhnK uko c'N'nK.

Section III
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·

·

·

·
·

22.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

Renewal of
Arms Licence
(if the license
is presented
after every
alternative
cycle of 6
years, where
police
verification is
necessary.
n;bk bkJh;z;
BftnkT[Dk
(i/eo bkJh;?A;
6 ;kb d/ jo/e
pdbt/A ;w/A,
fiZE/ g[fb;
gVskb dh
÷o{os j't/, s'A

47

·
·
·

·
·

·

Witness from each Bride and. Groom
(Nambardar/Sarpanch/Panch/M.C. Govt.
Employee/Advocate/Doctor etc.) .
bVe/ ns/ bVeh tZb'A rtkj
(Bzpodko$;ogzu$gzu$n?wa;ha$;oekoh
w[bk÷w$ n?vt'e/N$vkeNo nkfd) d'BK tZb'A
fJZe-fJZe).
Witness of Guardian each from Bride and
Groom.
bVe/ ns/ bVeh tZb'A T[BQK d/ ;ogq;s
(rkovhnB) dh rtkjh (d'BK tZb'A fJZe-fJZe).
Marriage card.
ftnkj dk ekov.
Application on Form-A from the applicant
(Applicant may be Bride or Groom).
w?foi ofi;Nov eoB bJh doyk;s ckow-J/,
okjhA fdZsh ik ;edh j? (doyk;s eosk bVek
iK bVeh j' ;ed/ jB).
Application / doyk;s.
Arm Licence in Original.
n;b n;bk bkJh;z;.
Residence Proof (Attested copy of Ration
Card/Voter Card/Passport) .
fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No
ekov$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekgh).
Aadhaar Card (As ID Proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/).
Weapon Inspection report from SDM
attached with.
jfEnko n?;avhan?wa s'A s;dhe eotk e/
fog'oN Bkb brkU.
Two current Passport Size photograph .
d' skik gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N'.

Section III
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23.

24.

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK

Deletion of
Weapons (if
the license
issuing
district is the
same where
wkwb/
service has
ftGkr$g[fb; been sought)
jfEnko dk
tkXk$xNkT[Dk
(i/eo bkfJ;?A;

Department
of Home
Affairs and
Justice
rqfj ns/ fBnK
wkwb/
ftGkr$g[fb;

48

·

Application.
doyk;s.

·

The certificate of Purchase by the dealer in
case of sale of weapon to the weapon dealer.
n;bk vhbo B{z t/uD dh ;{os ftZu vhbo tZb'A
ikoh gou/÷ ;oNhfce/N.

·

Arms Licence.
n;bk bkJh;z;.
Attach arms duly attested by SDM with
report.
jfEnko n?;avhan?wa s'A s;dhe eotk e/
fog'oN Bkb brkU.
Copy of sale permission from District
Magistrate.
fibQk w?fi;No/N tZb'A ikoh ;/b gowhôB dh
ekgh.
Application on Paper.
doyk;s ;kd/ ekri s/.
Original Arms Licence.
n;b n;bk bkJh;z;.

·

ikoh eoB
tkb/ f÷bQ/ ftu
jh ;/tk wzrh

·

rJh j't/)

·

Extention of
Purchase
Period of
Weapon
(within
permissible
time period
and if the
license
issuing
district is the
same where
service has
been sought).
jfEnko
yohdD dk ;wK
tXkT[Dk
(nkfrnk d/
;w/A nzdo ns/
i/eo bkfJ;?A;
ikoh eoB
tkb/ f÷b/ ftu
jh ;/tk wzrh
rJh j't/)

49

·
·
·
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Notification No. 50

Section III
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Section III
87
Notification No. 51

Section III
88

Section III
89
Notification No. 52

Section III
90

Section III
91
Notification No. 53

Section III
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Section III
93
Notification No. 54

Section III
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Section III
95
Notification No. 55

Section III
96

Section III
97
Notification No. 56

Section III
98

Section III
99
Notification No. 57

Section III
100

Section III
101
Notification No. 58

Section III
102

Section III
103
Notification No. 59

Section III
104

Section III
105
Notification No. 61

Section III
106

Section III
107
Notification No. 62

Section III
108

Section III
109
Notification No. 63

Section III
110

Section III
111
Notification No. 65

Section III
112

Section III
113
Notification No. 66

Section III
114

(ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP)
1.

UID No.

2.

Date

3.

Last Date by

4.

Fees/Facilitation Charges, if any

`500

Which service to
be provided
5.
6.

Service asked for
Documents to be
attached

7(a)

Name of Desig-

STATUS OF VERIFICATION OF NOC FOR ISSUANCE/RENEWAL OF LICENCE OF ARM DEALER
Copy of Photo Identity Proof
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence
Pan Card
Voter Card
Passport
Aadhar Card
Ration Card
Bank Pass Book
Copy of Receipt issued by D.C./SDM Office
(b)
Designation

nated Officer
(c)

Location

(d)

Signature of Designated Officer

It is your right to seek service within stipulated time limit

Section III
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Notification No. 67

Section III
116

(ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP)
1.

UID No.

2.

Date

3.

Last Date by

4.

Fees/Facilitation Charges, if any

`500

Which service to
be provided
5.
6.

Service asked
for
Documents to
be attached

7(a)

Name of Desig-

STATUS OF VERIFICATION / NOC FOR SETTING UP PETROL PUMP, CINEMA HALL ETC
Copy of Photo Identity Proof
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence
Pan Card
Ration Card
Bank Pass Book
Copy of Receipt issued by D.C./SDM Office
(b)

Voter Card

Passport

Designation

nated Officer
(c)

Location

(d)

Signature of Designated Officer

It is your right to seek service within stipulated time limit

Aadhar Card

Section III
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Notification No. 68

Section III
118

(ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP)
1.

UID No.

2.

Date

3.

Last Date by

4.

Fees/Facilitation Charges, if any

`100

Which service to
be provided
5.
6.

Service asked
for
Documents to
be attached

7(a)

Name of Desig-

STATUS OF PASSPORT VERIFICATION
Copy of Photo Identity Proof.
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence
Pan Card

Voter Card

Passport

Ration Card
Bank Pass Book
Copy of Receipt issued by Suvidha Centre/Passport Office
(b)
Designation

nated Officer
(c)

Location

(d)

Signature of Designated Officer

It is your right to seek service within stipulated time limit

Aadhar Card

Section III
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Notification No. 69

Section III
120

(ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP)
1.

UID No.

2.

Date

3.

Last Date by

4.

Fees/Facilitation Charges, if any

`200

Which service to
be provided
5.
6.

Service asked for
Documents to be
attached

7(a)

Name of Desig-

STATUS OF VERIFICATION FOR FRESH ARM LICENCE
Copy of Photo Identity Proof
Photo ID Proof (Tick whichever attached)
Driving Licence
Pan Card
Voter Card
Passport
Ration Card
Bank Pass Book
Copy of Receipt issued by D.C./SDM Office
(b)
Designation

nated Officer
(c)

Location

(d)

Signature of Designated Officer

It is your right to seek service within stipulated time limit

Aadhar Card

Section III
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Notification No. 106

B'N L fôekfJs eosk tZb'A fdZsh rJh fbysh doyk;s d/ Bkb fJj ckow Gotk e/ BZEh ehsk ikt/ .

Section III
122

Section III
123
Notification No. 107

Section III
124

Section III
125

Notification Service Sr. No. – 46
APPLICATION FORM/ ErjI P`rm
Registration of Marriage under Hindu Act 1955/
ihMdU mYirj EYkt 1955 dy EDIn ivE`h rijstr krv`aux leI
Registration of Marriage under Hindu Act 1955/
(Home Department / gRih ivB`g)
1.

Date of Marriage / ivE`h dI imqI

2.

Place of Marriage / ivE`h dI Q~

/

/

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Pin Code / ipMn kof

District / izlH` ______________________________________

Bridegroom Details / dulhy d` vyrv`

Bride Details / ਦੁਲਹਨ ਦਾ ਵੇਰਵਾ

3.

Name / n~

___________________________ __________________________

4.

Father Name / ipq` d` n~

___________________________ __________________________

5.

Address / pq`

___________________________ __________________________
___________________________ __________________________

Pin Code / ipMn kof

District / izlH`

___________________________ __________________________

6.

Date of Birth/ jnm dI imqI

7.

Age at the time of marriage/
ivE`h vyly aumr

8.

Marital Status at the time of
___________________________ __________________________
marriage / ivE`h vyly ivv`ihk drj`

9.

Current Address in Foreign
___________________________ __________________________
Country (if applicable) / ivdyS iv@c
vrqm`n pq` (jykr l`gU hovy q~)

10.

Length of stay at current
___________________________ __________________________
residence / vrqm`n pqy qy rihx dI imE`d

11.

Aadhaar Number / E`D`r nMbr

12.

Model of Delivery /
Ed`iegI d` qrIk` nMbr

___________________________ __________________________

__________________________
Suwidha Kendra/
suivD` kyNdr

__________________________

Gram Suwidha Kendra/
gR`m suivD` kyNdr

By Post /
f`k duE`r`

Section III
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Document Attached / n@QI dsq`vyz
Tick ☑ the attached documents / n@QI dsq`vyz~ nUM EMikq kro
Name of Documents / dsq`vyj~ d` n~

Whether Mandatory/
Optional / zrUrI/ie@iCk

1. Self Declaration - Bride / Groom - Attached

Mandatory/ zrUrI

2. Bridegroom's Photo / dulhy dI Poto

Mandatory/ zrUrI

3. Bride's Photo / dulhn dI Poto

Mandatory/ zrUrI

4. Copy of Identity Proof of Bridegroom / dulhy dI pC`x dy sbUq dI k`pI

Mandatory/ zrUrI

5. Copy of Residence Proof of Bridegroom / dulhy dI irh`ieS dy sbUq dI k`pI

Mandatory/ zrUrI

6. Copy of Identity Proof of Bride / dulhn dI irh`ieS dy sbUq dI k`pI

Mandatory/ zrUrI

7. Copy of Residence Proof of Bride / dulhn dI irh`ieS dy sbUq dI k`pI

Mandatory/ zrUrI

8. Copy of Birth / Matriculation Certificate of Bridegroom /
dulhy d` jnm/ mYitRk dy srtIiPkyt dI k`pI

Mandatory/ zrUrI

9. Copy of Birth / Matriculation Certificate of Bride/
dulhn d` jnm/ mYitRk dy srtIiPkyt dI k`pI

Mandatory/ zrUrI

10. Wedding Photos / ivE`h dIE~ PotoE~

Mandatory/ zrUrI

11. Wedding Cards / ivE`h d` k`rf

Optional / ie@iCk

12. Certificate from Gurudwara / Mandir / gurduE`ry/ mMdr d` srtIiPkyt

Optional / ie@iCk

13. Copy of Divorce Deed / ql`k dy dsq`vyz

Optional / ie@iCk

14. Copy of Bridegroom's Father / Mother / Guardian's ID Proof /

Optional / ie@iCk

dulhy dy ipq`/ m`q`/ srpRsq dI pC`x d` sbUq dI k`pI
15. Copy of Bride's Father / Mother / Guardian's ID Proof
dulhn dy ipq`/ m`q`/ srpRsq dI pC`x d` sbUq dI k`pI

Optional / ie@iCk

Section III
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Notification Service Sr. No. – 47
Renewal of Arm Licence
n;bk bkJh;z; BthB eotkT[D
Designated Officer:

Additional Deputy Commissioner (G), District ………………..........

BkwiZd nfXekoh

tXhe fvgNh ewhôBo (i), fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.

Subject ftôkL1.

Renewal of Arm Licence / n;bk bkJh;z; BthB eotkT[D ;pzXh.

Name of Applicant

_______________________________________________________________

doyk;s eosk dk Bkw
2.

Father's / Husband's Name

_______________________________________________________________

fgsk$gsh dk Bkw
3.

Address $ gsk

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

4.

Arms Licence No.

_______________________________________________________________

n;bk bkJh;z; dk Bzpo
5.

Detail of Weapons

_______________________________________________________________

jfEnkoK dk t/otk
6.

Date of Last Renewal

_______________________________________________________________

nkyoh ohfBT{ dh fwsh
7.

Arm Licence Issuing Authority

_______________________________________________________________

n;bk bkJh;z; ikoh eosk
8.

Arm Licence Valid Area

_______________________________________________________________

n;bk bkJh;z; dk J/ohnk

Date/fwsh:

Signature$j;skyo ___________________________
Name$Bkw _________________________________
Tele/Mobile No./ N?bhc'B$ w"pkL Bz _________________

Weapons Verification Report/jfEnko Bzpo dh t?ohfce/ôB fog'oN L1.

…………………………

2. ………………………………

3. ……………………………..

Weapon Number inspected & found correct after verification.
jfEnko dk Bzpo u?e eoB T[gozs mhe gkfJnk frnk .

Sub Divisional Magistrate/ T[g wzvb w?fi;No/N
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Check list for Renewal of Arm Licence
n;bk bkJh;z; BthB eotkT[D bJh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./
bVh BzL
1.
2.
3.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Application / doyk;s.
Arm Licence in Original / n;b n;bk bkJh;z;.
(i) Residence Proof (Attested copy of Ration Card/Voter
Card/Passport)/fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No ekov$gk;g'oN dh
s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekgh).
(ii) Aadhaar Card (As ID Proof)/ nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/)

4.

Weaon Inspection report from SDM attached with / jfEnko n?;avhan?wa s'A
s;dhe eotk e/ fog'oN Bkb brkU.

5.

Two current Passport Size photograph / d' skik gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N'.
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Notification Service Sr. No. – 48
Deletion of Weapons
n;bk bkJh;z; ftZu'A jfEnko vbhN eotkT[D pko
;/tk fty/,
fibQk w?fi;No/N,
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa , gzikp .

ftôkL-

n;bk bkfJ;z; ftZu'A jfEnko vbhN eoB pko/.

ôqhwkB ih,
T[go'es ftô/ s/ p/Bsh j? fe w/ok n;bk bkfJ;z; BzL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa i' fe fibQk w?fi;No/N
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa ih tZb'A ikoh ehsk frnk j?, i' fe fwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa sZe gzikp oki$;ko/ Gkos ftZu t?fbv j?. w/o/
T[es n;bk bkJh;z; s/ doi aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa jfEnko B{z t/uD dh gqtkBrh, i' fe fibQk w?fi;No/N ih d/ gZso BzL
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa$ghan?baJ/a fwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa okjhA gqkgs j' u[Zeh j?. T[es n?Baghap'oa jfEnko aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
n;bk vhbo$n;bk bkfJ;?A; Xkoe B{z t/u fdZsk j?. fi; ;pzXh d;skt/÷ Bkb BZEh jB. fJ; bJh feogk eoe/ fJj jfEnko w/o/ n;bk
bkfJ;z; ftZu'A vbhN eoB dh feogkbsk ehsh ikt/.
XzBtkd ;fjs.
fpB?eko d/ j;skyo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Bkw aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
fgsk dk Bkwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
g{ok gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
N?bhc'B BzLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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Check list for Deletion of Weapons
n;bk bkJh;z; ftZu'A jfEnko vbhN eot kT[D pko/ u?e fb;N
bVh BzL $
Sr. No.
1.

io{oh d;skt/÷ $ Required Documents
doyk;s $ Application

2.

n;bk vhbo B{z t/uD dh ;{os ftZu vhbo tZb'A ikoh gou/÷
;oNhfce/N $ The certificate of Purchase by the dealer in case of
sale of weapon to the weapon dealer.

3.

n;bk bkJh;z; $ Arms Licence

4.

jfEnko n?;avhan?wa s'A s;dhe eotk e/ fog'oN Bkb brkU$ Attach
arms duly attested by SDM with report.

5.

fibQk w?fi;No/N tZb'A ikoh ;/b gowhôB dh ekgh$Copy of sale
permission from District Magistrate.

BZEh jB jK$BjhA
Attached Yes/No
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Notification Service Sr. No. – 49
Extention of Purchase Period of Weapon
n;bk bkJh;z; dk yohd ;wK tXkT[D pko
;/tk fty/,
fibQk w?fi;No/N,
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa , gzikp .
ftôkL-

n;bk bkfJ;z; dk gqu/i ghohnv tXkT[D ;pzXh.

ôqhwkB ih,
T'go'es ftô/ s/ p/Bsh j? fe w/ok n;bk bkfJ;z; BzL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa i' fe fibQk w?fi;No/N
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa ih tZb'A ikoh ehsk frnk j?, i' fe fwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa sZe gzikp oki$;ko/ Gkos ftZu t?fbv
j?. w?A nkgD/ T[es n;bk bkfJ;z; s/ yohd ;w/A d"okB aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
n;bk BjhA yohd ;fenk. w/o/ n;bk bkfJ;z; dk yohd ;wK fwshaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa B{z yso j' frnk j?.
fJ; bJh nkg ih B{z p/Bsh j? fe w/o/ n;bk bkfJ;z; dk yohd ;wK j'o tXkT[D dh feogkbsk ehsh ikt/ ih.
XzBtkd ;fjs.
fpB?eko d/ j;skyo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Bkw aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
fgsk dk Bkwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
g{ok gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
N?bhc'B BzLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Check list for Extention of Purchase Period of Weapon
n;bk bkJh;z; dk yohd ;wK tXkT[D pko/ u?e fb;N
bVh BzL $
Sr. No.
1.
2.

io{oh d;skt/÷ $ Required Documents
doyk;s ;kd/ ekri s/ $Application on Paper
n;b n;bk bkJh;z;$Original Arms Licence

BZEh jB jK$BjhA
Attached Yes/No
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Notification Service Sr. No. – 49
Check list for Extention of Purchase Period of Weapon
n;bk bkJh;z; dk yohd ;wK tXkT[D pko/ u?e fb;N
;/tk fty/,
fibQk w?fi;No/N,
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa , gzikp .

ftôkL-

n;bk bkfJ;z; ftZu'A jfEnko vbhN eoB pko/.

ôqhwkB ih,
T'go'es ftô/ s/ p/Bsh j? fe w/ok n;bk bkfJ;z; BzL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa i' fe fibQk w?fi;No/N
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa ih tZb'A ikoh ehsk frnk j?, i' fe fwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa sZe gzikp oki$;ko/ Gkos ftZu t?fbv
j?. w/o/ T[es n;bk bkJh;z; s/ doi aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa jfEnko B{z t/uD dh gqtkBrh, i' fe fibQk w?fi;No/N ih d/ gZso BzL
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa$ghan?baJ/a fwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa okjhA gqkgs j' u[Zeh j?. T[es n?Baghap'oa jfEnko
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa n;bk vhbo$n;bk bkfJ;?A; Xkoe B{z t/u fdZsk j?. fi; ;pzXh d;skt/÷ Bkb BZEh jB. fJ;
bJh feogk eoe/ fJj jfEnko w/o/ n;bk bkfJ;z; ftZu'A vbhN eoB dh feogkbsk ehsh ikt/.
XzBtkd ;fjs.
fpB?eko d/ j;skyo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Bkw aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
fgsk dk Bkwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
g{ok gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
N?bhc'B BzLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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Check list of main Notified Services being delivered at Suwidha Centres
In Punjab (Position as on 30-06-2014)
Sr.
No.
bVh

Department
ftGkr

Name of
Service
;/tk dk Bkw

Bz

Service No.
as per the
Notification
B'Nhfce/ôB

Document Required
io{oh d;skt/÷

w[skpe ;/tk
dk Bzpo
1a

2a

Revenue
wkb

Revenue
wkb

Certified
copy of old
Registry
g[okBh
ofi;Noh dh
s;dheô[dk
ekgh
Issue of
Income
Certificate
nkwdB

4

·

·

7

·
·

;oNhfce/N
ikoh eoBk
·
·
3a

Revenue
wkb

Dependent
Certificate
fBoGosk

146

·
·

;oNhfce/N
·
·
4a

Revenue
wkb

Counter
Signing of
documents
d;skt/÷
ekT[ANo
;kJhB
eokT[Dk

146

·
·
·

Application on prescribed proforma with
Rs. 10/- Court Fee Stamp.
fBoXkos gq'ckow/ ftZu 10$- o[gJ/ e'oN ch;
bZrh doyk;s.
Stamp Paper (Blank).
nôNkw g/go (ykbh).
Application.
doyk;s.
Declaration from for Issuance of Income
Certificate.
nkwdB ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB ;pzXh fpnkB
gq'ckowk.
Self Declaration.
x'ôDk gZso.
One current Passport Size photograph .
fJZe skik gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N'.
Application.
doyk;s .
Affidavit.
jbchnk fpnkB.
Certificate of Death.
w"s dk ;oNhfce/N.
Letter from Department.
ftGkr dk gZso .
Application.
doyk;s.
Document in Original.
n;b d;skt/i.
Translation of document if required
(attestation by the notary public ).
d;skt/÷ dk nB[tkd i/eo b'VhAdk j't/.
(B'Noh gpfbe tZb'A s;dheô[dk ).
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·

5.

6.

7.

Revenue
wkb

Issuance of
Non-Encumbrance
Certificate
Gko ofjs
;oNhfce/N
Department Certified
of Health & Copies of
Family
Birth/Death
Welfare
Certificates
Corporation
f;js s/
Cities
gfotko
fBrw ôfjoK
GbkJh
nzdo
ftGkr
iBw$w"s
;oNhfce/NK
dhnK
s;dheô[dk
ekghnK.
Department Certified
of Health & Copies of
Family
Birth /
Welfare
Death
Certificates
f;js s/
– MC
gfotko
Towns.
GbkJh
Bro e"A;b
ftGkr
e;fpnK nzdo
iBw$w"s
;oNhfce/NK
dhnK
s;dhe-ô[dk
ekghnK

148

Attested photo copies of original and
translated document.
n;b ns/ nB[tkd ehs/ d;skt/÷ dhnK
s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekghnK.
· Application with court fee stamp Rs. 10/-

doyk;s ;w/s e'oN ch; fNeN 10$-.
· Self-declaration / ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
· Photocopy of Fard / cod dh c'N'ekgh.

8

·

Application Form.
doyk;s ckow.

9

·

Application Form.
doyk;s ckow.
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8.

9.

10.

11.

Department
of Health &
Family
Welfare
f;js s/
gfotko
GbkJh
ftGkr

Certified
Copies of
Birth /Death
Certificates
– Rural
Areas
g/Av{ y/soK
nzdo
iBw$w"s
;oNhfce/NK
dhnK
s;dhe-ô[dk
Department Issuance of
of Health & Disability
Family
Certificate
Welfare
Obvious
Disability
f;js s/
(Loco
gfotko
Motor,
GbkJh
Blindness)
ftGkr
gqsZy ngzrsk
;oNhfce/N
ikoh eoBk
(b'e' w'No,
pbkfJzvB?;)
Department
of Health &
Family
Welfare
f;js s/
gfotko

Issuance of
Single
Disability
Certificate
fJefjoh
ngzrsk

GbkJh
ftGkr

;oNhfce/N
ikoh eoBk

Department
of Health &
Family
Welfare
f;js s/
gfotko
GbkJh
ftGkr

Issuance of
Multiple
Disability
Certificate
pj{-GKsh
ngzrsk
;oNhfce/N
ikoh eoBk

10

·

Application Form.
doyk;s ckow.

87

·

Self Declaration.
;t? x'ôDk.
Proof of Residence.
fojkfJô dk ;p{s.

·

88

·
·

89

·
·

Self Declaration.
;t? x'ôDk.
Proof of Residence.
fojkfJô dk ;p{s.

Self Declaration.
;t? x'ôDk.
Proof of Residence.
fojkfJô dk ;p{s.
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12.

Department
of Health &
Family
Welfare
f;js s/
gfotko
GbkJh
ftGkr

Late
registration
of birth
certificate
(after 1
year)
iBw
;oNhfce/N
dh
ofi;No/ôB
(xNBk d/
fJe ;kb
pknd)

90

·

·
·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

Application Forwarded to the local
registrar.
b'eb ofi;Noko B{z ;zp'Xs doyk;s ckow.
Self-declaration by applicant.
gqkoEh tZb'A ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
Verification Report of the applicant by
two MCs or Sarpanch and Nabardar.
d' fwT{Af;gb e"A;bo iK ;ogzu ns/ Bzpodko
tZb'A gqkoEh dh s;dhe fog'oN c'N'ekgh.
Self-Declaration of the Dai with
photograph.
dkJh tZb'A ;t? x'ôDk gZso ;w/s c'N'rqkc.
Attestation of Dai by two MCs or
Sarpanch and Nabardar.
d' fwT{Af;gb e"A;bo iK ;ogzu ns/ Bzpodko
tZb'A dkJh dh s;dhe fog'oN.
Midwife Identity Card (Ration Card or
Voter Card).
dkJh dk gfjukD gZso (okôB ekov iK t'No
ekov).
3 years not traceable certificate of
“Dadke” and “Nanke”.
BkBe/ ns/ dkde/ s'A fszB ;kb dk n;[ZbGsk
;oNhfce/N.
Form No. 2 attested by two MCs or
Sarpanch and Nabardar.
d' fwT{Af;gb e"A;boK iK ;ogzu ns/ Bzpodko
tZb'A s;dheô[Zdk ckow BzL 2.
Ration Card of the applicant which
included the names of the members of
the family.
gqkoEh d/ okôB ekov dh ekgh fi; ftZu T[;
d/ g{o/ gfotko d/ Bkw doi j'D.
Identity Cards / Voter Card or Aadhaar
Cards of Parents.
wksk$fgsk dk gfjukD gZso $ t'No ekov
iK nkXko ekov.
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·

·

fwsh doi j't/.
Age proof of the siblings.
j'o ;r/ G?D Gok i/eo j'D sK T[BQK dh T[wo

·

dk ;p{s.
Copy of the immunization card.
szdo{;sh dk ;oNhfce/N.

Copy of the Hospital Record (Discharge
Slip).
j;gskb d/ foekov dh ekgh
(fv;ukoi ;fbg).
· Copy of Chowkidar's Report.
.
u"Aehdko dh fog'oN dh ekgh.
· Application Form.
fBoXkos gq'ckow/ s/ doyk;s.
· Form 2 in which all the details about late
entry of death.
ckow BzL2 (fi; ftZu b/N n?ANoh w"s ;pzXh
;ko/ sZE Go/ j'D) d/ gVsK ftZu.
· 3 years certificate of non-traceable
(record pertains to the year of death and
one year before and one year after the
death.
n;[bGsk dk fszB ;kb dk ;oNhfce/N (pkps
w"s dk ;kb ns/ T[; ;kb s'A fJe ;kb nZr/
s/ fgZS/ dk foekov).
· self declaration with the date of death
and facts.
;t? x'ôDk gZso fi; ftu w"s dh skohy
dZ;h j't/ ns/ ;ko/ sZE ;jh j'D.
· Declaration by Chowkidar.
u"Aehdko d/ fpnkB.
· Card of commiseration function/News
paper clip in which date of death is
mentioned / Post Mortem Report/FIR.
G'r dk ekov$nypko dh c'N' ekgh fi; ftZu
w"s dh skohy dZ;h j't/ $ g';N-wkoNw dh
fog'oN$ n?cankJha nkoa ftZu'A fJZe
d;skt/÷.
·

13.

Department
of Health &
Family
Welfare
f;js s/
gfotko
GbkJh
ftGkr

Late
registration
of Death
certificate
(after 1
year)
w"s
;oNhfce/N
dh
ofi;No/ôB
(xNBk d/
fJe ;kb
pknd)

90

School Certificate of the Child mentioned
DOB.
pZu/ d/ ;e{b dk ;oNhfce/N fi; ftZu iBw
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·
·
14.

15.

Department
of Health &
Family
Welfare
f;js s/
gfotko
GbkJh
ftGkr

Department
of Health &
Family
Welfare
f;js s/
gfotko
GbkJh
ftGkr

Addition of
name in
Birth
Certificate
iBw
;oNhfce/N
ftZu pZu/ dk
Bkw doi
eotkT[Dk

91

Correction
in Birth
Certificate
iBw

92

;oNhfce/N
ftZu ;'X
eotkT[Dk

·
·
·

·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

·

Report of Last Remains.
n;EhnK dh fog'oN.
Cremation Receipt.
;z;eko dh o;hd.
Application Form.
doyk;s ckow.
Self-declaration by Mother or Father.
wksk iK fgsk tb'A ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
Original Birth Certificate (With out name
entry).
n;b iBw ;oNhfce/N (fpBK BK doi
j'fJnk).
Form of Birth Certificate.
iBw ;oNhfce/N b?D dk ckow.
Residence Proof (Attested copy of Ration
Card/Voter Card/Passport/Electricity Bill /
Telephone Bill).
fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No
ekov$gk;g'oN$fpibh dk fpb$ N?bhc'B dk
fpb dh s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekgh).
Aadhaar Card (As IDProof).
nkXko ekov(gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/).
Application Form.
doyk;s ckow.
Self-declaration by Mother or Father.
wksk iK fgsk tb'A ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
Original Birth Certificate.
n;b iBw ;oNhfce/N.
Birth Certificate Form.
iBw ;oNhfce/N b?D dk ckow.
(Attested photocopies of any five
documents related to correction of birth
(10th Certificate/Ration Card/Voter Card
etc.).
;'X Bkb ;pzXs e'Jh gzi d;skt/÷K dhnK
s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekghnK (d;thA dk
;oNhfce/N $ okôB ekov $ t'No ekov
nkfd).
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16.

Department
of Health &
Family
Welfare
f;js s/
gfotko
GbkJh
ftGkr

Correction
in Death
Certificate
w"s

92

·
·

;oNhfce/N
ftZu ;'X
eotkT[Dk

·
·

·

Self Declaration.
;t? x'ôDk.
Copy of Proof of Residence (Voter ID /
Aadhaar Card / Ration Card etc.).
fojkfJô d/ ;p{s dh ekgh (u'D ekov$nXko
ekov$okôB ekov).
2 witnesses of credible persons (Sarpanch
/ Panch / Municipal Councillor or
Gazetted Officer.
d' fizw/tko ftneshnK dh rtkjh (;ogzu $
gkoôd iK rifNv nfXekoh).
Copy of Death Certificate / any document
having all details.
w's d/ ;oNhfce/N dh ekgh$e'Jh j'o d;skt/i
fi; ftZu ;ko/ t/ot/ j'D.
A Copy of FIR and Post Mortem report in
case accidental death.
d[oxNBk ftZu w"s d/ e/; ftZu
n?cankJhankoa ns/ g';NwkoNw fog'oN dh
ekgh.

17.

Transport
NqK;g'oN

Registration
Certificate
of Vehicle
(Non
Transport)
rZvhnK dh
ofi;No/ôB
(BkB
NqK;g'oN)

12

·

·
·
·
·

·
·

Form No. 20 with chassis trace and Form
No. 22.
ckow BzL- 20 s/ uk;h No/; ns/ ckow BzL 22
Form No. 21 Sale Certificate.
ckow BzL- 21 ;/b ;oNhfce/N.
Original Temporary Registration Number .
n;b N?Ago/oh ofi;No/ôB Bzpo.
Attested Copy of Vehicle Bill .
rZvh d/ fpb dh s;dheô[dk ekgh.
Residence Proof (Attested copy of Ration
Card/Voter Card/Passport) .
fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No
ekov$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekgh).
ii) Aadhaar Card (As ID Proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/).
Attested photocopy of Insurance .
fJzô'o?A; dh s;dheô[Zdk c'N'ekgh.
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·

·
·
1)
2)
3)
·

·
18

Transport
NqK;g'oN

Issue of
Driving
Licence
vokfJftzr
bkJh;z; ikoh
eoBk

14

·

·
·

Self Declaration for safe custody of file
that has to be taken back by application
at the time of delivery of RC (Paste one
photographs on Self Declaration).
ckfJb i' fe gqkoEh B{z nkoa;ha gqkgs eoB
;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG-;zGkb
;pzXh ;t?-x'ôDk gZso. (;t? x'ôDk gZso s/
c'N' fugekJh ikt/).
Vehicle passing report from MVI.
n?wathankJha s'A rZvh gk; dh fog'oN.
Vehicle tax are as follows :rZvh dk N?e; j/m fby/ nB[;ko j?LTax for all Two wheeler
;ko/ d'gjhnk tkjB bJh N?e;
L 4#
Tax for vehicles upto Twenty Lacs
thj bZy sZe dh rZvh bJh N?e;
L 6#
Tax for vehicles above the Twenty Lacs
thj bZy s'A tZX dh rZvh bJh N?e;
L 8#
Self-Declaration (Please recent Passport
size photograph) for RC should be duly
filled by the applicant.
BthA nkoa;ha bJh ;t? x'ôDk gZso (skik
gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N" fugekJh ikt/) th
doyk;s eosk tZb'A Gfonk ikt/.
VAT Deposit Challan Form .
t?N iwQK eotkT[D dk ubkB ckow.
Applications in Form No. 7 and Form No.
4 (if applying for LTV then also fill Form
No. 8).
doyk;s ckow BzL 7 ns/ ckow BzL 4 (i/eo
n?b Nh th bJh ngbkJh eo oj/ j' sK ckow
BzL 8 th Gfonk ikt/).
Original Learning Driving Licence.
n;b bofBzr vokfJftzr bkJh;z;.
Three recent passport size photographs
and One Phogographs also Pasted on Self
Declaration.
n;b fszB gk;g'oN ;kJhi c'N'nK ns/ fJe
c'N' ;t?-x'ôDk gZso s/ th fugekJh ikt/.
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·

Self Declaration for safe custody of file
that has to be taken back by application
at the time of delivery of license.
ckfJb i/ fe gqkoEh B{z bkJh;z; gqkgs eoB
;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG-;zGkb
;t?-x'ôDk gZso.

19.

Transport
NqK;g'oN

Passing of
Commercial
Vehicle /
ewoôhnb
tkjB dh
gkf;zr

17

BthnK rZvhnK bJhL ckow BzL 21 ns/ 22
Bzpo fpb, N?go/oh Bzpo, phwk, fojkfJôh ;p{s
dh c'N' ekgh.
For new vehicle:- Form No. 21 and 22,
Bill, Temporary Number, Policy, Photo
copy of Residence Proof
· For Old Vehilces:Photo copy of Registration Copy.
Photo copy of Permit.
Photo copy of Tax Clearance.
g[okDhnK rZvhnK bJhL
ofi;No/ôB ekgh dh c'N' ekgh
gofwN dh c'N' ekgh
·

N?e; ebhno?A; c'N' ekgh.
20a

Transport
NqK;g'oN

Addition /
Deletion of
Hire
Purchase
entry
jkfJo gou/÷
fJzdoki
eoBk$

18

·
·

·
·

eZNDk

·

Form NO. 35 in duplicate / ckow BzL 35 d/
gVsK ftZu.
Original Registration Certificate (RC) of
Vehicle.
tkjB dk n;b ofi;No/ôB ;oNhfce/N.
Self declaration for Loan Cancellation.
b'B e?A;b eoB bJh ;t? x'ôDk gZso.
Self-Declaration for safe custody of file
that has to be taken back by application
at the time of delivery of documents
(Paste one photographs on Self
Declaration).
ckfJb i' fe gqkoEh B{z d;skt/i gqkgs
eoB ;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG;zGkb ;pzXh ;t?-x'ôDk gZso. (;t? x'ôDk
gZso s/ c'N' fugekJh ikt/).
Seal/Stamp of the Bank from on Form
No. 35.
ckow BzL 35 T[go fi; p?Ae iK ckow s'A b'B
fbnk j?, T[; p?Ae$cow dh w'jo brtkJh
ikt/.
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21.

Transport
NqK;g'oN

Transfer of
Vehicle
NqK;co nkc

19

·

tjheb
·

·

·

·

·

·
·
·

Applications in Form No. 29 and form No.
30 in duplicate.
doyk;s ckow BzL 29 ns/ ckow BzL 30 d/
gVsK ftZu .
Affidavit from seller and purchaser
yohdD ns/ t/uD tkb/ tZb'A jbchnk
fpnkB.
Passport size photographs f rom seller and
purchaser.
yohdD ns/ t/uD tkb/ dh gk;g'oN ;kJh÷
c'N'.
Self-Declaration for safe custody of file
that has to be taken back by application
at the time of delivery of documents
(Paste one photographs on Self
Declaration).
ckfJb i' fe gqkoEh B {z d;skt/i gqkgs eoB
;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG -;zGkb
;pzXh ;t? -x'ôDk gZso. (;t? x'ôDk gZso s/
c'N' fugekJh ikt/).
Residence Proof from Purchaser (Attested
copy of Ration Card/ Voter Card/
Passport).
yohdB tkb/ dk fojkfJôh ;p{s (okôB
ekov$t'No eko v$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[dk
c'N' ekgh).
ii) Aadhar Card or any ID proof (Seller &
Purchaser).
nkXko ekov iK j'o gfjukD gZso (yohdD
ns/ t/uD tkb/ tZb'A).
Copy of Insurance.
fJzô'o?A; dh ekgh.
Original Registration Certificate (R.C.)
n;b ofi;No/ôB ;oNhfce/N (nkoa;ha).
N.C.R.B. (National Crime Records Bureau)
Report.
n?Ba ;hankoapha fog'oN.
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·

Confirmation Report if the vehicle
purchased from other district of the Punjab.
gzikp oki d/ fe;/ j'o fibQ/ s'A rZvh yohd

·

22.

Transport
NqK;g'oN

Renewal of
Driving
Licence
vokfJftzr
bkJh;z; B{z
BftnkT[Dk

142

·
·

·

·

·
·
·

·

eoB dh ;{os ftZu ezBcow/ôB fog'oN.
If Veh icle Purchased from Other State
then NOC (In duplicate) from concerned
State.
i/eo tkjB d{i/ oki s'A yohd ehsk frnk j?
sK ;pzXs oki tZb'A n?BaUa;ha (d' gVsK ftZu).
Applications in Form No. 7 and Form No. 9.
doyk;s ckow BzL 7 ns/ ckow BzL 9.
Medical Certificate issued by MBBS
Doctor on Form No. 1.
ckow BzL1 s/ n?waphaphan?;a vkeNo tZb'A
ikoh w?vheb ;oNhfce/N.
Original Driving License with photo copy
of Driving Licence.
n;b vokJhftzr bkJh;z; ;w/s vokJhftzr
bkJh;?A; dh c'N' ekgh.
Residence Proof (Attested copy of Ration
Card/Voter Card/Passport) .
fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No
ekov$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekgh).
ii) Aadhaar Card (As ID Proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/).
Four recent passport size photographs .
uko skik gk;g'oN ;kJhi c'N'nK.
Self Declaration (paste recent passport
size photograph) for safe custody of file
that has to be taken back by application
at the time of delivery of license.
ckfJb i' fe gqkoEh B{z bkJh;z; gqkgs eoB
;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG-;zGkb
;pzXh ;t?-x'ôDk gZso (skik gk;g'oN
;kJh÷ c'N' fugekJh ikt/).
Varification / NOC from Other District
/State through post, if previous renewal
from other district / State.
i/eo fgSbk BthB d{i/ fibQ/$oki s'A j? sK
d{i/ fibQ/$oki s'A j? sK d{i/ fibQ/ $ oki dh
t?ohfce/ôB$n?BaUa;ha brkJh ikt/.
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23.

Department
of Social
Security,
Women and
Child
;wkfie
;[oZfynk ns/
fJ;soh s/
pkb ftek;
ftGkr

Issuance of
ID Card for
Senior
Citizen
;hBhno
f;Nh÷B dk
gfjukD
gZso ikoh
eoBk

134

·
·

·
·

24.

Department
of Personel
gq;'Bb
ftGkr

Issuance of
Residence
Certificate
fojkfJôh
;oNhfce/N
nkfd ikoh
eoBk

20

·
·
·

·

·

Application Form.
doyk;s ckow .
(i) Residence Proof (Attested copy of
Ration Card/ Voter Card/ Passport)
fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No
ekov$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[dk c'N' ekgh).
ii) Aadhar Card (As ID proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/).
Date of Birth Proof.
iBw dk ;p{s.
Application Form and photograph should
be attested by any MBBS
Doctor/Gazetted Officer/Concerned MC
or Sarpanch.
fe;/ n?waphaphan?;a vkeNo$rifNv nc;o$
;pzXs n?wa;haiK ;ogzu s'A s;dheô[Zdk
doyk;s ckow ns/ c'N'.
Prescribed application form.
fBoXkos gq'ckow/ ftZu doyk;s.
Self-declaration from applicant.
gqkoEh tZb'A ;t? -x'ôDk gZso.
Any two Residence Proof :- Attested copy
of Ration Card/Voter Card/Passport/
Electricity Bill / Water Bill).
e'Jh d' fojkfJô d/ ;p{sL- okôB ekov$t'No
ekov$gk;g'oN$fpibh dk fpb$gkDh dk
fpb dh s;dheô[Zdk ekgh.
Attested Copy of Bank Passbook
(Nationalized Bank)/Pension
Documents/ID Card of Freedom Fighter /
ValidArm Licence.
p?Ae gk; p[Ze(B?ôBbkJh÷ p?Ae)$g?ABôB
d;skt/÷$n÷kdh x[bkNhnK dk gfjukD
gZso $ t?fbv n;bk bkfJ;z; dh
s;dheô[dk ekgh.
Attested copy of Aadhaar Card (As ID
Proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/)
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·

·

·

Any two documents prescribed at Sr.No.
3(i) and 3(ii) should be minimum five
years old and it should also be on the
same address. If applicant changed his /
her address then proof of new residence
proof should also be attached with other
residence proof of last address.
bVh BzL-3(i) ns/ 3(ii) s/ doi d;skt/÷
ftZu'A e'Jh d' d;skt/÷ xZN s'A xZN 5 ;kb
g[okD/ ns/ fJZe' gs/$nvo?; d/ j'J/ ukjhd/
jB. i/eo gqkoEh B/ nkgDk gsk pdb fbnk
j? sK T[; dh skik fojkfJô dk ;p{s th Bkb
BZEh ehsk ikt/.
While depositing the application on the
counter, applicant should bring his/her
original documents for comparing.
doyk;s iwQK dotkT[D ;w/A Bkb BZEh ;t?
s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekghnK ;w/s n;b
d;skt/÷ ekT[ANo s/ ezg/no eoB bJh g/ô
ehs/ ikD.

25.

Department
of Food,
Civil
Supplies
and
Consumer
Affairs
y[oke
;gbkJh ns/
ygseko
wkwb/ ftGkr

Issue of
Ration Card
okôB ekov
ikoh eoBk

21

·
·

·
·

·

Form D-1 (In Duplicate)
vha-1 ckow (d' gVsK ftZu).
Form D-1 attested by any gazette officer/
M.C./Nambardar / Sarpanch.
ckow vha-1 fe;/ rifNv nc;o$n?wa;ha$
Bzpodko$ ;ogzu s'A s;dhe j'Dk ukfjdk j?.
Self Declaration letter.
;t? x'ôDk gZso.
One Single Passport size photograph of
applicant.
fpB?eko dh fJe f;zrb gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N'.
Three Group photograph of all family
members (Two photograph paste on
Form D-1 and attested).
gfotko d/ ;ko/ w?ApoK dhnK 3 ro[Zg c'N'nK
(2 c'N'nK vha-1 ckow T[s/ brke/ s;dhe
eotkJhnK ikD).
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·

·

·

·

·

If house is owned by applicant then copy
of registry or transfer letter or electricity
bill or water bill.
wekB i/eo ngDk j? sK wekB dh ofi;Noh
iK NoK;co b?No iK fpibh dk fpb iK gkDh
dk fpb.
If the house is on the name of any other
family member like Father / Mother then
attach a copy of NOC from him / her that
if ration card is made there is no
objection.
i/eo wekB gfotko d/ fe; / j'o w?Apo fit/A fe
wksk$fgsk d/ Bkw s/ j? sK T[BK tZb'A
n?BaUa;ha fe T[BK B{z okôB ekov pDB s/
e'Jh fJZsoki BjhA j?.
If the children are minor then attach birth
certificates, if they are major then copy of
middle class or matriculation or 12 th class
certificate.
i/eo pZu/ Bpkfbr jB sK T[BQK d/ iBw
;oNhfce/N, i/eo pkbr jB sK nZmthA,
d;thA iK pkothA d/ ;oNhfce/N dh c'N' ekgh.
If the name of any family member is
entered in ration card anywhere in the
country then get that name deleted from
the ration card and bring surrender
certificate which is to be attached with
form.
i/eo gfotko d/ fe;/ w?Apo dk Bkw Gkos
ftZu fe;/ th okôB ekov ftZu doi j? sK
T[; ftZu'A eNtke/ ;ozvo ;oNhfce/N ikoh
eoe/ fbnkfJnk ikt/.
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·

If the house on rent then rent agreement,
electricity bill or water bill of the landlord
is required and bring NOC from the
landlord that “if the ration card will be
issued to the applicant then I have no
Objection being a landlord of the
applicant that is my tenant”.
i/eo wekB feokJ/ dk j? sK o?AN n?rohw?AN,
wekB wkbe dk fpibh dk fpb iK gkDh
dk fpb ns/ wekB wkbe s'A n?BaUa;ha
(fJsokijhDsk ;oNhfce/N) fe ÒÒT[;B{z e'Jh
fJsoki BjhA i/eo feokJ/dko dk okôB
ekov T[;d/ gs/ s/ pD iKdk j?.ÓÓ

·

Attested copy of Voter Card / Passport.
t'No ekov $ gk;g'oN dh s;dhô[Zdk
c'N' ekgh.

·

(ii) Aadhar Card (As ID proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/).

26.

Department
of Welfare
of SC & BC
n?;a ;ha ns/

Issue of
Various
certificates
like Caste,
OBC etc.
pha;ha GbkJh
tZy-tZy
ftGkr
;oNhfce/N
ikoh eoBk
fit/A iksh,

45

·

·
·

j'o gZSVhnK
ôq/DhnK nkfd

·
·

Prescribed application form with Report
from concerned Patwari and Nambardar /
Sarpanch / M.C.
fBoXkos gq'ckow/ ftZu doyk;s ;w/s jbek
gNtkoh ns/ Bzpodko $ ;ogzu$ n?wa;ha tZb'A
fog'oN j'Jh doyk;s.
Self – declaration from applicant.
gqkoEh tZb'A ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
Any two residence Proof:- Attested copy
of Ration Card / Voter Card / Driving
Licence / Electricity Bill/ Passport.
e'Jh d' fojkfJô d/ ;p{sL- okôB ekov $
t'No ekov $ vokJhftzr bkJh;z;$fpibh dk
fpb$ gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[Zdk ekgh.
Aadhar Card (As ID proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/).
Attested copy of age proof .
T[wo d/ s;dheô[Zdk ;p{s dh ekgh.
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27.

Department
of Welfare
of SC & BC
n?;a ;ha ns/

Issue of
Backward
Classes (BC)
Certificate
pha;ha GbkJh gZSVh ôq/Dh
;oNhfce/N
ftGkr
ikoh eoBk

45

· Prescribed application form with Report
from concerned Patwari and Nambardar /
Sarpanch / M.C.
fBoXkos gq'ckow/ ftZu doyk;s ;w/s jbek
gNtkoh ns/ Bzpodko $ ;ogzu$ n?wa;ha tZb'A
fog'oN.
· Self – declaration from applicant.
gqkoEh tZb'A ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
· (i) Any two residence proof: - Attested
copy of Ration Card / Voter Card / Driving
Licence/ Passport.
e'Jh d' fojkfJô d/ ;p{s L- okôB ekov $
t'No ekov$ vokJhftzr bkJh;z;$ gk;g'oN
dh s;dheô[Zdk ekgh.
· (ii) Aadhar Card (As ID Proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/).
· Attested copy of age proof .
T[wo d/ s;dheô[Zdk ;p{s dh ekgh.

28.

Department
of Welfare
of SC & BC
n?;a ;ha ns/

45

·

Issue of
Other
Backward
Classes
(OBC)
pha;ha GbkJh
certificate
ftGkr
j'o gZSVh
ôq/Dh
;oNhfce/N
ikoh eoBk

·
·
·

·
·

Prescribed application form with Report from
concerned Patwari and Namabardar
/Sarpanch /M.C.
fBoXkos gq'ckow/ ftZu doyk;s ;w/s jbek
gNtkoh ns/ Bzpodko $ ;ogzu $ n?wa;ha tZb'A
fog'oN j'Jh doyk;s.
Self Declaration from Applicant .
gqkoEh tZb'A ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
Attested copy of Ration Card.
okôB ekov dh s;dheô[dk ekg.h
Attested copy of Voter Card / Driving Licence/
Electricity Bill/Telephone Bill.
t'No ekov$vokfJftzr bkfJ;z;$fpibh dk
fpb$N?bhc'B dk fpb dh s;dheô[dk ekgh.
Copy of attested birth Certificate for Proof.
T[wo d/ s;dheô[dk ;p{s dh ekgh.
If applicant or his/her parents on Govt Job
then attached the copy of past one year
Salary Statement from their Department.
i/eo gqkoEh iK T[;d/ wksk-fgsk ;oekoh B"eoh
eod/ jB sK fJ; ;{os ftZu wfjew/ tZb'A ikoh
fgSb/ fJZe ;kb dh ;?boh ;N/Nw?AN dh ekgh Bkb
brkJh ikt/.
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Notification Service Sr. No. :- 4
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFIED COPY OF OLD REGISTRY
g[ok Dh ofi;Noh dh Beb ;pzXh doyk;s

Designated Officer
BkwiZd nfXekoh

Subject :ftôkL -

:
L

Sub Registrar, ……………………………………
;p ofi;Noko, aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Issuance of certified copy of Registry No. ____________Dated___________.
t;hek BzL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa fwshL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa dh s;dhe ô[Zdk Beb ikoh
eoB pko/.

It is submit that I want a certified copy of above said registry. Stamp paper for this
purpose has also been enclosed here with. So, it is kindly requested to issue me a certified
copy of this registry.

p/Bsh j? fe w?B{z T[es doi t;he/ dh s;dheô[Zdk Beb dh io{os j?. fi; bJh b'VhAdk
nôNkw ôkfwb j?. fJ; bJh nkg ih B{z p/Bsh ehsh iKdh j? fe w?B{z T[es t;he/ dh s;dhe ô[Zdk
Beb ikoh ehsh ikt/ ih.
XzBtkd ;fjs $ With Thanks

(aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa)
Dated $ fwshLName $ Bkwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Address $ g[ok gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Telephone No./N?bhc'B BzLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Check list for copy of Old Registry
g[okBh ofi;Noh dh ekgh ;pzXh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./ bVh BzL
1.
2.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Application on prescribed proforma with Rs. 10/- Court Fee Stamp /
fBoXkos gq'ckow/ ftZu 10$- o[gJ/ e'oN ch; bZrh doyk;s.
Stamp Paper (Blank) / nôNkw g/go (ykbh)
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Notification Service Sr. No. 7

APPLICATION FOR INCOME CERTIFICATE
nkwdB ;oNhfce/N ;pzXh doyk;s
Designated Officer
BkwiZd nfXekoh

Subject :ftôkL -

:
L

Tehsildar ……………………………………
sfj;hbdko aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Application for Issuance of Income Certificate.
fJBew ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB ;pzXh - fpB? gZso.

Regarding subject cited above, It is hereby submitted that I _____ _______________
son/daughter/wife of Shri ____
_______________ R/o _______
______ Tehsil
_______________ District ………………. Punjab is belong to _____________caste. My
occupation is ____________ and no member of my family is servicing in any Govt.
Department. My and my family income from all sources are Rs. ____________ . This income
certificate is required to me or for my minor boy/girl _________________ .
My self-declaration and other documents is enclosed herewith is true and correct.
T[go'es ftô/ d/ ;pzX ftZ
u p/Bsh j? fe w?A aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
g[Zso$g[Zsoh$ gsBh ;qh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa tk;h aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
sfjLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa fibQk
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa gzikp dk $ dh t;Bhe
jK ns/
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa iksh Bkb ;pzX oZydk$oZydh j?. w/ok feZsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa j? ns/
gfotko dk e'Jh th w?Apo ;oekoh ftGkr ftZu B"eoh BjhA eodk$eodh j? . w/oh ns/ w/o/ gfotko dh
;ko/ t;hfbnK s'A nkwdB aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa j ?. fJj nkwdB ;oNhfce/N w?B{z y[Zd $ ngD/ Bkpkfbr
bVe/$bVeh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa bJh b'VhAdk j?.
fJ; ;pzX ftZu w/ok ;t?-x'ôDk gZso ns/ j'o d;skt/i i' ;jh tk do[;s jB Bkb BZEh j?.
Thanking you $ XzBtkd ;fjs

Your's Faithfully $ nkg ih dk$dh ftôtk; gkso
(aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa)
Dated $ fwshLName $ Bkwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Address $ gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Phone No.$c'B BzLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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CHECKLIST OF INCOME CERTIFICATE
nkwdB ;oNhfce/N ;pzXh u?efb;N
Sr. No./
bVh BzL
1.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Application / doyk;s.

2.

Declaration from for Issuance of Income Certificate/ nkwdB ;oNhfce/N ikoh
eoB ;pzXh fpnkB gq'ckowk

3.

Self Declaration $ x'ôDk gZso

4.

One current Passport Size photograph / fJZe skik gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N'.
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Notification Service Sr. No. 146
Application for Dependent Certificate
fBoGosk ;oNhfce/N pBkT[D pko/ doyk;s

;/tk fty/,
fvgNh efwôBo,

ftôkL- fBoGosk ;oNhfce/N pBkT[D pko/.
ôqhwkB ih,
p/Bsh j? fe w/o/ g[Zso$gsBh$gsh ;qh$;qhwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa dh w"s fwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaa
B{z j'Jh ;h. T[j aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa ftGkr ftZu ps"o aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa B"eoh eod/ ;B. fJjBK dh EK s/ ftGkr s'A
B'eoh b?D bJh fBoGosk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB dh y/ub ehsh ikt/.
fwqse d/ j/m nB[;ko tko; jB LbVh BzL

fBoGo w?ApoK d/ Bkw

T[wo

foôsk

ôkdhô[dk $ e[nkok

feZsk

1a
2a
3a
4a
5a
XzBtkd ;fjs .
fpB?eko d/ j;skyo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Bkw aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
fgsk dk Bkwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
g{ok gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
c'B BzLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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bVh BzL
Sr. No.

io{oh d;skt/i $ Required Documents

1a

doyk;s $ Application

2a

jbchnk fpnkB$Affidavit

3a

w"s dk ;oNhfce/N$ Certificate of Death

4a

ftGkr dk gZso$ Letter from Department

BZEh jB jK $ BjhA
Attached Yes/No
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Notification Service Sr. No. 146
COUNTER SIGNING OF DOCUMENTS
d;skt/÷ ekT[ANo (gqsh j;skyo) ;kJhB eokT[Dk
To
;/tk fty/
Deputy Commissioner,
fvgNh efwôBo
Regarding counter signing of the document / d;skt/÷ ekT[ANo ;kJhB eotkT[D ;pzXh.

ftôkLRespected Sir,
ôqh wkB ih,

It is here by s ubmitted that I want to get the following documents countersigned.
These documents are true and correct and nothing has been concealed therein. / p/Bsh j? fe w?A j/m
fbfynk d;skt/÷ ekT[ANo ;kJhB eotkT[Dk ukj[zdk $ ukj[zdh jK. fJj d;skt/÷ ;jh ns/ do[;s j? n s/ fJ;
ftZu fe;/ fe;w dh e'Jh j/okc/oh BjhA ehsh rJh j?.
1.

Detail of Document ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
d;skt/÷ dk t/otk $ fe;w aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

2.

Issued by Name of ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…
fi; d/ Bkw s/ ikoh j'fJnk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

3.(1)

Issuing Authority……………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………….
fe; nfXekoh tZb'A ikoh j'fJnk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

3.(2)

Issuance No. and date …………………………………………….……………………………………………………………..
fwsh ns/ Bzpo fi; okjhA ikoh j’fJnkaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

4.

Which officer attested or translated it…………………………………………………………………………………
fe; nfXekoh tZb'A s;dhe j'fJnk iK nB[tkd j'fJnk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
XzBtkd ;fjs $ Thanking You,
Applicant's Signature………………………
fpB?eko d/ j;skyo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Name ……………………………………………
Bkw aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Father's/Husband's Name ……………
fgsk$gsh dk Bkw aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Complete Address ………………………
g{ok gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Telephone No. ……………………………
N?bhc'B Bzpoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

DA/Original Document with photocopy.
BZEhL n;b d;skt/÷ ;w/s fJZe c'N'ekgh.
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Check list Required for Counter signing of documents
ekT[ANo ;kJhB eotkT[D bJh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./ bVh BzL
1.
2.
3.
4.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Application / doyk;s
Document in Original / n;b d;skt/i
Translation of document if required ( attestation by the notary public ) /
d;skt/÷ dk nB[tkd i/eo b'VhAdk j't/. (B'Noh gpfbe tZb'A s;dheô[dk )
Attested photo copies of original and translated document / n;b ns/
nB[tkd ehs/ d;skt/÷ dhnK s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekghnK.
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Notification Service Sr. No. 148
NON-ENCUMBRANCE CERTIFICATE
Gko ofjs ;oNhfce/N

;/tk fty/ $ To,
;p ofi;Noko$ Sub Registrar,

ftôkLSubject:-

fwshL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa s'A fwshL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa sZe dk Gko ofjs ;oNhfce/N b?D bJh doyk;s.
Application for obtaining non encumbrance certificate from dated: ………. to ………….

ôqhwkB ih $ Sir,
p/Bsh j? fe ikfJdkd tkek fgzv $
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa jdp;sL BzL $ Hadbast No

It is submitted th at the property vaka Village:
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa sfj;hb $Tehsil: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

fibQk$ District aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa d/ ftZu j? . fi; dk y/tNz ys'Bh BzL

Khewat Khatoni No. for which

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa y;ok BzL $ Khasra No. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa e[b nokih $ is total araji
which is non encumbranced in all respect.

j? i' fe jo fe;w d/

Gko ofjs j? $

fJ; bJh p/Bsh ehsh iKdh j? fe j[D T[es ikfJdkd dk Gko ofjs ;oNhfce/N ikoh ehsk
ikt/ ih $ So it is requested that please issue the non encumbrance certificate fo the above
mentioned time.

fwsh $DatedL
Signature/j;skyo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Name$Bkw aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Son of$g[Zso ;qh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Address/ gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Tehsil/sfj;hbLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District/fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Telephone/ c'B BzL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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Check list for Non-Encumbrance Certificate
Gko ofjs ;oNhfce/N bJh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./ bVh BzL
1.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Application with court fee stamp Rs. 10/- doyk;s ;w/s e'oN ch; fNeN
10$-

2.

Self-declaration / ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.

3.

Photocopy of Fard / cod dh c'N'ekgh.
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Notification Service No. 8

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Issuance of Birth Certificate (Municipal Corporation)/iBw dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh (Bro fBrw)
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a
2a
4a
5.
6a
7a

Name of Child / pZu/ dk BK
Gender/ fbzr

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Birth/ iBw fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Father’s Name / fgsk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Grandfather’s Name / dkd/ dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Birth place details (as applicable)/ iBw d/ ;EkB dk t/otk (fit/A bkr{ j't/)

8.

(a) In case of Birth at home – address may be
given
……………………………………………………………………
xo ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu - gsk fby'
(b) In case of Institutional Birth – Hospital /
Nursing Home’s Name & Address
……………………………………………………………………
;z;Ek ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu - j;gskb $ Bof;zr
j'w dk Bkw ns/ gsk
In case of Birth took place in rural area, provide below details (as applicable) /
g/Av{ y/so ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu, j/mK t/otk d/t' (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
(a) Write the name of Police Station in which the
village falls, if the child is born before
31.12.2003 /
……………………………………………………………………
i/eo pZuk 31a12a2003 s'A gfjbK j'fJnk j? sK g[fb;
EkD/ dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
(b) Write name of B.D.P.O. Block in which the
village falls, in case of child is born between
01.01.2004 to 30.09.2010 / i/eo pZuk 01a01a2004
s'A b? e/ 30a09a2010 sZe j'fJnk j? sK B.D.P.O.
………………………………………………………………….
pbke dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
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9.

10.

(c) Write name of Primary Health Centre (PHC)/
Community Health Centre (CHC) in which
the village falls, if the child is born after
01.10.2010 /
i/eo pZuk 01a10a2010 s'A pknd j'fJnk j? sK
gqkfJwoh f;js e/Ado (ghan?ua;ha) $ ewT{fBNh
………………………………………………………………….
f;js e/Ado (;han?ua;ha) dk Bkw fby' fi;
nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
In case of Urban Area birth, provide below details /
ôfjoh y/so ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu, j/mK t/otk d/t' (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
(a) Name of the Municipal Corporation / Council
/ Nagar Panchayat where Birth took Place / Bro
………………………………………………………………….
fBrw$ e"A;b$Bro gzukfJs dk Bkw, fiZE/ iBw
j'fJnk j?
Number of Copies of Birth Certificate Required /
………………………………………………………………….
iBw d/ ;oNhfce/N dh feBhnK ekghnK ukjhdhnK
jB <

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service No. 8

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Issuance of Death Certificate (Municipal Corporation) / w"s dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh (Bro fBrw)
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

Name of Deceased / fwqse dk BK aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Gender/ fbzr
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Death/ w"s dh fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
4a
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5.
Father’s / Husband’s Name / fgsk$gsh dk BK aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
(In case the deceased is married then the husband’s name may be given / ftnkj[sk n"os dh w"s dh ;{os
ftu (T[;d/ gsh dk BK fby')
6a
Place of Death details (as applicable)/ w"s d/ ;EkB dk t/otk (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
1a
2a

7.

(a) In case of Death at home – address may be
given
……………………………………………………………………
xo ftZu w's dh ;{os ftZu - gsk fby'
(b) In case of Institutional Death – Hospital /
Nursing
Home’s Name & Address
……………………………………………………………………
;z;Ek ftZu w"s dh ;{os ftZu - j;gskb $
Bof;zr j'w dk Bkw ns/ gsk
In case of Death took place in rural area, provide below details (as applicable) /
g/Av{ y/so ftZu w"s dh ;{os ftZu, j/mK t/otk d/t' (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
(a) Write the name of Police Station in which the
village falls, in case died before 31.12.2003 /
……………………………………………………………………
i/eo w"s 31a12a2003 s'A gfjbK j'fJnk j? sK
g[fb; EkD/ dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
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8.

9.

(b) Write name of B.D.P.O. Block in which the
village falls, in case died between 01.01.2004 to
………………………………………………………………….
30.09.2010 / i/eo w"s 01a01a2004 s'A b? e/
30a09a2010 sZe j'fJnk j? sK B.D.P.O. pbke
dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
(c) Write name of Primary Health Centre (PHC)/
Community Health Centre (CHC) in which the
village falls, if died after 01.10.2010 /
i/eo w"s 01a10a2010 s'A pknd j'fJnk j? sK
gqkfJwoh
f;js e/Ado (ghan?ua;ha) $ ewT{fBNh
………………………………………………………………….
f;js e/Ado
(;han?ua;ha) dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB
fgzv nkT[Adk j?
In case of Urban Area Death, provide below details /
ôfjoh y/so ftZu
w"s dh ;{os ftZu, j/mK t/otk d/t' (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
(a) Name of the Municipal Corporation / Council
/
Nagar Panchayat where Death took Place /
………………………………………………………………….
Bro fBrw$ e"A;b$Bro gzukfJs dk Bkw, fiZE/
w"s j'Jh j?.
Number of Copies of Death Certificate Required /
w"s d/ ;oNhfce/N dh feBhnK ekghnK ukjhdhnK jB < ………………………………………………………………….

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service No. 9

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Issuance of Birth Certificate (M.C. Town) / iBw dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh (Brogkfbek)
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

Name of Child / pZu/ dk BK
Gender/ fbzr

1a
2a

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Birth/ iBw fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
4a
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5.
Father’s Name / fgsk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
6a
Grandfather’s Name / dkd/ dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
7a
Birth place details (as applicable)/ iBw d/ ;EkB dk t/otk (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
__________________________________________________________________________________________

8.

(a) In case of Birth at home – address may be
given
……………………………………………………………………
xo ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu - gsk fby'
(b) In case of Institutional Birth – Hospital /
Nursing Home’s Name & Address
……………………………………………………………………
;z;Ek ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu - j;gskb $ Bof;zr
j'w dk Bkw ns/ gsk
In case of Birth took place in rural area, provide below details (as applicable) /
g/Av{ y/so ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu, j/mK t/otk d/t' (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
(a) Write the name of Police Station in which the
village falls, if the child is born before
31.12.2003 /
……………………………………………………………………
i/eo pZuk 31a12a2003 s'A gfjbK j'fJnk j? sK g[fb;
EkD/ dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
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9.

10.

(b) Write name of B.D.P.O. Block in which the
village falls, in case of child is born between
01.01.2004 to 30.09.2010 / i/eo pZuk 01a01a2004 ………………………………………………………………….
s'A b? e/ 30a09a2010 sZe j'fJnk j? sK B.D.P.O.
pbke dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
(c) Write name of Primary Health Centre (PHC)/
Community Health Centre (CHC) in which
the village falls, if the child is born after
01.10.2010 /
i/eo pZuk 01a10a2010 s'A pknd j'fJnk j? sK
………………………………………………………………….
gqkfJwoh f;js e/Ado (ghan?ua;ha) $ ewT{fBNh
f;js e/Ado (;han?ua;ha) dk Bkw fby' fi;
nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
In case of Urban Area birth, provide below details /
ôfjoh y/so ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu, j/mK t/otk d/t' (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
(a) Name of the Municipal Corporation / Council
/ Nagar Panchayat where Birth took Place / Bro
………………………………………………………………….
fBrw$ e"A;b$Bro gzukfJs dk Bkw, fiZE/ iBw
j'fJnk j?
Number of Copies of Birth Certificate Required /
………………………………………………………………….
iBw d/ ;oNhfce/N dh feBhnK ekghnK ukjhdhnK
jB <

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service No. 10

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Issuance of Birth Certificate (Rural Area) / iBw dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh (g/Av{ y/so)
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a
2a

Name of Child / pZu/ dk BK
Gender/ fbzr

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Birth/ iBw fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
4a
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5.
Father’s Name / fgsk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
6a
Grandfather’s Name / dkd/ dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
7a
Birth place details (as applicable)/ iBw d/ ;EkB dk t/otk (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
__________________________________________________________________________________________

8.

(a) In case of Birth at home – address may be
given
……………………………………………………………………
xo ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu - gsk fby'
(b) In case of Institutional Birth – Hospital /
Nursing
Home’s Name & Address
……………………………………………………………………
;z;Ek ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu - j;gskb $
Bof;zr j'w dk Bkw ns/ gsk
In case of Birth took place in rural area, provide below details (as applicable) /
g/Av{ y/so ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu, j/mK t/otk d/t' (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
(a) Write the name of Police Station in which the
village falls, if the child is born before
31.12.2003 /
……………………………………………………………………
i/eo pZuk 31a12a2003 s'A gfjbK j'fJnk j? sK
g[fb; EkD/ dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv nkT[Adk j?
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(b) Write name of B.D.P.O. Block in which the
village falls, in case of child is born between
01.01.2004 to 30.09.2010 / i/eo pZuk
01a01a2004 s'A b? e/ 30a09a2010 sZe j'fJnk j?
sK B.D.P.O. pbke dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv
nkT[Adk j?
(c) Write name of Primary Health Centre (PHC)/
Community Health Centre (CHC) in which the
village falls, if the child is born after
01.10.2010 /
i/eo pZuk 01a10a2010 s'A pknd j'fJnk j? sK
gqkfJwoh f;js e/Ado (ghan?ua;ha) $ ewT{fBNh f;js
e/Ado (;han?ua;ha) dk Bkw fby' fi; nXhB fgzv
nkT[Adk j?
9.

………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………….

In case of Urban Area birth, provide below details /
ôfjoh y/so ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu, j/mK t/otk d/t' (fit/A bkr{ j't/)

10.

(a) Name of the Municipal Corporation / Council
/
Nagar Panchayat where Birth took Place /
………………………………………………………………….
Bro fBrw$ e"A;b$Bro gzukfJs dk Bkw, fiZE/
iBw j'fJnk j?
Number of Copies of Birth Certificate Required /
iBw d/ ;oNhfce/N dh feBhnK ekghnK ukjhdhnK jB < ………………………………………………………………….

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service No. 87

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Issuance of Disability Certificate (Locomotor, Blindness) / ngzrsk dk ;oNhfce/N
ikoh eoB bJh (b'e'w'No, pbkfJzvB?;)
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2.
3a
4a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

5a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

7a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
6a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a

Gender/ fbzr

3a

Proof of Age / T[wo dk gqwkD
4a

5.

Male / g[oô
2a Date of Birth/ iBw dh fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Nature of
Disability
fe; soQK dh
ngzrsk j?

Visual
nzBkgD

Period since when disabled/
fezB/ ;w/A s'A ngzr j?

Hearing
pfjokgD

From Birth /
iBw s'A

Locomotors/
b'e'w'No

Others/
e'Jh j'o

From Year/
fJ; ;kb s'A aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Documents Attached/BZEh d;skt/i

Tick ü the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'
Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration / ;t?-x'ôDk

Mandatory / io{oh

2a Residence Proof / fojkfJô dk ;p{s

Mandatory / io{oh

Date / fwshL- aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Legal Guardian Signature
In case of person with mental
retardation, autism, cerebral
palsy & multiple disabilities)

/

Applicant’s Signature/Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service No. 88

APPLICATION FORM / noih ck ow
Issuance of Single Disability Certificate / fJefjoh ngzrsk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2.
3a
4a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

5a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

7a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
6a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a

Gender/ fbzr

3a

Proof of Age / T[wo dk gqwkD
4a

5.

Nature of
Disability
fe; soQK dh
ngzrsk j?

Male / g[oô
2a Date of Birth/ iBw dh fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Visual
nzBkgD

Period since when disabled/
fezB/ ;w/A s'A ngzr j?

Hearing
pfjokgD

From Birth /
iBw s'A

Locomotors/
b'e'w'No

From Year/
fJ; ;kb s'A

Others/
e'Jh j'o

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Documents Attached / BZEh d;skt/i

Tick

ü

the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'

Name of Documents $ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration / ;t?-x'ôDk
2a Residence Proof / fojkfJô dk ;p{s
Date / fwshL- aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Legal Guardian Signature
In case of person with mental
retardation, autism, cerebral
palsy & multiple disabilities)

Mandatory / io{oh
Mandatory / io{oh

/

Applicant’s Signature/Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service No. 89

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Issuance of Multiple Disability Certificate / pj{ -GKsh ngzrsk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2.
3a
4a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

5a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

7a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
6a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a

Gender/ fbzr

3a

Proof of Age / T[wo dk gqwkD
4a

5.

Male / g[oô
2a Date of Birth/ iBw dh fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Nature of
Disability
fe; soQK dh
ngzrsk j?

Visual
nzBkgD

Period since when disabled/
fezB/ ;w/A s'A ngzr j?

Hearing
pfjokgD

From Birth /
iBw s'A

Locomotors/
b'e'w'No

From Year/
fJ; ;kb s'A

Others/
e'Jh j'o

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Documents Attached/ BZEh d;skt/i

Tick

ü

the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'

Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration / ;t?-x'ôDk

Mandatory / io{oh

2a Residence Proof / fojkfJô dk ;p{s

Mandatory / io{oh

Date / fwshL- aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Legal Guardian Signature
In case of person with mental
retardation, autism, cerebral
palsy & multiple disabilities)

/

Applicant’s Signature/Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Late Registration of Birth (after 1 year) / iBw dk b/N ofi;No/ôB (fJe ;kb s'A pknd)
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a
2a

Name of Child / pZu/ dk BK
Gender/ fbzr

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Birth/ iBw fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
4a
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5.
Father’s Name / fgsk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
6a
Grandfather’s Name / dkd/ dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
7a
Birth place details (as applicable)/ iBw d/ ;EkB dk t/otk (fit/A bkr{ j't/)
__________________________________________________________________________________________

8.

(a) In case of House Birth – Full address of
residence place / xo ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu ……………………………………………………………………
-fojkfJôh ;EkB dk g{ok gsk
(b) In case of Institutional Birth – Hospital /
Nursing Home Address
……………………………………………………………………
;z;Ek ftZu iBw dh ;{os ftZu - j;gskb $
Bof;zr j'w dk gsk
Number of copies of Birth Certificate Required /
iBw ;oNhfce/N dh feBhnK ekghnK ukjhdhnK jB<
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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Documents Attached/BZEh d;skt/i

Tick ü the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'
Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration of Dai/Midwife attested by MC/Sarpanch
n?wa;ha $;ogzu tb'A s;dhe ehsk frnk dkJh$fwv tkfJc dk
;t?-x'ôDk gZso
2a Information form No. 1 (in duplicate) / ;{uBk ckow BzL 1 (ekghnK)

Mandatory / io{oh

3a Proof of birth : Hospital / Nursing home report – if institutional
Birth/ Any one of below documents – if domiciliary birth / iBw
dk ;p{s L ;z;Ekrs iB'g/ d/ e/; ftZu - j;gskb $ Bof;zr j'w dh
fog'oN $ xo ftZu iB'g/ d/ e/; ftZu - j/m fdZs/ d;skt/iK ftZu'A
e'Jh fJZe
School Certificate /
Driving Licence /
;e{b ;oNhfce/N
vokfJftzr bkfJ;?A;

Mandatory / io{oh

4a Proof of residence (Voter Card / Ration Card / Aadhaar Card)
fojkfJô dk ;p{s (u'D ekov $ okôB ekov $ nkXko ekov)

Mandatory / io{oh

5a 2 witnesses of credible persons (Sarpanch / Panch / Municipal
Councillor or Gazetted Officer / d' fizw/tko ftneshnK dh rtkjh
(;ogzu $ gkoôd iK rifNv nfXekoh)
6. Non Availability Certificate (NAC) for 3 years(1 year NAC may be
attached if the birth is occurred in medical institution / fszB ;kbK
dk nDT[gbpXsk dk ;oNhfce/N (;z;Ekrs iB'g/ d/ e/; ftZu fJZe
;kb dk nDT[gbpXsk dk ;oNhfce/N BZEh ehsk ikt/)

Mandatory / io{oh

Mandatory / io{oh

Passport /
vokfJftzr bkfJ;?A;

Mandatory / io{oh

Date /fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Late Registration of Death (after 1 year) / w"s dk b/N ofi;No/ôB (fJe ;kb s'A pknd)
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a
2a
4a
5.
6a

Name of Deceased / fwqse dk BK aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Gender/ fbzr
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Death/ w"s dh fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Father’s / Husband’s Name / fgsk$gsh dk BK aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Number of copies of Death Certificate Required /
w"s d/ ;oNhfce/N dh feBhnK ekghnK ukjhdhnK jB< aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Documents Attached/BZEh d;skt/i

Tick ü the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'
Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration with full details / g{oh ikBekoh ;fjs ;t?-x'ôDk

Mandatory / io{oh

2a Information form No. 2 (in duplicate) / ;{uBk ckow BzL 2 (ekghnK)
3. Proof of death : Hospital / Nursing h ome report – if institutional
Death / Copy to FIR and Post Mortem in case of accidental
death/ copy of ashes or cremation ground report or card of
bhog in case of Domiciliary death / w"s dk ;p{s L ;z;Ekrs w"s d/
e/; ftZu ;pzXs j;gskb iK Bof;zr j'w dh fog'oN dh ekgh $
d[oxNBk ftZu w"s d/ e/; ftZu n?cankJha nkoa ns/ g';NwkoNw
fog'oN dh ekgh$xo ftZu w"s d/ e/; ftZu c[Zb iK ;wôkB xkN dh
fog'oN iK G'r d/ ekov dh ekgh

Mandatory / io{oh

4a 2 witnesses of credible persons (Sarpanch / Panch / Municipal
Councillor or Gazetted Officer / d' fizw/tko ftneshnK dh rtkjh
(;ogzu$gkoôd iK rifNv nfXekoh)
5. Non Availability Certificate (NAC) for 3 years(1 year NAC may be
attached if the death is occurred in medical institution / fszB
;kbK bJh nDT[gbpXsk dk ;oNhfce/N (;z;Ekrs iB'g/ d/ e/; ftZu
fJZe ;kb dk nDT[gbpXsk dk ;oNhfce/N BZEh ehsk ikt/)

Mandatory / io{oh

Mandatory / io{oh

Mandatory / io{oh

Date /fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Addition of Name in Birth Certificate / iBw d/ ;oNhfce/N ftZu BK doi eoB bJh
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a
2a
4a
5.
6a

Name of Child to be entered / pZu/ dk BK i' doi eotkfJnk ikDk j? aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Gender/ fbzr
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Birth/ iBw fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Father’s Name / fgsk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Grandfather’s Name / dkd/ dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Documents Attached/ BZEh d;skt/i

Tick

ü

the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'

Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration from Mother/Father / wksk$fgsk tb'A ;t?-x'ôDk

Mandatory / io{oh

2a Birth Certificate or its copy / iBw dk ;oNhfce/N iK T[;dh ekgh

Mandatory / io{oh

3a Residence Proof / fojkfJô dk ;p{s

Mandatory / io{oh

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service No. 92

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Correction in Birth Certificate / iBw d/ ;oNhfce/N ftZu ;'X eoB bJh
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko efbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a
2a
4a
5.
6a
7a
8a

Name of Child / pZu/ dk BK
Gender/ fbzr

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Birth/ iBw fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Father’s Name / fgsk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Grandfather’s Name / dkd/ dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Place of Birth / iBw dk ;EkB
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Give details about correction to be made/
i' ;'X eoBh j? T[;dk t/otk fdU
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Documents Attached/ BZEh d;skt/i

Tick ü the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'
Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration from Mother/Father / wksk$fgsk tb'A ;t?-x'ôDk
2a Proof of Residence (Voter ID/ Adhaar Card/ Ration Card etc)
fojkfJô ;p{s (u'D ekov$nkXko ekov$okôB ekov nkfd)

Mandatory / io{oh

3a 2 witnesses of credible persons (Sarpanch/Panch/Municipal
Councillor or Gazetted Officer / d' fizw/tko ftneshnK dh rtkjh
(;ogzu $ gkoôd iK rifNv nfXekoh)

Mandatory / io{oh

4a Birth Certificate / iBw dk ;oNhfce/N

Mandatory / io{oh

Mandatory / io{oh

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Correction in Death Certificate / w"s d/ ;oNhfce/N ftZu ;'X eoB bJh
(Health and Family Welfare Department/ f;js ns/ gfotko e fbnkD ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Service related Information / ;/tk ;pzXh ;{{uBk

1a
2a
4a
5.
6a
7a
8a

Name of deceased /fwqse dk BK aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Gender/ fbzr
Male / g[oô
3a Date of Death/ w"s dh fwsh
D D M M Y Y Y Y
Female / n"os
Mother’s Name / wksk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Father’s Name / fgsk dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Grandfather’s Name / dkd/ dk BK
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Place of Death / w"s dk ;EkB
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Give details about correction to be made/
i' ;'X eoBh j? T[;dk t/otk fdU
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Documents Attached/ BZEh d;skt/i

Tick ü the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'

Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK
1a Self Declaration / ;t?-x'ôDk

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe
Mandatory / io{oh

2a Copy of Proof of Residence (Voter ID/ Adhaar Card/ Ration Card
Mandatory / io{oh
etc)/fojkfJô ;p{s dh ekgh (u'D ekov$nkXko ekov$okôB ekov nkfd)
3a 2 witnesses of credible persons (Sarpanch/Panch/Municipal
Councillor or Gazetted Officer / d' fizw/tko ftneshnK dh rtkjh
(;ogzu $ gkoôd iK rifNv nfXekoh)

Mandatory / io{oh

4a Copy of Death Certificate / any document having all details/ w"s
d/ ;oNhfce/N dh ekgh $ e'Jh j'o d;skt/i fi; ftu ;ko/ t/ot/ j'D

Mandatory / io{oh

5a A copy of FIR and Post Mortem report in case accidental death
Mandatory / io{oh
d[oxZNBk ftZu w"s d/ e/; ftu n?cankJha nkoa ns/ g'';NwkoNw fog'oN
dh ekgh
Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service Sr. No. 12
APPLICATION FOR NEW REGISTRATION OF VEHICLE
BtK tkjB ofi;No/ôB bJh doyk;s
FORM – 20
(SEE RULE 47)
FORM OF APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE
To
The Registration Authority
……………………………………….
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

Full name of the person to be
Registered as registered owner
Son/Wife/Daughter of Sh.
Age of the person to be Registered
as registered owner (Proof of Age
to be attached)
Permanent Address of the person
to Registered as registered owner.
(Evidence to be produced)
Temporary Address of the person
to be registered as registered
owner
Name and address of the dealer of
manufacturer from whom the
vehicle was purchased (Sale
certificate and certificate of road
fitness issued by the manufacturer
to be enclosed)
If ex-army vehicle. Imported vehicle
enclosed proof If locally
manufacturered Trailer /
Semitrailer enclose the approval of
desing by the State transport
Authority and note the proceedings
number and date of approval.
Class of Vehicle (If motor Cycle,
whether with or without gears)
The Motor Vehicle is:
a)
a new vehicle
b)
Ex-army vehicle
c)
Imported vehicle
Type of Body

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

________________________________________
________________________________________

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Type of Vehicle
________________________________________
Maker’s Name
________________________________________
Month & Year of manufacturer
________________________________________
Number of Cylinders
________________________________________
Horse Power
________________________________________
Cubic Capacity
________________________________________
Maker’s classificate or if not know,
________________________________________
Wheel Base
17. Chassis Number
________________________________________
(Affix percil print)
18. Engine Number
________________________________________
19. Seating Capicity (Including Driver)
________________________________________
20. Fuel used in the Engine
________________________________________
21. Unloaden Weight
________________________________________
22. Particulars of previous registration
________________________________________
And registered number (if any)
23. Colour of Colours of body, wing
________________________________________
And front
I hereby declare that the vehicle has not been registered in any State
in India.
Additional particulars to be complete only in case the transport vehicle other than motor
cab.
24. Number, description, size of tyres
a)
Front Axle
b)
Rear Axle
c)
Any other Axle
25. Gross Vehicle Weight
a)
As certified by the
Manufacturer (Kgms)
b)
to be registered (Kgms)
26. Maximum Axle Weight
a)
Front Axle (Kgms)
b)
Rear Acle (Kgms)
c)
Any other Axle (Kgms)
d)
Tandem Axle (Kgms)
27. a)
Overall Length
b)
Overall Width
c)
Overall Height
d)
Over Hand

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

The above particulars are to be filled in for a right flame motor vehicle of two or more
axles for an articulated vehicles of three or more axles or to the extent applicable for
trailer where a second semitrailer or additional semitraller are to be registered with an
articulated motor vehicle. The following particulars are to be furnished for each such
semitrailer:-
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28. Type of body
29. Unloading Weight
30. Number, description & size of tyres on
each exle
31. Maximum axle weight in respect of
each exle
32. The vehicle is covered by a valid
certificate of Insurance under Chapter
XI of the Act.

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

Insurance Certificate or cover note
No………………………dt. ……………………………………..
of (company)………………………………………………….
valid from ……………………………. to…………………..

33. The vehicle is exempted from
Insurance. The relevant order is
enclosed.
34. I have paid the prescribed
fee of
Rupee …………….dated ………………………
Signature of the person
To be registered as Registered Owner
Note:The Motor Vehicle above described is :i)
Subject to Hire Purchase agreement / lease agreement with
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
ii)
Subject to hypothecation a favour of …………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
iii)
Not be’d under hire purchase agreement or lease agreement or subject to
hypothecation.
Strike out what ever is inapplicable, If the vehicle is subject to any agreement, the
signature of the person with whom such agreement has been entered into, is to be
obtained.
Signature of the Owner

Signature of the person
with whom an agreement of
hire, purchase, lease or hypothecation
has been entered into.
Specimen signature of the person to
be registered as Registered Owner.
1)
2)
3)

……………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………….
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Check list/Documents FOR NEW REGISTRATION OF VEHICLE
BtK tkjB ofi;No/ôB ;oNhfce/N pDkT[D bJh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./
bVh BzL
1.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Form No. 20 with chassis trace and Form No. 22 / ckow BzL- 20 s/ uk;h No/; ns/ ckow BzL 22

2.

Form No. 21 Sale Certificate / ckow BzL- 21 ;/b ;oNhfce/N

3.

Original Temporary Registration Number / n;b N?Ago/oh ofi;No/ôB Bzpo.

4.

Attested Copy of Vehicle Bill / rZvh d/ fpb dh s;dheô[dk ekgh.

5.

i) Residence Proof (Attested copy of Ration Card/Voter Card/Passport) / fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB
ekov$t'No ekov$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[Zdk c'N' ekgh).
ii) Aadhaar Card (As ID Proof)/ nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/)

6.
7.

Attested photocopy of Insurance / fJzô'o?A; dh s;dheô[Zdk c'N'ekgh.
Self Declaration for safe custody of file that has to be taken back by application at the time of
delivery of RC (Paste one photographs on Self Declaration) / ckfJb i' fe gqkoEh B{z nkoa;ha gqkgs
eoB ;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh
dh ;KG -;zGkb ;pzXh ;t? -x'ôDk gZso. (;t? x'ôDk gZso s/ c'N'
fugekJh ikt/)

8.

Vehicle passing report from MVI / n?wathankJha s'A rZvh gk; dh fog'oN.

9.

Vehicle tax are as follows / rZvh dk N?e; j/m fby/ nB[;ko j?L 1) Tax for all Two wheeler / ;ko/ d'gjhnk tkjB bJh N?e;
2) Tax for vehicles upto Twenty Lacs/ thj bZy sZe dh rZvh bJh N?e;

10.

3) Tax for vehicles above the Twenty Lacs/ thj bZy s'A tZX dh rZvh bJh N?e; L 8#
Self-Declaration (Please recent Passport size pho tograph) for RC should be duly filled by the
applicant / BthA nkoa;ha bJh ;t? x'ôDk gZso (skik gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N" fugekJh ikt/) th doyk;s
eosk tZb'A Gfonk ikt/.

11.

L 4#
L 6#

VAT Deposit Challan Form / t?N iwQK eotkT[D dk ubkB ckow
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FORM 29
(See rule 55(i))

Form of notice of transfer of ownership of a motor vehicle
(To be made in Duplicate and the Duplicate copy with the endorsement of the registering authority
to be returned to the transfer or immediately or making entries of Transfer of Ownership)
To
The Registering Authority
……………………………………….
In whose jurisdiction the transfer resides
I / We ……………………………………………………………resident at ………..............……………………………….
…………………………………….…………………. Have on the …………………….………………………………. day of the year
………………………………………… Sold and delivered my/our Vehicle No. …………………………………………………
make …………………………………. Chassis No. ……………………………………………. Engine No. …………………………..
to Shri/Smt. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. (Name) Son/
Wife / Daughter of ……………………………………………………………. residing at ……………………………………………..
………………………………………….. (House No. …………………………………… Street village/ Town Distt. And
State)
The registration certificate & Insurance certificate have been handed over to him/her/them.
Dated ………………………………

Signature of the Registered Owner
(Transferor)
………………………………………………………………………………………………….(Transferee)
Copy to the Registering Authority in whose jurisdiction the transferor reside.
NOTE:
To be sent to the Registering authority by Regd. Post acknowledgement due.
Office Endorsement
No. ……………………………………….. Dated ……………………………….. office of the ………………………………………………
The ownership of vehicle has been transferred to the name of ……………………………..…………………..
……………………………………. With effect from ……………………………………………. (Date)
Registering Authority
Office Seal
To
…………………………………………..
…………………………………………..
By registered post of delivered under proper acknowledgment
(Strike out whichever is duplicate)
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To
……………………………….
……………………………….
(Name and Address of the Financier)
By Registered post of delivered under proper acknowled gment.
FORM 30
[See rule 55(2) and (3)]
REPORT OF TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP OF A MOTOR VEHICLE
PART I FOR THE USE OF THE TRANSFER
(To be made in duplicate if the vehicle is held under an agreement of hire purchase/lease/ hypothecation
and the duplicate copy with endorsement of the registering authority to be returned to the financier
immediately on making the entries of transfer of ownership in the certificate of registration)
To
The Registering Authority,
……………………………………..

Name of the Transfer ….………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Son/Wife/Daughter of ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Full Address ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
I hereby, declare that I/we have on this …………………………………. day of the year ……………………
SOLD my/our motor vehicle bearing Registration Mark…………………………………..………………… to
Sh./Smt. ……………………………………………….. Son/Wife/Daughter of ………………………………………….
Residing at …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(full address) and handed over the certificate of registration and the certificate of insurance
to him/her/them.
I/We / hereby declare that to the best of my/our knowledge the certificate of registration
been / has not suspended or cancelled.
* I enclose the ‘No Objection Certificate’ issued by the Registration Authority.
** If the ‘No. Objection Certificate’ of registration authority is not endorsed the transfer
should file along with appli cation a declaration as required under Sunsection (1) of section
50.
Dated……………………………..
Details of suspension or cancellation.
Strike out which is inapplicable.

Signature of the Transferor
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Check list for Transfer of Vehicle
tkjB NoK;co eokT[D bJh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./
Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
bVh BzL
1.
Applications in Form No. 29 and form No. 30 in duplicate / doyk;s ckow BzL 29 ns/ ckow BzL 30 d/
gVsK ftZu .
2.
Affidavit from seller and purchaser / yohdD ns/ t/uD tkb/ tZb'A jbchnk fpnkB.
3.
4.

Passport size photographs from seller and purchaser / yohdD ns/ t/uD tkb/ dh gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N'
Self-Declaration for safe custody of file that has to be taken back by application at the time of
delivery of documents (Paste one photographs on Self Declaration)/ ckfJb i' fe gqkoEh B{z d;skt/i
gqkgs eoB ;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG-;zGkb ;pzXh ;t?-x'ôDk gZso. (;t? x'ôDk gZso s/ c'N'
fugekJh ikt/)

5.

i) Residence Proof from Purchaser (Attested copy of Ration Card/ Voter Card/ Passport) / yohdB
tkb/ dk fojkfJôh ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No ekov$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[dk c'N' ekgh)
ii) Aadhar Card or any ID proof (Seller & Purchaser)/nkXko ekov iK j'o gfjukD gZso (yohdD ns/
t/uD tkb/ tZb'A)

6.

Copy of Insurance / fJzô'o?A; dh ekgh.

7.

Original Registration Certificate (R.C.) / n;b ofi;No/ôB ;oNhfce/N (nkoa;ha)

8.

N.C.R.B. (National Crime Records Bureau) Report / n?Ba ;hankoapha fog'oN.

9.

Confirmation Report if the vehicle purchased from other district of the Punjab / gzikp oki d/ fe;/
j'o fibQ/ s'A rZvh yohd eoB dh ;{os ftZu ezBcow/ôB fog'oN.

10.

If Vehicle Purchased from Other State then NOC (In duplicate) from concerned State / i/eo tkjB
d{i/ oki s'A yohd ehsk frnk j? sK ;pzXs oki tZb'A n?BaUa;ha (d' gVsK ftZu)
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Notification Service Sr. No. 14
APPLICATION FOR REGULAR DRIVING LICENCE
gZek vokfJftzr bkJh;z; bJh doyk;s
FORM-7
(See Rule 16 (2) of Central Motor Vehicles Rule 1989)
Application for getting a regular laminated driving licence
(FRESH/RENEWAL/DUPLICATE/ADDITION)
(To be filled in Duplicate in capital letters)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Name of applicant…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Son/Wife/Daughter of ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Date of Birth …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
No & Date of Learner’s/Previous Licence ………………………………………………………………
Name of the issuing Authority ………………………………………………………………………………
Learner’s/ Previous Licence valid upto ………………………………………………………………….
Class of Vehicle ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Purpose of present application is for (i.e. Fresh/Renewal/Dup/Addition for) with
reason
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Fee paid Rs. …………………………………. Receipt No. …………………….. Dated …………………
It is certificated that the particulars produced by me are correct &
genuine & nothing has been concealed theirin.

Signature of the applicant

Certificate of test of Competence to drive a Motor Vehicles
The applicant has passed test for ………………………………………………………..Under rule 15 of the
Central Motor Vehicles Rules 1989.
To specimen signature applicant
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
Laminated Licence No. …………………………….

Signature of Testing Authority
(D.T.O. …………………………………)

Valid from ……………………………………………….
Upto ……………………………………………….issued

Signature of Testing Authority
(D.T.O. …………………………………)
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FORM-4
(See rule 14)
Form of Application for Licence to drive a Motor Vehicle
To
The Licencing Authority
…………………………………………………….
I apply for licnece to enable me to dirive vehicle of the following Description:
(a)
Motor Cycle without Gear (b)
Motor Cycle with Gear
(c)
Invalid Carriage
(d)
Light motor vehicle
(e)
Medium goods vehicle
(f)
Medium passengers motor Vehicle (g)
Heavy Goods Vehicle
(h)
Heavy Passengers motor vehicle –
(i)
Road Roller
(j)
Motor Vehicle of the following description –

Space for
photograph of the
size five
centimeters by six
centimeters

Particulars to be furnished by the Applicant
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

Name
……………………………………………………………………………………
Son/Wife/Daughter of
……………………………………………………………………………………
Permanent Address
……………………………………………………………………………………
(Proof to be enclosed)
Temporary address /
……………………………………………………………………………………
Official address (if any)
Date of birth
……………………………………………………………………………………
(Proof to be enclosed)
Education Qualification
……………………………………………………………………………………
Identification Marks (1)
…………………………………………………………………………………..
(2)
…………………………………………………………………………………..
Blood Group and R.H. factor …………………………………………………………………………………..
Have you previously held
…………………………………………………………………………………..
Driving license? If so,
give, details.
Particular and date of every ……………………………………………………………………………………
Conviction wich has been
ordered to be endorsed on any
License held by the applicant.
Have you been disqualified for obtaining …………………………………………………………………..
a license to drive ? If so, for what reason?
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12.

1.
2.
3.
4.
13.

14.

Have you been subjected to driving test
as to your fitness or ability to drive a vehicle
in respect of which a license to drive is
applied for? If so, give the following details.
Date of test
Testing Authority

Result of Test

I enclose three copies of my recent photograph of the size five centimeters into six
centimeters (where laminated card is used, no photograph are required).
I enclose the Learner’s License No. …………………………………………… dated …………………
issued by the Licensing Authority ……………………………………………………………………………

15.

I enclose the driving Certificate No. …………………………………………. dated …………………..
issues by ………………………………………………………

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

I have submitted alongwith my application for Learner’s Licence the written consent
of parent guardian.
I have submitted alongwith the application for Learner’s Licence / I enclose the
Medical Fitness Certificate.
I am exempted from the medical test under Rule 6 of the Central Motor Vehicle
Rules, 1989.
I am exempted from preliminary test under Rule 11(2) of the Central Motor Vehicle
Rules, 1989.
I have paid the fee of rupees.
I hereby declare that to the best of my knowledge beilief the particulars given above
are true.

Date:Signature / Thumb impression of applicant
Certificate of test of competence to drive
The applicant has passed the test prescribed under Rule 15 of the Central Motor
Vehicle Rules, 1989. The test was conducted (here enter the registration mark and
description of the vehicle) ……………………………… on Date.
The applicant has failed in the test
(The details of the deficiency to be listed out)
Date ………………………..
Two specimen signature of applicant
1)
________________________
2)
________________________
*Strike out whichever is inapplicable.

Signature of Testing Authority
Full name and designation
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FORM – 8
[See Rule 17 (1)]
APPLICATION FOR THE ADDITION OF A NEW CLASS OF VEHILCE TO A DRIVING LICENCE
To
The licence authority,
……………………………….
……………………………….
I, Shri / Smt. / Kumari …………………………………….. hereby apply for the addition of the
following class/classes of motor vehicle to the attached license: (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Motor Cycle without Gear,
Motor Cycle with Gear,
Invalid Carriage,
Light motor vehicle,
Medium goods vehicle,
Medium passengers motor Vehicle,
Road Roller,
Motor Vehicle of the following description:

I enclose,
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

a medical certificate in Form 1A,
learner’s licence in Form 3,
Driving license in Form 6/7,
Driving certificate in Form 5 if the application is to drive a transport vehicle,
I have paid the fee of Rs. ……………………………..

Dated ………………………..

Signature or thumb impression of
the Applicant

Certificate of test of competence to drive
The applicant has passed / failed in the test specified in rule 15 of the Central Motor
Vehicles Rules, 1989. The test was conducted on a ………………………… on date
……………………………

Signature of Testing Authority
Name and Designation
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Check list/Documents for issuance of Regular Driving Licence Service
gZek vokfJftzr bkJh;z; ikoh eoB dh ;/tk bJh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./
bVh BzL
1.

2.
3.

4.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Applications in Form No. 7 and Form No. 4 (if applying for LTV then also f ill
Form No. 8) / doyk;s ckow BzL 7 ns/ ckow BzL 4 (i/eo n?b Nh th bJh ngbkJh
eo oj/ j' sK ckow BzL 8 th Gfonk ikt/)
Original Learning Driving Licence / n;b bofBzr vokfJftzr bkJh;z;
Three recent passport size photographs and One Phogographs also Pasted on
Self Declaration/ n;b fszB gk;g'oN ;kJhi c'N'nK ns/ fJe c'N' ;t?-x'ôDk gZso s/
th fugekJh ikt/.
Self Declaration for safe custody of file that has to be taken back by applicati on
at the time of delivery of license / ckfJb i/ fe gqkoEh B{z bkJh;z; gqkgs eoB ;w/A
tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG-;zGkb ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
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Notification Service Sr. No. :- 17
APPLICATION FOR COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
ewoôhnb tkjB dh gkf;zr bJh bJh doyk;s
;/tk fty/,
fibQk NoK;g'oN nc;o,
fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
ftôkL- aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa gkf;zr nkovo b?D pko/.
ôqhwkB ih,
p/Bsh j? fe w/ok$ ;kvk rZvh BzLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaa fi; dk
wkvb aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa j? ns/ o{N gofwN Bzpoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa j? ns/ o{N
gofwN dh fwnkd fwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa sZe j? rZvh dh gkf;zr fwsh
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa B{z ysw j' rJh j?. nZr/ B{z rZvh dh gkf;zr fwsh
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa B{z eotkT[Dh j?. fJ; bJh n?wathankJha aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa B{z gkf;zr
bJh fbfynk ikt/.
nkg ih dk nfs XzBtkdh j'tKrk.
nkgih dk ftôtk;gkso

Bzpoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

fwshaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

w{b o{g ftZu aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa B{z rZvh Bzpoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
dk w[nkfJBk eoB bJh G/fink iKdk j?. rZvh dk w[nkfJBk w'No tjheb n?eN 1988 o{bi d

hnK

XoktK $ fwzBh pZ; ;ehw ns/ n?;aNhaJ/a tZb'A ;w/A ;w/A ikoh j'JhnK jdkfJsk B{z w[Zy oZyfdnK j'fJnk
gowkfDs Beô/ nB[;ko fog'oN$;oNhfce/N ;zpzXs nfXekoh B{z G/fink ikt/. fJj ;gZôN ehsk iKdk
j? fe i/eo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa fwsh B{z gkf;zr Bk eotkJh rJh sK d[pkok nkovo b?D/ g?Dr/.

fibQk NoK;g'oN nc;o,
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ewoôhnb tkjB dh gkf;zr bJh u?e fb;N
Check list for Passing of Commercial Vehicle
Sr. No./
bVh BzL
1.

2.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
BthnK rZvhnK bJhL ckow BzL 21 ns/ 22 Bzpo fpb, N?go/oh Bzpo,
phwk, fojkfJôh ;p{s dh c'N' ekgh.
For new vehicle:- Form No. 21 and 22, Bill, Temporary Number,
Policy, Photo copy of Residence Proof
For Old Vehilces:Photo copy of Registration Copy.
Photo copy of Permit.
Photo copy of Tax Clearance.
g[okDhnK rZvhnK bJhL
ofi;No/ôB ekgh dh c'N' ekgh
gofwN dh c'N' ekgh
N?e; ebhno?A; c'N' ekgh.

BZEh jB
jK$BjhA
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Notification Service Sr. No. :- 18
APPLICATION FOR CANCELLATION OF HYPOTHECATION OF VEHICLE

tkjB dk b'B e?A;b eokT[D bJh
FORM 35
[See rule 60(1)]

doyk;s

NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF AN AGREEMENT OF
HIRE-PURCHASE/LEASE/HYPOTHECATION
(To be made in duplicate and in triplicate where the original Registering Authority is
different, the duplicate copy and the triplicate copy with the endorsement of the
Registering Authority to be returne to the financier and Registering Authirity simultaneously
on making the termination entry in the certificate of the Registration and Form 24).
To
The Registering Authority,
……………………………………..
……………………………………..
We hereby declare that the agreement of hire-purchase/lease/hypothecation
entered into between us has been terminated. We, therefore, request that the note
endorsed in the certificate of Registration of vehicle No. ……………. In respect of the said
agreement between us be cancelled.
The certificate of Registration together with the free is enclosed.
Date : …………………………

Signature of thumb impression of the
Registered Owners

Date : …………………………

Signature of the financier with
Office seal and address

Strike out whichever is inapplicable.
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OFFICE ENDORSEMENT
The cancellation of the Entry agreement as requested above is recorded in this office
Registtation Record in Form 24 and Registration Certificate on …………………………
Date : …………………………

Signature of the Registering Authority

To
The financier……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
The Registering Authority …………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
(To be sent to both the above parties by Registered Post Acknowledgment Due)
Specimen signature of the financier are to be obtained in original Application for
affixing and attestation by the Registering Authority with his office Seal in Form 23 and 24 in
such a manner that the part of impression of seal or stamp and attestation shall fall upon
each signatures.
Specimen Signature of the Financier
1.
2.

Specimen Signature of the Registered Owner
1.
2.

Check list for Cancellation of Hypothecation of Vehicle
tkjB dk b'B e?A;b eokT[D bJh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./
bVh BzL
1.
2.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Form NO. 35 in duplicate / ckow BzL 35 d/ gVsK ftZu .
Original Registration Certificate (RC) of Vehicle / tkjB dk n;b ofi;No/ôB
;oNhfce/N.

3.
4.

Self declaration for Loan Cancellation / b'B e?A;b eoB bJh ;t? x'ôDk gZso.
Self-Declaration for safe custody of file that has to be taken back by application at
the time of delivery of documents (Paste one photographs on Self Declaration)/
ckfJb i' fe gqkoEh B{z d;skt/i gqkgs eoB ;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG-;zGkb
;pzXh ;t?-x'ôDk gZso. (;t? x'ôDk gZso s/ c'N' fugekJh ikt/)

5.

Seal/Stamp of the Bank from on Form No. 35 / ckow BzL 35 T[go fi; p?Ae iK ckow
s'A b'B fbnk j?, T[; p?Ae$cow dh w'jo brtkJh ikt/.

6.

Two passport photograph/ d' gk;g'oN ;kfJ÷ c'N'nK.
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Notification Service Sr. No. :- 19
APPLICATION FOR VEHICLE TRANSFER
tkjB NoK;co eotkT[D bJh doyk;s
PART-II FOR THE USE OF TRANSFER

To
The Registering Authority
……………………………………….
Name of the Transferee………………………………… ……………………………………………………………………….
Son/Wife/Daughter of ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Full Address ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………..(Proofs of address of be enclosed)
I hereby declare that I/We have on this …………………………………. day or th e year ………..
………………………………………………………………. PURCHASED the motor vehicle bearing Chassis No.
……………………………………………………..Engine No. ……………………………… Model ………………………….
Registration No. …………………………………..From ……………………………….. (name and full address)
and request that necessary entries regarding the transfer of ownership of the vehicle in
my/our name may be recorded in the certificate of registration / certificate of fitness of the
vehicle which is enclosed.
The certificate of insurance is also enclosed.
Specimen Signature of the transferee

Signature of the Transferor

(1)
(2)
Consent of the Financiers in the case of motor vehicle subject to the agreement of hire purchase / lease / hypothecation.
I / We being a party to an agreement of hire purchase/lease/hypothecation in respct
motor vehicle ……………………… Give sensed to the transfer or ownership of the sale vehicle to
Sh. /Smt./Kumari …………………………………………………. With whom
I/We have entered into agreement of his purchase/lease/hypothecation.
Date……………………..
Signature of the Financier
OFFICE ENDORSEMENT
No. ……………………….. Dated……………………… Office of the ………………………… The transfer of
ownership of the vehicle has been recorded with effect from ………………………………………on
the regis tration certificate of the vehicle ……………………………………………… and in the
registration recorded of his office.
Registering Authority
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Notification Service Sr. No. 142
APPLICATION FOR DRIVING LICENCE RENEW
vokfJftzr bkJh;z; BthB bJh doyk;s
FORM-7
(See Rule 16 (2) of Central Motor Vehicles Rule 1989)
Application for getting a regular laminated driving licence
(FRESH/RENEWAL/DUPLICATE/AD DITION)
(To be filled in Duplicate in capital letters)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Name of applicant…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Son/Wife/Daughter of ………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Date of Birth …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
No & Date of Learner’s/Previous Licence ………………………………………………………………
Name of the issuing Authority ………………………………………………………………………………
Learner’s/ Previous Licence valid upto ………………………………………………………………….
Class of Vehicle ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Purpose of present application is for (i.e. Fresh/Renewal/Dup/Addition for) with
reason
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Fee paid Rs. …………………………………. Receipt No. …………………….. Dated …………………
It is certificated that the particulars produced by me are correct &
genuine & nothing has been concealed theirin.

Signature of the applicant
Certificate of test of Competence to drive a Motor Vehicles
The applicant has passed test for ………………………………………………………..Under rule 15 of the
Central Motor Vehicles Rules 1989.
To specimen signature applicant
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
Laminated Licence No. …………………………….

Signature of Testing Autho rity
(D.T.O. …………………………………)

Valid from ……………………………………………….
Upto ……………………………………………….issued

Signature of Testing Authority
(D.T.O. …………………………………)
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Check list for Driving Licence Renew Service
vokfJftzr bkJh;z; BthB dh ;/tk bJh u?e fb;N
Sr. No./
bVh BzL
1.
2.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Applications in Form No. 7 and Form No. 9 / doyk;s ckow BzL 7 ns/ ckow BzL 9
Medical Certificate issued by MBBS Doctor on Form No. 1 / ckow BzL1 s/
n?waphaphan?;a vkeNo tZb'A ikoh w?vheb ;oNhfce/N

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Original Driving License with photo copy of Driving Licence / n;b vokJhftzr
bkJh;z; ;w/s vokJhftzr bkJh;?A; dh c'N' ekgh.
i) Residence Proof (Attested copy of Ration Card/Voter Card/Passport)
/fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No ekov$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[Zdk c'N'
ekgh).
ii) Aadhaar Card (As ID Proof)/ nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/)
Four recent passport size photographs / uko skik gk;g'oN ;kJhi c'N'nK.
Self Declaration (paste recent passport size photograph) for safe custody of file
that has to be taken back by application at the time of delivery of license /
ckfJb i' fe gqkoEh B{z bkJh;z; gqkgs eoB ;w/A tkfg; d/ fdZsh ikt/rh dh ;KG;zGkb ;pzXh ;t?-x'ôDk gZso (skik gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N' fugekJh ikt/).
Varification / NOC from Other District /State through post, if previous renewal
from other district / State / i/eo fgSbk BthB d{i/ fibQ/$oki s'A j? sK d{i/
fibQ/$oki s'A j? sK d{i/ fibQ/ $ oki dh t?ohfce/ôB$n?BaUa;ha brkJh ikt/.
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Notification Service Sr. No. 134
Application for Issuance of I.D. Card Senior Citizen
;hBhno f;Nh÷B tk;s/ nkJhavha ekov ikoh eoB bJh fpB?-gZso
(gzikp oki d/ ;hBhno f;Nh÷B tk;s/ nkJhavhaekov ikoh eo bJh fpB?-gZso)
(Application for Issuance of Senior Citizen I.D. Card in Punjab State)
1.

fpB?eko dk Bkw$Name of Applicant

2.

fgsk$gsh dk Bkw$

____________________________
____________________________

Father’s/ Husband’s Name
3.

g{ok gsk$Complete Address

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

4.

T[wo (d;thA gk; ;oNhfce/N nB[;ko iBw
fwsh iK ;oekoh w?vheb nc;o s'A s;dhe

____________________________

5.
6.
7.

8.

T[wo wzBh ikt/rh$Age (Age as per Matric
Certificate or Age attested by Gazetted
Officer)
T[ukJh (eZd)$Height
fd;D tkbk ôBkysh fBôkB $Identity Card
with photo
eh gzikp dk gZek t;Bhe j?< (;p{s brkfJnk
ikt/)$Are you bonofide Resident of
Punjab? (Attach proof)
eh s[;hA nB[;{fus iksh iK gZSVh ôq/Dh Bkb

fpB?eko dh
s;dheô[dk c'N' $
Attested photo
of Applicant

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

____________________________

;pzXs j'<$Are you belong to S.C. or B.C.
category (Write caste)
w?A s;dhe ns/ f;ckoô eodk jK fe T[go'es fdZsh rJh ikDekoh ns/ Bkb BZEh d;skt/÷ w/oh ;wM nB[;ko
;jh tk do[Z;s j? ns/ fJ; ftZu eZ[M th S[gkfJnk BjhA frnk j?.
I hereby declare that the information given in above and attached documents is true and correct to
the best of my knowledge and belief and nothing has been concealed therein.
fpB?eko d/ j;skyo $ fBôkB nzr{mk
Applicant signature / Thumb Impression
w? s;dhe ns/ f;ckoô eodk$eodh jK fe fpB?eko tZb'A noih ckow ftZu fdZs/ rJ/ sZE ;jh jB ns/ fe;/ t/b/ rbs
gkJ/ ikD s/ fpB?eko s'A fJbktk w?A s;dhe ns/ f;ckoô eosk fBZih s"o s/ fizw/tko j'tKrk$j'tKrh.
I verify and recommend that the facts given by the applic ant are tue and I along with applicant personally
responsible for any false information.
;pzXs fwT[A;gb e"A;bo$;ogzu d/ d;sys
;w/s w'jo ns/ fwsh
Signature of concerned Muninicipal Councillor/Sarpanch
with Stamp and date
e/tb dcsoh tos'A bJh $ For Office Use only
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fJj noih dcso s/ vkfJoh Bzpo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa fwsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaa okjhA gqkgs j'Jh, tkuh rJh j?.
This application has been received vide diary No. ………………….. dated: ……………… Application checked
and found complete. ID Card may be issued to the applicant.
vhfbzr eboe $ ;jkfJe
Dealing Clerk/Assistant

ikoh eosk nfXekoh
Issuing Authority

Application for issuance of I.D. Card for Senior Citizen
;hBhno f;Nh÷B tk;s/ nkJhavhaekov ikoh eoB bJh fpB?-gZso
Sr. No./
bVh BzL
1.
2.

3.
4.

Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
Application Form/ doyk;s ckow
i) Residence Proof (Attested copy of Ration Card/ Voter Card/ Passport) /
fojkfJô dk ;p{s (okôB ekov$t'No ekov$gk;g'oN dh s;dheô[dk c'N' ekgh)
ii) Aadhar Card (As ID proof)/nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/)
Date of Birth Proof / iBw dk ;p{s
Application Form and photograph should be attested by any MBBS
Doctor/Gazetted Officer/Concerned MC or Sarpanch / fe;/ n?waphaphan?;a
vkeNo$rifNv nc;o$;pzXs n?wa;haiK ;ogzu s'A s;dheô[Zdk doyk;s ckow ns/
c'N'.
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Notification Service No. 20

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Residence Certificate / fojkfJô ;oNhfce/N
(Personnel Department / go;'Bb ftGkr)
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

7a
8a

Gender/ fbzr
Male / g[oô
Female / n"os
Period of Residence at which the applicant is
desired to get Residence Certificate ? /
fi; gs/ bJh ;oNhfce/N ngbkJh ehsk frnk j?
T[; gs/ s/ ofjD dk ;wK <
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Verification Certificate No. from
Sarpanch / Patwari / Head of Department (HOD) /
Municipal Counselor (MC) / ;ogzu$gNtkoh$
ftGkr d/ gqXkB (n?ua Uavha)$fwT[fB;gb ekT[B;bo (n?wa ;ha)
d[nkok gVskb gZso dk Bzpo
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Whether Verification Number is attached or not?/
eh gVskb Bzpo BZEh ehsk frnk j?
Yes / jK
No / BjhA
Verification Authority /
12.
Verification Certificate Issue Date/
gVskb nfXekoh
gVskb gZso ikoh j'D dh fwsh
To whom the Verification certificate is issued/
gVskb gZso fe; ftnesh B{z ikoh ehsk frnk j? <
Designation of issuing person / ikoh eoB tkb/ dk nj[dk

9.

10.
11a
13.
14a
15a

Mode of Delivery /
ndkfJrh dk sohek

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Suwidha Kendra /
;[ftXk e/Ado

Gram Suwidha Kendra/
rqkw ;[ftXk e/Ado

By Post /
vke d[nkok
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Documents Attached/BZEh d;skt/i

Tick

ü the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'
Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration – Attached / ;t?-x'ôDk

Mandatory / io{oh

2a Copy of Ration Card’s First Page / Voter Card/ okôB ekov d/
gfjb/ g/i $ t'No ekov dh ekgh
3. Copy of Verification Certificate from Sarpanch / Patwari / Head
of Department (HOD) / Municipal Counselor (MC) / ;ogzu $
gNtkoh $ ftGkr d/ gqXkB (n?uaUavha) $ wT[fB;gb ekT[B;bo
(n?;a ;h) d[nkok gVskb gZso dh ekgh

Mandatory / io{oh
Mandatory / io{oh

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service Sr. No. 21
APPLICATION FOR NEW RATION CARD
BtK okôB ekov ;pzXh doyk;s
Designated officer : Assistant Food & Supply Officer ______________
BkwiZd nfXekoh L ;jkfJe y[oke ns/ ;gbkJh nc;oaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

g{o/ gfotko
dh ro[Zg c'N'

Form D-1 / ckow vh -1
RATION CARD FORM / okôB ekov ckow

fugekU

2.

Name of Head of family(Capital Letters): ___________ Son/Wife of ______________
gfotko d/ w[Zyh dk BK (w'N/ nZyoK ftZu)
g[Zso $ gsBh
House No./wekB BzL_____________Landmark/Locality/w[jZbk$rbh dk BK__________

3.
4.

Ward/Village/tkov$fgzv____ Block/pbke____Tehsil/sfj;hb____District/fibQk_____
Date on which convered under distribution/tzv y/so ftZu nkT[D dh fwshL_________
Reason for being residing at permanent distribution area/tzv y/so ftu gZe/ s"o s/

1a

5.
6a

ofjD dh s÷th÷ d/ ekoDL ________________________________________________
Total income of family from all sourcwes (With allowances): Rs. ____________/ o[gJ/
gfotko dh ;ko/ t;hfbnK s'A e[Zb nkwdB (;ko/ GZs/ fwbke/)L
Family member detail of applicant / fpB?eko d/ gfotko d/ w?ApoK dk t/otkL-

Sr. No. Applicant and
Relation and Occupation Aadhaar Card
Age / T[wo
Number/
bVh BzL name of their other nameof their / feZsk
(Above 12
(2-12 Years) (Below2
family members / other family
nkXko ekov
Years)/(12
/pZu/ (2-12 Years) /wk;{w
fpB?eko ns/ T[; d/ members/
Bzpo
;kb
s'
A
T[
g
o)
;kb s'A T[go) (2 s'A S'N/)
Bkb ofjzd/ gfotko fpB?eko Bkb
d/ d{i/ w?ApoK d/ BK foôsk

Give details
If the
members
who are
working
somewhere
/ i/ ;ohoe
ezw eoB tkb/
j'D sK fby'

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

7a

8.
9.
10.
11.

Occupation, detail of Occupation’s place and address / feZsk, feZs/ dh EK dk t/otk
ns/ gsk L-___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
If income tax payer then PAN No. detail: ____________________________________
i/eo nkwdB eo fdzd/ j' sK g?B Bzpo dk t/otk
Name of the Place/State from where you belong, Date of originate : ______________
fe; irQK$oki fiE'A nkJ/ j', nkT[D dh fwsh ;w/sL
Nationality / Bkrfoesk__________________________________________________
If you have an election Voter Card then No.and Photocopy_____________________
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12.

i/eo u'D ;Bkysh ekov j? sK T[; dk Bzpo ns/ c'N' ekghL
LPG Gas connection yes or no, if yes then consumer No. _______________________
r?; e[B?eôB j? iK BjhA, i/eo j? sK T[gG'rsk BzL
One or two cylinder ____________________________________________________
fJe iK d' f;bzvo

Receipt of Countrer Foll after the approval / gqtkBrh dk fpB?-gZso t;{b eoB tZi'A o;hd
fpB?-gZso dk eqw Bzpoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa fpB?eko dk BK aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa fJj o;hd
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa B{z aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaas/ g/ô ehsk ikt/ id'A fe fpB? -gZso d/ ;jh j'D dh
;{os ftZu tzv ekov ikoh ehsk ikt/.
Application Sr. No. ______________applicant name
__________________ . This Receipt will be shown on _________________ to the
_______________at the time of issuance of ration card if the application facts found
correct.

Date/fwshL______________ Signature of Receiving Clerk/ t;{bh eboe d/ j;skyoaaaaaaaaaaaa
13.

I formally declare that / w?A fJ; d[nkok o;wh s'o s/ n?bkB eodk jK feL-

(A)
(B)

(D)

That information given in this form is correct.
That no member mentioned at Sr. No. 6 received or availe d any kind of ration from
military.
That no member mentioned at Sr. No. 6 has separately given application form for
distribution of wheat / sugar.
That applicant is the Head of Family i.e. Main Member.

(T)

fe fJ; ckow ftzu fdZsh ;{uBK ;jh j?.

(n)
(J)

fe wZd BzL 6 ftZu doi fe;/ th ftnesh B{z ;?Bk gk;'A okôB BjhA fwbdk.
fe wZd BzL 6 ftZu doi fe;/ th ftnesh B{z nBki$yzv d/ ekov bJh nbfjdk fpB?-gZso
BjhA fdZsk.

(;)

fe fpB?eko gfotko dk w[Zyh j? noEks w[Zy w?Apo j?.

(C)

Complete signature of applicant/Thumb impression with Date/
fpB?eko d/ g{o/ j;skyo$fBôkB nzr{mk fwsh ;fjs
It is to certify that _____________ son / wife of ______________ know him/her
personally and the family residing at the above address since ___________ years.
s;dhe ehsk iKdk j? fe w?A aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa g[Zso$gsBhaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaB{z iksh s"o s/ ikDdk
jK ns/ fJj gfotko aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa ;kb s'A T[go'es gs/ s/ ofj fojk j?.

Certifier full name, designation and complete signature with date and stamp of nam
bardar/
Sarpanch / M.C. (If applicant is government Servant then form is to be attested from Head of
department)/s;dhe eoB tkb/ Bzpodko$;ogzu$e"A;bo dk g{ok BK, nj[Zdk ns/ g{o/ j;skyo w'oo ns/
fwsh ;fjs (i/eo fpB?eko ;oekoh eowukoh j't/ sK ftGkr d/ w[Zyh tZb'A s;dhe eotkfJnk ikt/. )
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Note:- 1.

2.
B'NL-

1a

APPLICANT GIVING FALSE INFORMATION AND PERSON ATTESTING THE APPLICATION
FOR WRONG WILL RENDER THEMSELVES LIABLE TO CRIMINAL ACTION AS PROVIDED
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF “PUNJAB PROMULGATED UNDER THE ESSENTIONAL
COMMODITIES ACT, 1955* WHICH IS IMPOSED IN ALL PUNJAB FROM 4 JULY, 1959.
ALL THE COLUMN SHOULD BE DULY FLLED AND NO COLUMN SHOULD BE LEFT
BLANK.
M{mh ;{uBK d/D tkb/ fpB?eko n/s fpB? -gZso dh rbs s;dhe eoB tkb/ ftnesh gzikp
nBki (nzeV/ fJZem/ eoB) ;pzXh j[Zew 1959 i' fe 4 i[bkJh 1959 s'A ;ko/ gzikp ftZu
bkr{ j'fJnk j?, d/ T[gpzXk nXhB c"idkoh eotkJh d/ Gkrh j'Dr/.

2a

;ko/ ekbw ;gZôN Go/ ikD ns/ fe;/ ekbw B{z ykbh Bk SZfvnk ikt/.

For Office Use (Not to be filled by Applicant) e/tb dcso bJh (fpB?eko B/ BjhA GoBk)
1.

Sr. No. of Receipt Register of application D -II / fpB?-gZso dk t;{bh ofi;No vh-II ftZu eow
nze aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

2a

Letter No. of Verifying Officer/ gVQskb nc;o d/ gZso dk Bzpo aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

3a

Report of Verifying Officer/ gVQskb nc;o dh fog'oNaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
pkbr pZu/, wk;{w, pkbrK ftZu'A ;ohoe ezw eoB tkb/ ftneshaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Children and the persons who are working somewhere

4.

gfotko d/ e[Zb w?ApoK dh frDsh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Total number of family members.

Name of Distribution Officer, Designation, Stamp,
Signature & Date

Name of Verifying Officer, Designation,
Stamp Signature & Date

tzv nc;o dk BK, nj[Zdk, w'jo j;skyo s/ fwsh

gVQskb nc;o dk BK, nj[Zdk, w'jo
j;skyo s/ fwsh

Code No. of issued Ration Card / ikoh ehs/ tzv ekov dk e'v BzpoL aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Sr.No./eqw
nze aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Employee name who prepared the card,
Designation, Stamp, Signature & Date

Signature of card receiving person
Thumb impression / Date

ekov fsnko eoB tkb/ eowukoh dk BK,

ekov gqkgs eoB tkb/ ftnesh d/ j;skyo

nj[Zdk, w'jo, j;skyo ns/ fwsh

fBôkB nzr{mk$fwshL
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Check list/Documents for New Ration Card
BtK okôB ekov bJh u?e fb;N$d;skt/÷
Sr. No./
Documents required / io{oh d;skt/÷
bVh BzL
1.
Form D-1 (In Duplicate)/ vha-1 ckow (d' gVsK ftZu)
2.
Form D-1 attested by any gazette officer/ M.C./Nambardar / Sarpanch /
ckow vha-1 fe;/ rifNv nc;o$n?wa;ha$ Bzpodko$ ;ogzu s'A s;dhe j'Dk ukfjdk j?.
3.
Self Declaration letter / ;t? x'ôDk gZso
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

One Single Passport size photograph of applicant / fpB?eko dh fJe f;zrb gk;g'oN ;kJh÷ c'N'
Three Group photograph of all family members (Two photograph paste on Form D -1 and attested)/
gfotko d/ ;ko/ w?ApoK dhnK 3 ro[Zg c'N'nK (2 c'N'nK vha-1 ckow T[s/ brke/ s;dhe eotkJhnK ikD.
If house is owned by applicant then copy of registry or transfer letter or electricity bill or water bill /
wekB i/eo ngDk j? sK wekB dh ofi;Noh iK NoK;co b?No iK fpibh dk fpb iK gk Dh dk fpb
If the house is on the name of any other family member like Father / Mother then attach a copy of
NOC from him / her that if ration card is made there is no objection. /
i/eo wekB gfotko d/ fe; / j'o w?Apo fit/A fe wksk$fgsk d/ Bkw s/ j? sK T [BK tZb'A n?BaUa;ha fe T[BK B{z
okôB ekov pDB s/ e'Jh fJZsoki BjhA j?.
If the children are minor then attach birth certificates, if they are major then copy of middle class or
th
matriculation or 12 class certificate/ i/eo pZu/ Bpkfbr jB sK T[BQK d/ iBw ;oNhfce/N, i/eo pkbr
jB sK nZmthA, d;thA iK pkothA d/ ;oNhfce/N dh c'N' ekgh.
If the name of any family member is entered in ration card anywhere in the country then get that
name deleted from the ration card and br ing surrender certificate which is to be attached with
form. / i/eo gfotko d/ fe;/ w?Apo dk Bkw Gkos ftZu fe; / th ok ôB ekov ftZu doi j? sK T[; ftZu'A
eNtke/ ;ozvo ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoe/ fbnkfJnk ikt/.
If the house on rent then rent agreement, electricit y bill or water bill of the landlord is required and
bring NOC from the landlord that “if the ration card will be issued to the applicant then I have no
Objection being a landlord of the applicant that is my tenant”/
i/eo wekB feokJ/ dk j? sK o?AN n?rohw?AN, wekB wkbe dk fpibh dk fpb iK gkDh dk fpb ns/ wekB
wkbe s'A n?BaUa;ha (fJsokijhDsk ;oNhfce/N) fe ÒÒT[;B{z e'Jh fJsoki BjhA i/eo feokJ/dko dk ok ôB
ekov T[;d/ gs/ s/ pD iKdk j?.ÓÓ

11.

(i) Attested copy of Voter Card / Passport / t'No ekov $ gk;g' oN dh s;dhô[Zdk c'N' ekgh.
(ii) Aadhar Card (As ID proof) / nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o s/)
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Notification Service Sr. No. – 45
Issuance of Backward Class Certificate.
gZSVh ôq/Dh dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB ;pzXh
Tehsildar, ……………………………………
BkwiZd nfXekoh
L
sfj;hbdko, aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Subject :ftôkL -

Application for Issuance of Backward Class Certificate.
gZSVh ôq/Dh dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB ;pzXh - fpB? gZso.

Regarding subject cited above, It is hereby submitted that I _ ___________________
son/daughter/wife of Shri ____
_______________ R/o _______
______ Tehsil
_______________ District ____________ Punjab and I belong to _____________caste,
which isdeclared as Backward Class by Punjab Govt. This Certificate is required to m
e/my
minor boy/girl ____________ .
My self-declaration and verification report is enclosed herewith is true and correct.
T[go'es ftô/ d/ ;pzX ftZu p/Bsh j? fe w?A aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
g[Zso$g[Zsoh$gsBh ;qh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa tk;h aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa sfjLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa gzikp dk$dh t;Bhe j K ns/ w?Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa iksh Bkb ;pzX
oZydk$oZydh jK, fijVh fe gzikp ;oeko tZb'A gZSVh ôq/Dh eoko fdZsh rJh j?. fJj ;oNhfce/N w?AB{z
y[Zd $ ngD/ Bkpkfbr bVe/$bVeh aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa bJh b'VhAdk j?.
fJ; ;pzX ftZu w/ok ;t?-x'ôDk gZso ns/ j'o d;skt/i i' ;jh tk do[;s jB Bkb BZEh j?.

Thanking you $ XzBtkd ;fjs

Your's Faithfully $ nkg ih dk$dh ftôtk; gkso
(aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa)
Dated $ fwshLName $ Bkwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Address $ gsk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Phone No.$c'B BzLaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
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Check list/Documents for Issuing Backward class certificate

gZSVh ôq/Dh dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh u?Ze fb;N
· Prescribed application form with Report from concerned Patwari and Nambardar /
Sarpanch / M.C.
fBoXkos gq'ckow/ ftZu doyk;s ;w/s jbek gNtkoh ns/ Bzpodko $ ;ogzu$ n?wa;ha tZb'A
fog'oN.
· Self – declaration from applicant.
gqkoEh tZb'A ;t?-x'ôDk gZso.
· (i) Any two residence proof: - Attested copy of Ration Card / Voter Card / Driving
Licence/ Passport
.
e'Jh d' fojkfJô d/ ;p{s
- L okôB ekov $ t'No ekov$ vokJhftzr bkJh;z;$ gk;g'oN dh
s;dheô[Zdk ekgh.
· (ii) Aadhar Card (As ID Proof).
nkXko ekov (gfjukD gZso d/ s"o .s/)
· Attested copy of age proof .
T[wo d/ s;dheô[Zdk ;p{s dh ekgh.
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Notification Service No. 45

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Issuance of Caste Certificate SC / nB{;[fus iks dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh
(SC BC Welfare Department / nB[;{fus ikoh gZSVh ôq/DhnK ftGkr )
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk$ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

7a
9a

Gender/ fbzr
Mode of Delivery /
ndkfJrh dk sohek

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Paste Self
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Attested
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Passport Size
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Photograph
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
here
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Male / g[oô
Female / n"os
8.
Caste / iks aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Suwidha Kendra /
Gram Suwidha Kendra/
By Post /
;[ftXk e/Ado
rqkw ;[ftXk e/Ado
vke d[nkok
Documents Attached/ BZEh d;skt/i

Tick

ü

the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'

Name of Documents $ d;skt/÷K dk BK
1a Self Declaration – Attached / ;t?-x'ôDk
2a Copy of Identity Card/ gSkD d/ ;p{s dh ekgh
3. Copy of Residence Proof / fojkfJô d/ ;p{s dh ekgh

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe
Mandatory / io{oh
Mandatory / io{oh
Mandatory / io{oh

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB
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Notification Service No. 45

APPLICATION FORM / noih ckow
Issuance of Caste Certificate OBC / j'o gZSVhnK ôq/DhnK dk ;oNhfce/N ikoh eoB bJh
(SC BC Welfare Department / nB[;{fus ikoh gZSVh ôq/DhnK ftGkr )
1.
2a
3a

Name of Applicant / fpB?eko dk BK
Father/Husband Name / fgsk $ gsh dk BK
Address / gsk

4a

Pincode/fgzB e'v
Mobile Number / w'pkfJb Bzpo

6a

Aadhaar Number / nkXko Bzpo

7a

Gender/ fbzr

Male / g[oô

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Paste Self
Attested
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Passport
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Size
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Photograph
here
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
District / fibQk aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
5a Email ID (If any) / ……………….………………………………….
Jh-w/b gsk (i/eo j?) aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Female / n"os

8.

Caste / iks aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Information regarding Parents / wksk fgsk pko/ ;{uBk
Employed in Government Service /
Father / fgsk
;oekoh ;z;Ek ftZu B'eoh
9. Class of Service / B'eoh dh fe;w
………………………………………..
10. Scale of Pay / t/sBwkB
………………………………………..

………………………………………
………………………………………

Employed in Private Service / fBih ;z;Ek ftZu B'eoh
11. Name of the Organization / ;z;Ek dk BK
12. Designation / nj[dk
13. Remuneration / t/sBwkB

……………………………………….
……………………………………….
……………………………………….

……………………………………….
……………………………………….
……………………………………….

Mother / wksk

Agriculture land holding owned by whole family including Mother or Father /
g{o/ gfotko dh wkbeh iwhB wksk fgsk ;w/s
14. Total Land Holding / e[b iwhBh epik
……………………………………………………………………………………….
15. Location / EK
……………………………………………………………………………………….
16. Percentage of the total irrigated land / fezB/ gqfsôs
……………………………………………………………………………………….
iwhB T[gikT{ j?<
Vacant land or building in urban areas / ôfjoh fJbke/ ftZu ykbh EK iK fpbfvzr
17. Property Details / ikfJdkd dk t/otk
Self Occupied /
Rented /
y[Zd dk
feokJ/ s/
18. Use to which it is put / fezBh EK tos' ftZu j?
………………………………………………………………………………………
19. Location / EK
……………………………………………………………………………………….
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20. Area of the Property / iwhB dk J/fonk
21. Type of Property / ikfJdkd dh fe;w

……………………………………………………………………………………….
Commercial /
Residential /
tgkoe
fojkfJôh

Income / Wealth / nkwdB $ wbehns
22. Annual Family Income from all sources /
……………………………………………………………………………………….
gfotko dh ;ko/ ;'of;; s'A ;kbkBk nkwdB
23. Whether Income Tax payer/ eh eo God/ j'
Yes / jK
No/ BjhA
24. Mode of Delivery / ndkfJrh dk sohek
Suwidha Kendra /
Gram Suwidha Kendra/
By Post /
;[ftXk e/Ado
rqkw ;[ftXk e/Ado
vke d[nkok
Documents Attached/ BZEh d;skt/i

Tick

ü

the attached documents / BZEh d;skt/÷K B{z nzfes eo'

Name of Documents$ d;skt/÷K dk BK

Mandatory/Optional/ io{oh $ fJZfSe

1a Self Declaration / ;t?-x'ôDk

Mandatory / io{oh

2a Copy of Identity Card/ gSkD d/ ;p{s dh ekgh
3. Copy of Residence Proof / fojkfJô d/ ;p{s dh ekgh

Mandatory / io{oh

4. Salary Statement of Father/ Mother in case of Govt. Employee/
fgsk$wksk dh ;?boh ;N/Nw?AN i/ Uj ;oekoh eowukoh jB

Mandatory / io{oh

Date$fwshL-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Mandatory / io{oh

Applicant’s Signature / Thumb Impression
fpB?eko d/ d;sys $ nzr{m/ dk fBôkB

